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To
MY MOTHER.

INTRODUCTION
,HIS book needs no apologetic or commendatory introduction. I t stands on its own merit.
But I am glad to introduce its author as a
competent and careful scholar, a faithful and effective
missionary, and as a dear and trusted friend. Mr.
Miller is a graduate of Washington and Lee University
in the Class of 1912. For some time after his graduation he was engaged in Christian work among students.
Then, in 1919, he went to Persia where he has since
worked with his home in Meshed, the great shrine city
of Persia. Here he has lived in daily contact with
Shiah Mohammedans coming to visit the shrines of
Imim Refi and Gauhar ShZd, and his itinerating trips
have taken him all over northeastern Persia. He has
lived in the Persian mind. Inevitably he has been
brought into contact with Bahii'ism and i s thoroughly
familiar with its literature and with its life and thought.
He has done a valuable and necessary service in setting
forth with accuracy and trustworthiness the truth about
BahB'ism. No religion has been so widely misrepresented in its presentation in the West. I t is well to
have it described with competence and veracity in Mr.
Miller's book, as it has been in history and as it is in
Persia today.
Some of these Western transformations of Bahi'ism
have had much vogue in America, and voluntary mis-
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sionaries have represented-the faith as an enlightened
humanism with a new and original message of universal
peace. As a matter of fact, there is not one truth in
these Occidental representations of Bahi'ism that is
not borrowed from Christianity, while practically all
that constitutes the real Bahii'i faith has been sloughed
off and forgotten. This interest in Bahii'ism will of
course be short lived. It contains no authentic message
about either God or man and it has 'no dynamic with
which to propel its borrowed ideas. Mr. Miller's book
tells the truth about it. And this book is needed and
will do good.

ROBERT
E. SPEER.
156 Fifth Avenue,

New York.
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A

U impartial observers of BahZ'ismg in Persia

are agreed that here in the land of its birth this
religion, which once showed promise of capturing all Central Asia, is now steadily losing ground. Few
new converts are being made, many of the Baha'i lo
leaders of yesterday have openly prodaimed their defection from the movement, and some have written able
books exposing the errors which they formerly laboured
to propagate. It is only a matter of time until this
strange movement, like Manichaeism and Mazdakism
before it, shall be known only to students of history.
I t would seem, therefore, to be but a waste of time
and effort to write a book about a dying movement,
and I should never have attempted this task were it not
for the activity of the BahB'is in Europe and America
in carrying on their campaign of propaganda Four
years ago I was in Geneva, Switzerland. As I was
looking at the titles of new volumes in the showwindow of a most attractive bookstore, what was my
surprise to find there a large and beautiful scroll upon
which were written the " principles " of Bahii'ism. A
number of Baha'i books and magazines also were
offered for sale. I entered and purchased a copy of
The Bahci'i Magazine, remarking as I did so that it
seemed very strange to us who lived in Persia to see
people of the West taking up this Persian religion.
9
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The clerk replied that the-owner of the shop was much
interested in the Bahii'i movement and would be glad
to talk with me if I had time to meet her. I readily
consented, and had a most pleasant visit with this cultured lady. She told me that she had been much impressed by the Bahii'i teachings, and had accordingly
gone to Haifa to meet Shoghi Efendi, the " Guardian
of the Cause." Though she had not become a Bahi'i
herself yet, she said she felt that in BahH'u'lliih the
Spirit of Christ had again appeared on earth. When
I asked whether she had-made a careful study of the
history of Bahii'ism she admitted that she had not, and
asked me to suggest some books which she might consult. I did so, urging her to inform herself thoroughly .
as to the character and life of Bahii'u'lliih and his son,
'Abdu'l-BahH, before attesting their claims.
In the copy of the magazine which I bought I was
interested to read this paragraph: "One of the most
gracious proofs of the operation of the Holy Spirit has
been the attraction to the Bahii'i Cause of the owner
of a well-known bookshop [in Geneva], dealing with
all kinds of progressive thought literature. This gifted
woman caused a beautifully illuminated scroll to be
displayed in the window of her store, embodying in
three languages the Baha'i Principles.
Let it be
our earnest prayer that in this important world-centre
the Divine Oriflamme may grow with ever increasing
radiance." '
I t is not surprising that this " gifted " friend of
BahH'ism knew nothing of Baha'i history, for the
Baha'is take but little interest in the history of their
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.'ucause." Among the many books which they have
published in European languages, not one contains any
adequate treatment of this subject. In fact, Baha'is
do everything possible to divert the attention of West', erners from the early history of the movement, and in
the brief accounts which they give of these events they
'.: badly distort the facts, as will be seen in the pages
. . which follow. Had we been dependent for a knowl'
edge of this history upon the Bahii'Ts themselves, the
world would never have known the true nature of the
beginnings of Biibism and Bahii'ism. But fortunately
there were two European scholars of the first rank who
' took an intense interest in the movement, and who
collected and translated many of the original writings
of the BIb and his followers, and from their books it
is possible for the student to gain an accurate knowledge of what this movement was and is.
The first of these authorities was Comte de Gobi' neau, who was in the French Legation in Teheriin from
A. D. 1855 to 1858, first as a secretary and later as
minister. The Comte de Gobineau came to Persia
only five years after the Biib had been put to death in
Tabriz, and he therefore had an excellent opportunity
to get first-hand information regarding him and his
followers. Added to a thorough knowledge of Persian
and Arabic, Comte de Gobineau possessed a remarkable understanding of the character and beliefs of the
Persians in general and of the ibis in particular.
His sympathetic interest in the Biib led him to view
the whole movement in the most favorable light posI
sible, and the account which he has left us of the first

.
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decade of Biibi history is intirely free from all prejudice. It would have been impossible to find a historian
more learned or sympathetic to give to the West a true
picture of the BBb.ll Les Religiones et Les Philosophies
duns Z'Asie Centrale; a large part of which is devoted
to the Biibis, will ever remain one of the primary
sources for the study of the movement.
It was through reading Comte de Gobineau's brilliant book that the late Dr. E. G. Browne, of Cambridge University, first became interested in the Biibis.
When a young man he stumbled on the volume by
chance in the university library, and was so captivated by it that he at once formed the plan of going
to Persia himself to learn more of Biibism while some
of the contemporaries of the BBb were still alive. He
reached Teherh in A. D. 1887 and spent a year travelling about the country, living in the most intimate relations with the people, and coming to know them in
twelve months far better than most Europeans are
able to do in as many years. The story of this sojourn
is contained in a large volume entitled A Year
Amongst the Perskns (London, 1893). Dr. Browne's
primary purpose in coming to Persia was, as we have
seen, the study of the Bgbi movement. But, to his
great disappointment, it was for some time impossible
for him to make the acquaintance of any BBbis whatever. Try as hk would, he could not get into touch
with them, for at that time they were concealing their
faith most diligently. At last, however, he was overjoyed to discover one in Isfahiin, and having once
gained admittance to this secret fraternity he was able

'
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during the remainder of his stay in Persia to meet
-)":'BHbis wherever he went. He was admitted to their
-tlfmeetings,
was instructed in their doctrines, was given
:r .
:'
their
sacred
writings, and was even initiated by them
5
;-into the mysteries of opium, from which he extricated
.'$ 'himself with the greatest difficulty. After returning
to Cambridge, Dr. Browne published several articles
:in the J o d of the Royal Asiatic Society, giving a
-.lL detailed and scientific account of the history and
. ;writings of the Blbi movement?
But not content with the information he had already
': acquired, Dr. Browne, in A. D. 1890, made another
journey to the East to visit the two rival claimants to
, the headship of the BHbI movement, namely, Subh-iAzal in the Island of Cyprus and Bahl'u'lliih in 'Akkii
~JI the Holy Land. He saw each of these brothers a
number of times, and had the opportunity of asking
many questions of them and their followers. He then
published two more books, the first a translation of A
'
Travelter's Narrative, written by 'Abdu'l-BahB,' the
wn of Bahii'u'lliih, and the second a translation of The
New History: both of which give the Bahl'i interpretation of Blbi history. These books contain most
valuable notes by Dr. Browne.
Then, in A. D. 1910, Dr. Browne published the Persian text of the Nuqtatu'l-Kcif," an invaluable history
of the events of the years A D. 1844-1851, written by a
prominent BBbi who was put to death in Tehedn in
A. D. 1852. This book has an English and a Persian
introduction, both of which are of immense value to
the student of Bahii'ism. And finally, in A. D. 1918,
t
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Dr. Browne published his last book on this subject,
entitled Materials for the Study of the Bdbr' Rel i g i ~ n . Dr.
~ Browne is known by all Orientalists as
one of the leading European authorities in the field of
Persian literature and thought. His books on Biibism
and Bah2'ism are all written with the greatest fairness
and scientific accuracy. Like the Comte de Gobineau,
he was, especially in his earlier years, an enthusiastic
admirer of the BPb, and no Persian sect ever had a
more sympathetic or faithful historian than he.
In addition to these books there are still other treatises dealing with BBbism and BahB'ism in English and
French, such as those of Baron Victor Rosen and A. L.
M. Nicolas. Dr. S. G. Wilson, for years a resident in.
Persia, in 1915 wrote a book called Bahd'ism and Its
Claims,B in which he exposes the fallacies and failures
of the movement. The Western BahZ'is, moreover,
have shown great zeal in publishing certain of the writings of their Master, and have written a number of
books expounding the teachings and principles of
Bahii'ism.
In view of this mass of material it would seem unnecessary for another book to be added to the list. But,
as a matter of fact, the sources are not easy to get at.
Most of the books mentioned above are out of print,
and even if one were able to consult them it would
take more time to go through them and sift the facts
than the average reader possesses. Moreover, some of
the principal sources, such as the Kitib-i-Aqdas (" The
Most Holy Book ") of Bahii'u'lliih, have not yet been
translated into either English or French, and there are
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.f$?;fe+ Western readers who possess a knowledge of
$$phabic and Persian adequate to enable them to consult
' c, .
,F*y. ruch works. And the books which the Bahii'is them!$, &es are publishing give a totally inadequate and
.:.!;hually erroneous presentation of their movement;
;:' The glimpse which I got of Baha'i propaganda while
. In Geneva made me realize the need of a brief book on
,. Bahii'ism which would make available in a convenient
is';
,form the scholarly researches of Dr. Browne and
; others, that people who wish to investigate more carefully may be able to do so. On returning to my home
in Persia I suggested to Rev. W. N. Wysharn, the
chairman of the Persia Intermission Literature Committee, that he appoint someone to prepare such a
book. He replied by asking me to undertake it myself.
I at first hesitated to do so, for there are others in Peraia who know BahB'ism more intimately than I do.
But as it seemed that no one else had the leisure to
undertake the task I finally agreed to do so. I have
not attempted to write anything original on the subject. I have merely tried to present the results of my
own investigations that those who wish to know the
facts may be better able to do so.
I wish here to express my deep appreciation to all
those who have aided me in the accomplishment of this
task-to my mother, who spent many hours reading
the French sources with me, to Aqii Ndiri for his help
in translating the Iqdn and the Kit&b-dAqdas, to Aqii
A. Nakhosteen for typing my manuscript, to Dr.
Sa'id Khan, of Teheran, for reading the manuscript
and supplying me with much valuable first-hand ina
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formation, to Rev. W. N. Wysham, of Teheriin, for
sending me a number of books and correcting my
manuscript, to Dr. C. R. Murray and others of my
colleagues for many helpful suggestions, and finally to
Dr. R. E. Speer for his kindness in agreeing to write an
Introduction to my book and in undertaking to secure
its publication.
W. McE. M.
The American Presbyterian Mission,
Meshed, Persia.

NOTE TO THE READER
The reference numerals in the text will be found to relate
to material placed at the end of the volume, beginning with
page 189. There is a separate paragraph for each chapter
and the reader, by referring to the material following any
figure, will learn what the author has to say concerning the
point so indicated.
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THE ISLAMIC BACKGROUND
T is as impossible for one to understand B d ' i s m

without a thorough knowledge of Isliim as it
:?jm
*.\,
would be to understand Christianity without a
* 3
' knowledge of the Old Testament. BahH'ism is an off'
" I ' hoot of Shi'ite Islim, and however much modem
..C,

.A
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. Baha'is may stress the universal aspects of their relfgion and strive to dissociate themselves from the past,
nevertheless the foundations of their faith are laid on
, ,, Persian soil, and Persian soil is soaked with Islimhence we need to study Islh. But since it is imposrible for us here to give a full account of the rise and
,
, development of Islam the reader is referred for fur' ther information to such standard books as Margot
liouth's Mohammed (Heroes of the Nations Series),
Macdonald's Development of Muslim Theology, E. G.
Browne's Literary History of Persia, and the Koran
(Everyman's Library). However, before beginning the
rtory of the B8b, a brief sketch of the historical background of the BZbi movement may not be out of place.
In the early part of the seventh century there appeared in Arabia a preacher of monotheism and a
reformer of morals, Muhammad by name. Influenced
by the teachings of Jews and Christians, with whom he
had associated intimately, he began to attack the idol-

. -
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atry of his people in ~ e c ' c a ,proclaiming the Unity of
God, the Resurrection, and the Judgment, promising
paradise to those who repented and threatening with
hell fire tho& kho did not. Muhammad was convinced
that his commission to preach was from AllZh the Supreme God. He said that from time to time certain
verses were conveyed to him from AUZh by the angel
Gabriel, and these verses he repeated to the people as
the very words of All%. When asked to show some
sign or miracle to convince unbelievers of the truth of
his divine mission he replied that his verses were his
signs, and challenged others to produce the like of
them. A few of Muhammad's friends believed on him,
but for some years most of his fellow townsmen re.
fused to accept him, and instead frequently persecuted
him and his followers. At last Muhammad resolved
on flight, and in A. D. 622 he and some of his followers
made their way secretly to Madina, where a number
of people had already expressed their readiness to
accept him.
On reaching Madina, Muhammad found himself
much better situated than he had been in Mecca. His
followers now numbered several hundred men, and
when his party, which was growing rapidly, gained the
supremacy over the other factions in the city, Muhammad the Preacher became Muhammad the Chief of
Madina, with armed men at his back. Having failed
to win the allegiance of the idolaters of Mecca by his
preaching and verses, he now undertook to convince
them by the sword. Seven months after his arrival at
Madina he began to attack, without any provocation
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the caravans of the people of Mecca in which
wealth was invested. At first he met with
but in a. o. 624 he succeeded in captur..*?.
' . -i;C;;hCfog
,
a large caravan, killing many of its guards and
the booty among his followers. This led to
0;:
;'.*w'dividing
..
(+';"otherwars, and finally the idolaters were defeated and
' Muhammad became master first of Mecca (A. D. 630)
4 .,.
and then of almost all Arabia. Those who owned him
I' '
- I . ' . ' as their ruler and accepted Islirn as their religion be3;
. came equal sharers in the benefits enjoyed by his fol. lowers. Those who would not submit were forced to
, ''. pay taxes or fight. Thus IslZm became not a Church
merely, but a Church-State. Muhammad was both
' Prophet and King. Religion and politics have been
one in I s l h from the beginning, a t least in theory. In
',: the Koran (which is a collection of the verses revealed
.' to Muhammad) regulations for marriage and divorce,
'
conduct of war with the infidels, the division of the
- the
booty, and other civil matters are interwoven with in,. B'atructionsas to prayer, fasting, clean and unclean
foods, and various moral questions. Muhammad felt
that it was his duty as Messenger of All& to regulate
all phases of life.
Muhammad probably took Moses as his model of
,
what a prophet should be and do, for he knew far more
o f him than he did of Jesus. He told the Arabs that as
Abraham and Moses and Jesus and other prophets had
been sent to various peoples, so he had been sent to
them. But his mission was not for the Arabs alone,
it was for all mankind. He called upon all men, Jews,
Christians, and heathen, to acknowledge and obey him.
,-a:

-.
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He believed that Jesus had predicted his coming,'
just as previous prophets had predicted the coming of
Jesus. He made no claims of divinity for himself, saying that he was only a man like other men, and he
warmly rejected the claims which Christians made for
Jesus. He called himself the Seal of the Prophets,
implying that he was the greatest and the last of the
prophetic line.
The reforms which Muhammad was able to effect in
Arabia were no doubt great, but were by no means so
far-reaching as they are sometimes represented. He
preached against idolatry, but ended by incorporating
into his system the worship of the Black Stone in
Mecca. He forbade his followers to take more than
four wives, but himself (according to the Muslim historians) married nine wives and five concubines. He
put a stop to the burying alive of girl babies, but he
brought to his house Ayesha, his favourite wife, when
she was nine years of age and he fifty-three. He
slaughtered his enemies, and divided their wives and
children and property among his followers. No wonder that he was commanded by A1li.h to ask pardon
for his sins (Koran, Sura 47:21)! With such an example before them it is not surprising that so many of
the followers of Muhammad were and are like their
prophet. Granted that the standards of I s l b may
have been somewhat higher than those of pre-IslZmic
paganism in Arabia, they were in every respect far
inferior to those of Christianity. If the reader wishes
to corroborate these statements he is referred to the
Koran and the traditions of I s l h .
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cMuhamrnad made no definite provision as to his successor which all of his followers could agree upon. On
i!fL)b death, in A. o. 632, the stronger party among the
, believers choose Abu Bakr as Caliph (successor), and
the Church-State of Islim in Muhammad's
I't, be ruledAbu
' .,%"place.
Bakr was succeeded in turn by 'Umar,
:. 24:;
dUthmBn,and 'Ali, who were all chosen in like manner.
' ."> To the democratic Arabs it seemed altogether proper
.*I.,
that their chief should be thus appointed. They held
';$ that the voice of the people was the voice of God. I t
'1 was during the reigns of these first four Caliphs that
;
f,,the armies of the Arabs poured forth from their barren
*.J deserts, and in the name of Allih overthrew the forces
..;I
of Persia and Byzantium, and conquered Egypt, Syria,
d ' Mesopotamia, and the Iranian Plateau for IsliZm.
- . However, there soon grew up a party in Isllm whose
members held a theory of the Caliphate totally differ* ,'cot from that held by the ruling party. To them it
' reemed as impossible for the successor of the Prophet
.:
,
to be elected by the people as it would have been for
the Prophet himself to have been thus chosen. As a
'
Prophet must be appointed by God, so must his successor also be divinely appointed. This party came to
be called " Shi'ites," or separatists. They held firmly
to the principle that the successor of the Prophet,
whom they called the I m h , or Supreme Pontiff of
the Faith, " must be a descendant of the Prophet, and
must be nominated explicitly by his predecessor, i. e.,
,by the Prophet in the case of the first Imim, and in
the Imim was
other cases by the preceding Imim
none the less Imam though recognized only by a small
,,P

1

iR

I

f
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m,
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minority, and to recognize a d yield allegiance to the
rightful I m h was the supreme duty of the believer."
The Shi'ites held that the first Imiim, or vicegerent of
the Prophet, was 'Ali, Muhammad's cousin and sonin-law (Muhammad left no son), and after 'Ali his
descendants. They asserted that Muhammad had
publicly appointed him to succeed him, saying to all
the people, " Let whoever owns me as his master own
'Ali [also] as his master." a They therefore looked
upon Abu Bakr, 'Umar, and-'Uthman as usurpers and
as enemies of God and His chosen Imim. Thus the
hIuslim World was from early times divided between
the Shi'ites and their opponents the Sunnites, and this
division remains to the present day. Though the
Shi'ites were aways in the minority, and were often
divided among themselves as to who was the rightful
Imam of the age, they showed the most passionate
devotion to their opinions, and much Muslim blood was
shed over this question of the Succession.
The Persians were especially susceptible to Shi'ite
influences. They despised the Arabs by whom they
had been conquered, and in espousing the cause of
'Ali and his family they found an opportunity for
expressing their national spirit and maintaining something of their independence. The Persians, unlike the
democratic Arabs, were imbued with the doctrine of
the Divine Right of Kings, and had even considered
their rulers to be Divine Beings. They were therefore
quite ready after their conquest by the Arabs to give
the Imams the place in their affection which their own
kings had previously occupied, and to look upon them
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aturd beings, free from all sin and impernd endowed with miraculous powers, who
ought by divine right to rule over them in both temspiritual affairs. The Shi'ites never sucgaining temporal authority for any of their
cept 'Ali), but they always longed to do so,
""'~<~&afingunder the unrighteous rule of worldly Caliphs
*,";. chosen by men.
:'%ik
:ip-The
majority of Shi'ites are agreed in acknowledging
su twelve
I m h s in the line of 'Ali. They say that all of
r, L
. :j; them suffered violent deaths at the hands of their
enemies except the twelfth, Muhammad son of Hasan
'+..! a 'd-'Askari, the " Lord of the Age," who as a child dis; appeared from the view of men in A. H. 260 (=A. D.
873), but is still alive, and will again appear on earth.
'. ,,," For in every age there must be an Im2m immune to
7'
For some seventy years after his disappearance,
' 2 the Twelfth Imam communicated his will to men
. . through four Bibs (" Gates "), who in succession acted
' u the channels of grace to mankind. When the fourth
. . BAb died no one succeeded him, and from that time on
Shi'ites were cut off from direct communication with
the "Lord of the Age," and could only long for his
return. This they have done for the past thousand
, )years. " 0 Alliih, hasten his joy, and cause us to behold his victory, and make us his helpers and his followers! " prays a Shi'ite divine of the fourteenth
century A. :.D and pious Shi'ites make the same prayer
. today. They look for his appearing as earnestly as
ever the Jews did for their promised Messiah.
Books of Shi'ite popular theology give the most
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minute description of the long expected coming of the
" Mahdi," as the Hidden I m h is called.' Only Cod
knows the time of his coming. But Shi'ites know
everything else about it l His appearance will be preceded by wars, confusion, eclipses of sun and moon,
the .terrible increase of infidelity and corruption of
morals. Men will cease saying the prayers, will lie,
take interest and bribes, will build strong houses, and
will take counsel with women. Women will enter
business, will sing in public, and ride astride. Muslims
will become the most abject of peoples, Anti-Christ
(Dajjil) will appear, riding on an ass, and will entice
many people after him and destroy them. Then will
appear the " Mahdi," the Lord of the Age. At once,
his 313 followers, who have also been hidden for a
thousand years, will rush to his side from the ends of
the earth. All true believers will join him with drawn
swords, and win for him the rule of which he has been
wrongfully deprived these many centuries. His armies
will scour the whole earth, killing all who refuse to own
allegiance to their Lord. All former prophets and
Imirns will also return and aid him. He will bring to
an end all oppression and will fill the earth with justice. Then only Shi'ites will be found on the earth,
and the religion of mankind will at last become one.
Following a long reign of the saints, all will die again,
and then will came the -Resurrection and the Last
Judgment. Let not the reader imagine that these
details are to the Shi'ites mere imagery1 The swords
which today may be seen hanging in many shops in
Persia in readiness for the coming of the "Lord of
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prove how real these hopes are to many of
ple, and how central a place in their expectaoccupied by the conquest of unbelievers and
hment of an earthly kingdom.
e Shi'ites there have been many sects
ers have not contented themselves with
e Imiirns as sinless and possessing miracbut have taught that they were also
f the Deity and Manifestations of the
e. These sects (known as g h d i t ) were
ed by certain cardinal doctrines, chiefly
is (tan~sukh),Incarnation (hulgi), and
..!,??." Return " of individuals or types in successive cycles
. ...( Ia t ) . From time to time in Persian history we find
$ 6 individuals putting forward the claim that they were
; :'<.: the " return " of some previous prophet or ImBm, and
. . '$ were therefore Divine manifestations. One of these
, 4.
-..
.$? leaders who claimed to be God was Al-Muqanna', " the
/ . '?(::Veiled Prophet of KhorZsiin," known to English read!:..'$.,en
through Moore's Ldla Rookh. He taught that the
'::: Divinity had been incarnated in all the prophets from
';::. Adam down, and had finally passed to him. He
.. gathered about him a great number of people who wor"
:hipped him and fought for him, but he finally perished
.j",
miserably with his followers in A. D. 779. A half_ .
-:
. , century later Biibak made the same claim, and kept
, :
- .,;. western. Persia in turmoil for twenty years, during
,:: which time he is said to have killed upwards of a half
r million people. At last he, too, was captured and
-:'executed (A. D. 838). Again in A. D. 922 al-Halliij was
put to death in a horrible manner for saying, " I am
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the Real " (i.e., God). AI-Hallaj is said to have been
" an ignorant, pushing, headstrong fellow, over-bold
against authorities, meddling in high matters, eager to
subvert governments, claiming divinity among his disciples, preaching the doctrine of Incarnation-claiming
that the Deity had become incarnate in him, and that
he was God." " To his disciples he would say, to one,
'Thou art Noah;' to another, 'Thou art Moses;' to
another, 'Thou art Muhammad;' adding, ' I have
caused their spirits to return to your bodies.' ""
Dr. Browne remarks, " kese doctrines [of Incarnation,
Return, etc.] appear to be endemic in Persia, and
always ready to become epidemic under a suitable
stimulus."
One of the latest of these ultraShi'ite sects to -appear in Persia is that of the Shaykhis," or followers of
Shaykh Ahmad al-Ahsa'i (died A. D. 1826). The chief
doctrines of this sect were: (1) That 'Ali and the
who followed him were divine beings;
eleven Im(2) that there must always exist among men some person who is in direct supernatural communication with
the Hidden Imam and acts as the channel of grace
between him and his Shi'ites; (3) that there is no
bodily Resurrection. Shaykh Ahmad al-AhsB'i was
during his lifetime considered by his disciples to be
the " Channel of Grace " between believers and the
Hidden I m h , as was also his successor Sayyid Kgzim
of Rasht. Both of these men were sometimes called by
the title " BBb " (Gate) by which the first four intermediaries spoken of above had been known. These
Shaykhi teachers led their disciples to expect the ap-
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ce of the Hidden I d m himself in the near
Some traditions said that he would return at
f a thousand years, and many pious Shi'ites
with expectation, for the time was
id K i z h died, his disciples were in
time as to whom they should turn for
two rival claimants for the leadership
e Shaykhi brotherhood was tom in
ion followed Hijji Karim Khin of
tinued to go by the name " Shaykhi."
n (which was the stronger) followed
m a d of S h i r k The latter adopted
and his followen became known as
j :' ,.,'.' BBbis."a We are now ready to proceed with the
t .:'..:"rtoryof Mirzii 'Ali Muhammad the Bib and the
''i
remarkable
;
movement of which he was the central
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fRZii 'ALI MUHAMMAD, who is better
known to the world as the Biib,' was born
in Shirk, Persia, on October 9, 1820. He
was a Sayyid, that is, a descendant of Muhammad the
Prophet of IslBm. His father, who was a cloth merchant of Shirh, died when he was quite young, and he
was left to the care of his uncle who raised him. As a
..
child he is said to have been quiet and modest, and as
he grew older he became studious and pious. At the
age of seventeen he moved to Bushire on the Persian
Gulf, where he earned his living by trade, and spent
his spare time in pursuing his studies. Five years later
his deep interest in religion led him toabandon his
commercial pursuits and undertake a pilgrimage to the
shrines of the Imams in Mesopotamia, and there he
remained about a year. While in Karbala he became
acquainted with HBjjI Sayyid KZzim of Rasht, who,
as the head of the Shaykhi movement, was giving lectures there. MirzB 'Ali Muhammad attended these
lectures and was profoundly influenced by them, and
i
he, in turn, by his gentleness and devotion, won the
I
affection and esteem of both his teacher and his fellow
students.
I t is not possible for us to trace in detail the change
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t took place in M i r d 'Ali Muhammad's mind dur-

i

years. He had become disgusted by what he
as it was then practised. The lecjji Sayyid k i m had centred his attention
upon the Imams, especially the Hidden I-,
who
would surely come soon to right the wrongs of the
g meditation and much prayer had brought
him the conviction that he himself was to become
" between the ImAm and men.
, when Hijji Sayyid a i m died, and his
re still in doubt as to whom they should
ce, Mirzii 'Ali Muhammad came boldly
roclaimed himself to be the Biib, or
knowledge of the Hidden I m h . This
made in S h i r k on May 23, 1844,
i Muhammad was only twenty-four
was mentioned previously, this claim
nother of the Shaykhis, Hiijji G r i m
, who claimed for himself the sucership of the Shaykhi movement.
were divided, some following
and continuing to be known as
e majority acknowledging MirzG
eir leader and becoming known
t bitter hatred arose between
ii!! these two parties, which, though the Shaykhis are now
..> but few in number, has continued to the present day.
; : The first to hear and attest the claim of Mirz2 'Ali
'."..~. . ' ~ u h a m m awas
d
Mull5 Hwayn of Bushrawayh.
..'. Mu11ii Husayn was a man of learning and influence
*.
.. , . . md great force of character. He had been one of the
? 9

followers of Hajji sayyid' Kiizim, and had become
acquainted with Mirzii 'Ai Muhammad in Karbalii.
Five months after the death of his master he came to
S h i r k seeking for the God-appointed "Channel of
Grace." M i r d 'A11 Muhammad, by answering numerous questions about difficult points of theology,
convinced him that he was the possessor of superhuman knowledge, and after several days of doubt and
indecision, Mull2 Husayn enthusiastically owned him
as the new BHb and from him received the title of
" BHbu'l-Bib " (" the Gate of the BBb "). Soon several other eminent men believed, among them Mulls
Muhammad 'Ali of Birfuriish, who, it is said, "had
no sooner seen and conversed with the Bib than, bqcause of the purity of his heart, he at once believed
without seeking further sign or proof.
So, because he
recognized the Proof [the Bib] by its very nature he
received the title of Janib-i-Quddk (" His Excellency
the Holy "). These new disciples immediately went
forth to other cities and began to proclaim with the
greatest boldness and zeal the advent of the Bib. And
although MirzB 'Ali Muhammad had not yet openly
claimed to be anything more than the " Gate " to the
Hidden ImW, it is clear that his disciples considered
him to be no less than the long-expected Mahdi (the
Hidden I m h ) himself. They read to the people the
writings which the Bib had composed and pointed to
them as a proof of his Divine Mission. Thus a great
stir began to be made all over Persia, some people
showing their readiness to believe, and others treating
the Bib's agents with great disrespect. The Bib him-
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then set out for Mecca, where, according to one
, the Mahdi would make his appearance, and
odaimed himself to some of the pilgrims.
e Bib reached Bushire on his way home he
of his zealous disciples ahead to Shirb, commanding him to insert his name in the Muslim call to
prayer. This invocation incensed the people, and several of the Biibis who were responsible for it were
d severely beaten by the governor's orders,
md were then expelled from the city. Horsemen were
Jso sent to Bushire to arrest the BHb and bring him
After his arrival there he was examined
vernor, who, fearing further trouble, kept
d for about six months. To understand
f the Persian officials it is necessary to
t the putting forward of a claim to be
s always in the history of IslHm been
an uprising against the State. As was
viously, the first thing the Mahdi was
ter his appearance was to fight. In
the authorities were therefore only
in trying to forestall a probable inin this effort they were unsuccessful.
..?: The fire had already been kindled, and was spreading
des. The people had long been in
-tation.
Now, just one thousand years after his
! .;.;;: mession to the Imiimate, the cry was raised that the
I:! -Twelfth I M m -had again- a ~ p e a r e d-. ~Bold and elo.+,:
' < q ~ e n preachers
t
were going all over Persia pralai-g
:. .::4,>:.his
.. advent, and multitudes were on the point of believ.: bg on him. The Government did well to be alarmed.
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In the early summer of A. D. 1846 a plague broke out
in Shirk, and during the confusion caused by this the
BAb managed to escape, and made his way to Isfahln.
There he was received by Miniichihr Khh, the Georgian governor of the city, who showed him great kindness and afforded him hospitality and protection for
nearly a year. I t is probable that Miniichihr Khan
hoped that some uprising wodd occur which would
overturn the Government, for he is said to have offered
the BBb a strong army with which to march against
the Shilh, if he desired to do so? This offer was declined, for a s far a s we know the BIb had no desire
to fight. However, when his followers later took up
the sword, the BAb never forbade or rebuked thein,
and a conquest of the world by the BBbi armies certainly formed a part of his final program. While in
Isfahiin the Biib met and talked with some of the
leading ecclesiastics of the city. When asked by what
sign or miracle he could establish the truth of his
claim, he answered, " By verses, for without pause of
pen I can, in the space of six hours, write a thousand
sentences on any subject that I please." He was asked
to write a commentary on a portion of the Koran, and
when he did so his hearers admitted that such power
must be of God, being beyond the capacity of man.
About this time Mull2 Husayn of Bushrawayh, the
BBb's most zealous missionary, was in TeherBn busily
engaged in preaching the good news of the appearing
of the " Lord of the Age " and inviting men to believe
on him. He made a considerable stir in the Capital, and
even tried to iduence the King, Muhammad Shjh, to

1
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e Shih and his prime
HZjji
Mirzii
Aq&i,
were
both interested in
r,
ical questions, and cherished, moreover, a bitter
the mull& of Isllm. They were therefirst inclined to favour the new movement, and
to bring the BBb to TeherBn to debate with the
mullits, hoping that he might humiliate them. But fear
lest his coming might stir up the people and involve
ted them from carryto Shi'ite belief, the
e appearance of the
f the Age." If the Biib were truly what his
8followersproclaimed him to be, then it would be inupon the ShZh to descend from his throne
omage to him as his Lord. This would entail
consequences which the Government was not
gly, Mull5 Husayn

.

.

rly part of A. D. 1847 Minichihr KhBn, the
f Isfahiin, died, and his successor, wishing
loyalty to the Government, sent the BBb,
are of an escort of armed horsemen, to
t KkhBn a respectable merchant by the
rds to allow the
s. Mirzii Jgni
e earliest and best history of the BZbi
d in A. D. 1852 died as a martyr to the
At a village near Teheriin a number of
to meet the BBb, one of them being
'Ali of Niir in MBzanderBn, later known
as BahB'ullZh. But the S M did not allow the BBb

i
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to enter the Capital. Instead, he sent hi^ off to
M a t i , a strong fortress on the northwest frontier of
Persia, hoping that if he were kept out of sight the
agitation which was being carried on in his name would
die down of itself.
The Biib remained in Miikii for six months, and
was then transferred to Chihriq, near Lake Urumiah,
where he was imprisoned till his death, in A. D. 1850.
He conducted himself with such mildness and patience
during the long horseback journey across Persia, and
while in prison, that he won the hearts of more than
one of his guards. The Biibi historian is careful to
explain that the Bib of .,his own free will suffered
himself to be thus treated, for he was " fully able to
effect his escape had he so pleased." " Such an one
is able to do what he wills, for his will is identified with ...
God's will."* At Miikii the prisoner was treated
kindly, and was allowed to communicate to a certain
extent with his friends, but at Chihriq his confinement
was much more rigourous. Soon after reaching Chihriq
he openly declared himself to be the " QZ'im," another
title by which the Mahdi, or Hidden I-,
is known.
He spent his time during the three years of imprisonment in writing the books which were to guide his followers after he was taken away from them. The Biib
was a prolific writer. A list of more than twenty-five .
volumes composed by him is given by Subh-i-Azal:"
and there were other books which were not included.
The mystical nature of these writings and the impractical character of many of the laws contained in them
was no doubt due in part to the fact that they were
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their author was in prison with little
thoughts to keep him company.
arrival at Chihriq the Biib was
oned to Tabriz by the Crown Prince Niidru'dn Mirzii, who was then Governor of h b a i j i i n ,
at he might be examined as to his claims. The accounts we have of this trial are contradictory, the BBbi
historians representing the Biib in the most favourable
p d the Musulmiins in the most unfavourable light
possible. What seems authentic is that when the BBb
er the writings which were being cire were his he admitted that they
were. When asked what he meant by the title " BBb "
ed for himself, he replied that he
YJ'.meant the same as was meant in the tradition attribv 3-6 , uted to Muhammad, " I am the City of Knowledge,
- :<&'-ui" + and 'Ali is its Gate (BP)." He also told his exam;${, h e n that he was the Mahdi whom they had been
$SXv
. >. .? w i n g for a thousand years. The clergy and the
Crown Prince asked him many foolish questions in
-,& F
:$';.* order to expose his ignorance, and did everything pos. I' aible to humiliate him. When they had made an end
of their sport the assembly broke up.
,.
.
It seems that what prevented the judges from pro<
Y , . nouncing a decision was their uncertainty as to whether
,' the BPb was sane or not. Accordingly, a commission
;. .,' ' of three doctors was appointed to examine him and
One of the members of this comrnis.I : make a report.
'
sion, Dr. Cormick, an English physician long resident
,
-.i
,;- 'in Tabriz, has left us a brief account of his interview
with the Bab. He says:
He was loath to answer
,.

' :.$-p\
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any questions put to him. To all inquiries he merely
regarded us with a mild look, chanting in a low melodious voice some hymns, I suppose
our report to
the Sh& a t that time was of a nature to spare his life
[that is, the doctors were inclined to believe that his
mind was unbalanced] . . On our report he merely
got the bastinado.
He was a very mild and delicate looking man, rather small in stature and very fair
for a Persian, with a melodious soft voice, which struck
me much. .
In fact, his whole look and deportment
went far to dispose one in his favour. . . He was
seen by some Armenian caaenters, who were sent to
make some repairs in his prison, reading the Bible, and
he took no pains to conceal it."
The fact that the
BBb was beaten is also mentioned by the BBbi historian? The attendants of the Crown Prince are said to
have refused to inflict this punishment, whereupon the
Shaylrhul-Islam took the poor prisoner to his house
and had his own servants beat him.
We must here mention three documents which came
into Dr. Browne's possession in A. D. 1912. The first
is a letter written by the uncle of the Crown Prince to
Muhammad Shiih, describing the trial of the BBb a t
which he had been present. Among other things he
says: " When the discussion was concluded, His Reverence the Shaykhu'l-Islim was summoned, who had the
BBb beaten and inflicted on him an exemplary chastisement, so that he apologized, recanted, and repented of
and asked pardon for his errors, giving a sealed undertaking that henceforth he would not commit such
faults. Now he is in prison and bonds awaiting the
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His M a t Sacred, Royal and Imperial
document, unsigned and undated, is, to
quote Dr. Browne, " apparently in the Biib's hand:$'.. .writing and consists of a complete recantation of any
. ..!.
superhuman claim which he may have advanced or
. have
appeared to advance. There is nothing to show
v,).
to whom it is addressed,1° or whether it is the recantaJ :
tion referred to in the last paragraph of the preceding
,
document or another." I will quote several sentences
..' . from this letter: " Never have I desired aught contrary
to the will of God, and, if words contrary to His good
pleasure have flowed from my pen, my object was not
disobedience, and in any case I repent and ask forgiveness of Him. This servant has absolutely no knowledge connected with any [superhuman] claim. I ask
forgiveness of God my Lord and I repent unto Him of
[the idea] that there should be ascribed to me any
[Divine] mission. As for certain prayers and words
which have flowed from my tongue, these do not imply
any such Mission.
Therefore it is thus hoped from
the clemency of His Imperial Majesty and of Your Excellency that they will exalt the head of him who continually prays for them by the favours and graces of
the clement and compassionate court. Farewell."
The third document is addressed to the BBb, and
contains the jatwd, or ecclesiastical sentence, of the
Muhammadan doctors, by two of whom it is formally
sealed. The second seal probably belongs to the
Shaykhu'l-Islim who caused the BBb to be beaten.
1
The letter reads as follows:
a-,

'

3
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Sayyid 'A11 Muhammad-i-Shiriizi:
'' In the Imperial Banquet-hall and August Assembly of His Highness the Crown Prince of the undeclining Empire [of Persia] (May God aid, support, and
strengthen himl) and of a number of learned doctors,
thou didst admit certain matters each one of which
separately implied thy apostacy and justified thy
death. The repentance of an incorrigible apostate is
not accepted: and the only thing which has caused the
postponement of thy execution is a doubt as, to thy
sanity of mind. Should this doubt be removed, the
sentence of a. incorrigible apostate would without
hesitation be executed upon thee."
Sealed by Abu'l-Q&im al-Hasani al-Husayni
'A1i Asghar al-Hasani al-Husayni
From these documents it seems to be fully established that the BHb did recant and repent, and that his
repentance was not accepted by the Muslim clergy.
We know that the B5b later commanded his disciples
to deny him in order to save their lives: and he may
have felt that he also was justified in denying his
claims for the same purpose. Perhaps the most charitable judgment that we can pass upon him is to agree
with those who believed that his mind was affected.
After this ordeal in Tabriz was over the Bgb was sent
back to Chihriq, where he continued to write books
and epistles, setting forth his claims to be a new
Manifestation of God, and laying down laws for the
regulation of his Church-State.
"

w

HILE the B2b was in prison, engaged with
his claims and his writings, his fiery missionaries were busy travelling about Persia
calling upon the Shi'ites to accept him as their longexpected Mahdi. Mullii Husayn of Bushrawayh went
eastward to the province of K h u r h h , meeting everywhere with great success, especially in Nishiipiir, where
several of the leading ecclesiastics believed on the Biib,
and it seemed for a time as though the whole city
might follow their example. But when he reached
Meshed, the shrine city of the ImZm RezB: one of the
most fanatical cities of Persia, the mullb (Muslim
clergy) rose against him and had him arrested. He
managed to escape, however, and seeing that he was in
peril he gathered a number of his converts about him,
and then proceeded westward. Others joined him
along the way, and his band became quite formidable.
Soon a fight occurred with the Musulmiins in which
the BIbis were worsted, and they fell back on Shiihriid.
There they tried to force the chief mull2 to believe,
and another fight was just about to break out when
word arrived that the King, Muhammad Shiih, had
died (Oct. 5, 1848).
The death of the Sh& was a most fortunate event
41
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for MulM Husayn and his foIlowers, for during the
confusion which ensued he was able to withdraw from
Shariid and start northward toward the province of
M h n d e r h . At a place called Badasht the Bibis
halted for a time. There they were joined by other
notable BHbi leaders, such as Mulls Muhammad 'AII
of BBrfuriish, Qurratul-'Ayn, MirG YahyB [Subh-iAzal], and his half-brother MIrzi Husayn 'A1i [BahH'u'lliih], the first three of whom were among the
" Letters of the Living." Qurratu'l-'Ayn was a woman,
the only woman included among the " Letters." She
was learned and eloquent, andan becoming a follower
of the Bilb (whom she had never seen) she gave herself unreservedly to the advancement of his cause.
She is said to have discarded the veil and preached
openly in the city of Qazvin, to the great scandal of
her husband and her uncle, who were both mull&.
Her uncle thereupon cursed the BHb publicly, and was
in consequence of this act murdered shortly afterward
in the mosque by some BBbis. Qurratu'l-'Ayn then
fled from Qazvin to Teheriin, and thence to Badasht.
Her freedom in travelling about the country with the
BBbi chiefs scandalized many people, and there was
undoubtedly ground for criticism of her conduct. The
BBbis considered this period a time of freedom-they
had been released from the restrictions of Islim, and
the new laws of the BBb had not yet been fully revealed, and as most of them considered themselves to
be a " return " of prophets and Imiirns of the past,
they thought themselves above all law and custom.
The BHbi historian clearly states that the Bilb is mas-
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ter of all men and all women, and can interchange

gf!!husbands and wives at will, and he indicates that the
3.9

BBb himself had united Qurratul-'Ayn with Mulia
Muhammad 'Ali of Biirfuriish (known as Hazrat-i. ; I
Qudds). "And this is assuredly sanctioned by the
i.,a,)
Holy Law," he continues, " for our Master hath cerj $.', tainly as much authority as every master hath over
, . , .his slaves. and handmaidens." a But it shocked even
". the loose-living Muslims for a married woman to be
., '. , given to another husband without first being divorced.
I
.
At Badasht a conference of the BBbi chiefs was
held. According to Gobineau, Qurratu'l-'Ayn delivered a wonderfully impressive address which moved
I
her hearers to tears. Many other people besides the
-. Bibis crowded about, and on hearing her appeal joined
the Bibi company. However, things were said and
done at Badasht which caused even some of the BBbis
to stumble, and they took their departure.= The
whole company seemed to have been intoxicated by
the new teachings which they had adopted. It was
here that Mulli Muhammad 'Ali adopted the title
'' Quddiis I' (The Holy), and claimed to be the return
of the Prophet Muhammad. He claimed also to be
Christ. Here, too, it is said, Qurratu'l-'Ayn gave the
title " Bahi " (splendour) to Mirzii Husayn 'Ali
[Bahi'u'lliih].'
The conduct of the BBbis soon
brought down upon them the wrath of the villagers,
and on being attacked they dispersed-to meet again
in Miizanderh.
The BZbis moved on M W d e r B n with the full intention of getting control of that province and setting
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up there their " Reign oi the Saints." The time was
propitious, for the new King, Niisiru'd-Din ShBh, had
not yet ascended the throne, and there was no one
prepared to oppose their designs. More than three
hundred strong, they entered Barfurfish armed, and
thus provoking strife they were soon attacked by the
Muslims, and several of them were killed. Then the
Biibis began to fight. Mulli Husayn, according to
the Blbi historian, " notwithstanding his slender and
fragile frame and trembling hand," attacked the man
who had killed the first BBbi and " sliced him in two
like a fresh cucumber." ' Six other Muslims also were
killed. "One child was killed accidentally with its
father, a dervish, whom they [the BBbis] slew because
he purposely gave them a misleading answer to a ques-.
tion which they had put to him as to their road.""
After a pitched battle of several days duration in
BBrfuriish, the BZbis were allowed to retire.
After another skirmish in which they came off victorious, the BBbi forces moved to a shrine in the
forest called Shaykh Tabarsi. Here they strongly
entrenched themselves, hoping to make this position
the base from which to conquer Mkanderiin. Many
people had now joined them, and their numbers are
said by Gobineau to have reached two thousand.?
They also carried on an active campaign of preaching
from their fort, telling the people that the BBb was
shortly going to become master of the whole world,
and bidding them accept him at once. Crowds assembled about the fort, and, stirred by the hope of
conquering the world, united with the Biibis. Within
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apportioning to various ones the wealth of India,
; China, and Europel A small force sent against them
4 was defeated in a night attack and one hundred and
, ' thirty of the enemy were killed. A village also was
sacked by the BBbis, men, women and children being
massacred. Then a large force under the command
of Prince MahdiQuli Mirzii was sent by the new
'
Prime Minister with strict orders to destroy the BBbis.
The Prince wrote a letter to Hazrat-i-Quddiis, asking
him what he was fighting for. " We," replied the
Bibi leader, " are the rightful rulers, and the world
Know that Nbiru'dis set under our signet-ring.
Din S h d ~is no true King, and that such as support
him shall be tormented in hell-fire."6 The BZbis
looked upon Hazrat-i-Quddiis as God, and prostrated
themselves in his presence. Mull2 Husayn told his
principal officers that they were the "return" of
various ImBms, and assured them that if they were
killed they would return again to earth in forty days.
The Bib also wrote them frequent letters of encour. agement. The Bibi troops finally reached such a
pitch of enthusiasm that they affirmed that the BBb
had predicted that after their conquest of MibanderBn
they would march on Teherh, capture it, and slay ten
thousand Mus1ims.B To these zealots the establishment upon earth of the BBbi Kingdom seemed just
at hand.
The royal -forces under the command of the Prince
had now drawn near the fort. But before they could
attack, the BHbi leaders, choosing a time when the
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enemy were off their guard because of a severebowstorm, with three hundred picked men, fell upon them
with such fury that the whole army was dispersed,
and several princes and many of the troops were killed.
I t was a brilliant stroke, especially as the B2bis lost
but three men. At length the BIbis resolved on a
counter attack at night. The plan of battle in such
night attacks was this:l1 Mull2 Husayn, " followed by
several other mounted men, would ride in advance
while the rest of his companions followed on footthey would put on felt caps, gird their swords to their
belts, and, with bare feet and arms uncovered to the
elbow, rush upon the very centre of the hostile army
with cries of ' Yii Siihibu'z-ZarnBn! ' (' 0 Lord of the
Agel '). Then, with swords not worth more than
five kranse which they had wrought for themselves
witbin the castle, they would cut down men whose
gear had cost a thousand tomans." lo This time also
their attack met with complete success, and the royal
army was again routed. But the BBbis suffered an
irreparable loss, for Mull8 Husayn, the first to believe
on the BBb, and the strongest of the Bibi leaders, was
mortally wounded just in the hour of victory, and with
difficulty succeeded in reaching the fort. Before his
death he commanded his officers to be firm in their
faith, promising them that he would return to earth
again in fourteen days. He bade his intimate friends
bury him secretly, fearing no doubt that the Muslims
might lind and muflate his body. After his death his
brother, a youth of eighteen, succeeded to his title
and command.
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The loss of Mullii Husayn was the beginning of the
,@. j end for the defenders of Shaykh Tabarsi. Not only
, ,$5.. was the leading spirit of the Blbi army gone, but
! ...
provisions began to run low, and the garrison were
:'c, :. reduced to eating horseflesh and grass. Some of the
BBbis deserted to the enemy, who, on hearing of the
,
:k famine within the fort, began to attack more vigour'b,.
ously. The royal troops had two cannons with which
.
they battered down the Bibi defences and set fire to
all the sheds and wooden structures within the walls,
Ii ' forcing the besieged to dig tunnels for themselves in
,
.
which to hide. But in spite of their reduced strength
the BBbis fought furiously to the last, realizing that
they had little hope for mercy from enemies whom
they had defied for six months. Finally a new commander was sent by the Sh5h with fresh orders to
destroy the BBbis immediately. The garrison had
nothing to eat whatever, and the royal troops were
trying to scale the walls of their fort. But " the defenders of the castle, hungry and barefoot as they
were,
hurled themselves upon the enemy, sword in
I
hand, and displayed that day a courage and heroism
which the world had never seen before. . . So
fiercely did they drive back that mighty host that
many, even of the bravest and boldest, were unable to
escape from their hands." la
The commander of the royal troops then sent a
message to the Bgbis, asking on what terms they would
surrender. Hazrat-i-Quddiis replied that they would
stop fighting if guaranteed their lives and permission
to leave Mibanderin. Thereupon the officers of the
'

I
i
I
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royal army swore on the Koran to allow them to&
safely out of the province. Then two hundred and
thirty Biibis, the sole survivors of the two thousand
or more who had manned the fort at first, dragged
themselves out and walked to the royal camp. They
were there given food to eat. When Hazrat-i-Quddiis
was questioned as to why he had raised this insurrection, he laid the blame on Mull2 Husayn, and is said
by Mirzi Jhi even to have cursed MullB Husayn.la
Next day the Biibis were commanded to lay down
their arms. They were very reluctant to do so, fearing treachery. Their fears were well grounded, for
no sooner had they disarmed than the enemy fired
upon them and massacred them to a man. Their
bodies were left to the wild beasts, and the royalist
troops, overjoyed by their victory, moved off to BBrfuriish, taking Hazrat-i-Quddiis and several other
chiefs with them. There in his native town Hazrat-iQuddis was executed by the hand of one of the leading clergy, and his body was cut in small pieces and
cast to the winds. This took place in May, 1849.
Thus ended the first and most brilliant attempt of the
BBbis to found their World Kingdom.
Some time before the fall of Shaykh Tabarsi,
Hazrat-i-Quddis demanded assistance. Among those
who tried to join him were Subh-i-Azal and his brother
Mirzii Husayn 'Ali [BahB'u'llZh] and Mirzii JBni the
historian, but they were arrested by the authorities
before they reached the BBbi fort. After being reviled
and shamefully treated by the populace they managed
to secure their freedom by giving bribes to their cap-
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tors. A little later, according to M i r d Jhi,Mirz5
Husayn 'Ali [BahH'u'UQ] " fell under suspicion, and
it was said that he not improbably harboured designs
of setting up a standard [on his own account], and so
creating further disturbances in those regions. Therefore the notables of the district
considered it expedient to send him to the capital." l4 How different
the later history of the Bibi movement would have
been had these three men been able to reach Shaykh
Tabarsi, as they wished to do, and perished with Mullii
Husayn of Bushrayawh and Hazrat-i-Quddk and the
rest of the garrison!
Soon after this defeat another serious BHbi insurrection took place in the city of ZanjBn, which is situated between Teheran and Tabriz. The moving spirit
in this uprising was Mulls Muhammad 'Ali of Zanjb,
" a turbulent spirit," who, on receiving a letter from
the BHb while he was still in Shiriiz, had immediately
recognized him as the promised Mahdi, and had proclaimed him so effectively in his mosque in ZanjHn
that three thousand people immediately believed. The
Biibi community soon became so strong and bold that
the Government began to fear for the consequences.
For some time nothing happened, but a t last one of
the BHbis drew a knife on a Musulmiin; this led to
blows, and soon the whole city was in a turmoil. The
BHbis, drawing their swords and shouting, " 0 Lord
of the Age! ,"assembled in the centre of the city, where
they built strong defences and prepared to stand a
siege. The MusulmHns attacked them,l5 but were unable to dislodge them. The Shiih sent up regiment

...

after regiment of royal troops till a t last thirty thousand men are said to have been assembled around
Zanjh. But the Biibis defended themselves with the
same frenzied courage which had characterized the
garrison of Shaykh Tabarsi. One man would sometimes put to flight a whole mob of the enemy. The
women also armed themselves and fought as furiously
as the men. The BBbis were as savage as the MusulmIns, torturing their prisoners, and cutting off the
heads of their slain enemies and sticking them upon
spears on the roofs of their defences as a warning to
others. The fighting dragged 6h for months, and the
garrison was not finally reduced till the latter part of
the year A. D. 1850. As at Shaykh Tabarsi, the besiegers finally promised the BPbis their lives if they
would surrender, but put them all to the sword as
soon as they got them in their power.
Sometime during the year A. D. 1850 the BIbis
meditated an insurrection in Teherk itself. One of
them revealed the plot, and the Government, terrified
by the thought of what might occur if the Biibis
actually rose in arms, frantically arrested all the
members of the sect that could be discovered. Thirtyeight in all were captured, and were offered their
release provided they would renounce the Biib.
Thirty-one of them agreed to do so, but seven refused,
affirming that they rejoiced to offer their lives as a
sacrifice in the way of their beloved Lord. One of
these confessors was the BPb's own uncle, Hiijji
MirzI Sayyid 'Ali. When led out to be killed, the
martyrs were urged to deny their faith and save their
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. lives, but all remained firm. " This drop of blood*,..
,''.. this poor l i f t i s naught," cried one of them; "were
'

I

:

I possessed of the lordship of the world, and had a
thousand lives, I would freely cast them before the
feet of his friends! " AU met their death with fearless'
courage and joy.
During the same year serious BHbI uprisings, which
we need not describe in detail, occurred at Yazd and
Niriz. Suffice it to say that the ShTih and his Prime
Minister were deeply concerned over the co;dition of
their kingdom, for it looked as though the fire which
had broken out so fiercely in Mhnderiin and other
places, and had been extinguished with such difficulty,
might blaze forth in Teherh also and completely
destroy the State.
Hence, while the war was still raging in Zanjiin, it
was decided that the BHb himself must be gotten rid of,
in the hope that when he was gone hi followers would
cease to fight. Gobineau makes it very clear that it
was not for his religious views that the BHb was put
to death, for the Persian Government has never taken
any interest in suppressing heretics and free-thinkers.
Rather the BHb was sentenced to die because it seemed
to the authorities that his death was necessary for the
good of the State. Although the BHb had not definitely incited his followers to fight, and hence could
not be held personally responsible for what they did,
still it had been his claims to be the Mahdi which had
caused the uprisings in MkanderHn and ZanjHn, and
had resulted in the death of thousands of the Shlh's
subjects. I t was not strange, therefore, that the Gov-
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ernment should have desired io rid itself of the man
who had occasioned the insurrections.
Accordingly, orders were issued from Teheran for
the Bab to be brought from his prison at Chihriq to
Tabriz and there publicly executed. On reaching
Tabriz he was given a form of trial by the clergy.
But his fate had already been decided upon, and the
purpose of the authorities was only to humiliate him
as much as possible in order to dispel the halo which,
in the eyes of many people, had gathered about his
head. He was therefore dragged about the city and
treated most shamefully by the mob, after which
he was locked up in prison with several of his disciples '
for three days.
On the night before he was to be executed the BBb
sat talking with his disciples. " Tomorrow they will
slay me shamefully," he said. " Let one of you now
arise and kill m e f o r it is far pleasanter to die by
the hands of friends than of foes." His friends all
hesitated, however, except oqe, Mirz2 Muhammad
'Ali, who arose to obey his master. The others
stopped him, rebuking him for such presumption.
" This act of mine," he replied, " is not prompted by
presumption, but by unstinted obedience." The Biib
smiled and approved his devotion, and then said to all,
" Tomorrow when you are questioned, repudiate me .
and renounce my doctrines, for this is the command
of God."17 All agreed to do so, except Mirza Muhammad 'AII, who begged to be allowed to.die with
his master, and at last the BBb acquiesced. The next
day the family and wife and little children of this
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devoted disciple came and besought him to recant, but
he refused to do so. The other BiLbis recanted and
were released.=
On July 8, 1850, the BIb and M i r d Muhammad
'A1i were led out to execution. After being dragged
through the streets and.subjected to every humiliation
they were taken to the barracks in the citadel. In
the presence of a great crowd M i r d Muhammad
'Ali was first suspended by ropes from the parapet,
and his body was riddled by a volley of bullets from
the soldiers detailed for the execution. Then a volley
was fired at the Biib himself, who .was similarly suspended. When the smoke rolled away, " a cry of
mingled exultation and terror arose from the spectators,-for the BBb had disappeared from sight! I t
seemed, indeed, that his life had been preserved by
a miracle, for, of the storm of bullets which had been
aimed at him, not one had touched him; nay, instead
of death they had brought him deliverance by cutting
the ropes which bound him, so that he fell to the
ground unhurt."18 Had the Biib maintained his
presence of mind, and rushed out among the spectators, proclaiming his escape to be a miracle, the
crowd would undoubtedly have hailed him as their
Mahdi, and no one would have dared to lay hands on
him. But, dazed by the terrible experiences he had
just passed through, he fled and hid himself in one of
the rooms of the barracks. There he -was soon found, .
"was seized, dragged forth, and again suspended; a
new firing party was ordered to advance (for the men
who had composed the first refused to act again); and

.

before the spectators had recovered from their 'first
astonishment, or the Bibis had had time to attempt
a rescue, the body of the young prophet of ShirZIz was
riddled with bullets."
The two corpses were then dragged outside the city
walls to be devoured by dogs and jackals. But, according to the Babi account, E j j i Sulaymh Khan, a
disciple of the Blb, bribed the sentinels and recovered
the bodies, and after wrapping them in white silk put
them in a box and sent them to Teheran to Subh-iAzal, whom the Biib had appointed as his successor.1@
Subh-i-Azal buried the bodies with his own hands in
a spot which was kept secret for many years. Here
they remained until after the split occurred between
Subh-i-Azal and his brother Bahii, when the Bahi'is
got possession of the precious relics,1° and, according
to their account, brought them to Haifa.ll There the
tomb of the Bab may be seen today by the traveller,
alongside of that of 'Abdu'l-Bahi.
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(according to Muslim belief)' abrogated the Gospels.
The Bayin has no equal-it is the essence of science
and philosophy. If all creatures on earth should unite
they could not produce the like of it. The Bayin
was to have consisted of nineteen main divisions
(Wiihids), each of which was to contain nineteen
subdivisions (Biibs), but the Bib wrote only eleven
" WZihids," leaving the rest to be composed by his
successor Subh-i-AzaLs
Strange as it may seem to us, it was more the
teachings of the BHb than his personality that attracted
people to him, for thousands of those who fought and
died for the Bib1 cause had never seen their master.
What, then, were the doctrines that called forth such
whole-hearted and enthusiastic response from multitudes in every part of Persia? To a Western mind
there is certainly nothing very inspiring in the Bib's
theology, for it is only a revived and reformed Gnosticism. I t is well known to students of Persian philos, ophy that much of the teaching of the early Gnostics
and Neo-Platonists was carried over into IsIBm, and
even today occupies a central place in the philosophy
of the Siifis and the HukamH. The Biib bases his system of doctrine upon these ancient Gnostic conceptions.
According to the Bib's teaching, God, while comprehending ail things, is Himself incomprehensible.
Since the Divine Essence cannot be known, " knowledge of God " means " knowledge of the Manifestation
of God." God's Will (Mashiyyat), which is a n emanation from the Divine Essence, and by which $1
things were created, manifests itself from time to time
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in prophets who appear among men. This " Will " is

called the Nuqta, or " Point," of each prophetic Cycle.
Thus Adam, who was supposed by the Biib to have
lived twelve thousand two hundred and ten years
before him, was the " Point " of the first cycle of
which we know (there were other worlds before
Adam). Later Abraham and Moses8 and Jesus and
Muhammad appeared, each one being the " Point "
of his particular Manifestation. These Manifestations
are all one, as the sun of yesterday is one with the
sun of today. The earlier Manifestations all exist for
the later ones, and each one is more perfect than the
'one which preceded it. The BBb compares the Manifestations to a boy who as Adam was a mere embryo,
as Jesus was ten years old, as Muhammad was eleven,
and as the Biib was twelve. Thus we see that the BAb
believed that the Manifestations appeared about every
thousand years (a thousand years representing one
year in the life of the boy), and that he considered
himself not only a Manifestation; but the greatest
Manifestation which had yet appeared. As Dr.
Browne says: "The theory now advanced by the
Bahii'is that the BAb considered himself as a mere
herald or forerunner of the Dispensation which
BahB'u'lliih was shortly to establish, and was to him
what John the Baptist was to Jesus Christ, is
devoid of historic foundation. In his own eyes, as in the
eyes of his followers, Mirzi 'AIi Muhammad inaugurated a new Prophetic Cycle, and brought a new
Revelation, the Baycin, which abrogated the Qur'cin
[Koran], as the Qur'dn had abrogated the Gospels,

...

and the Gospels the Pentateuih. I t is true that the
BBb emphatically and repeatedly declares that he is
not the last Manifestation of the Universal or Prophetic Spirit, and that his Revelation is not final, but
that he will be followed by another and greater
Manifestation, whom he calls ' Him whom God shall
manifest.' " He urges his followers to accept this
new Manifestation when it comes, and not be like
the Jews who rejected Jesus and the Christians who
rejected Muhammad and the Muslims who rejected
him. But he thought of himse1f.a~ a " forerunner "
of the next Manifestation only as Jesus was the forerunner of Muhammad, and Muhammad of the Bitb. He
assumed that his dispensation would last a long time,
for in the Baydn he gave full directions for the conduct of the Biibi State, and anticipated the time when
Persia should have adopted BBbism as the national
religion. He likens " Him whom God shall manifest "
to a boy fourteen years of age, thus indicating that he
might not come for two thousand more years (see
above). Moreover, the time of his coming is represented in the Baydn by the words Ghiydth and
Mustaghdth, the numerical values of the letters of
which are 15 11 and 2001 respectively. Thus we read,
" If He shall appear in the number of Chiyith and all
shall enter in, not one shall remain in the Fire [Hell].
.If He tarry until [the number of] Mustaghdth, all
shall enter in, not one shall remain in the Fire, but all
shall be transformed into His Light " (Persian Baydn,
11, 17). The B5b considered his own Revelation allsufficient for the present age.
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Thus we see that the BBb believed himself to be
. ; not merely a Gate, or " Channel of Grace," to the
Hidden Imam, nor even the Return of the Imiim himself. The Biib claimed rather to be the " Point " of
the Manifestation of the Deity, and even spoke of
himself as God. But it is important to note here that
he did not claim to embody in himself alone the whok
Manifestation. There were eighteen others who were
with him integral parts of the Manifestation, all being
equally Emanations of the Deity, and grouping them.
selves about him as " Point," or Centre, of the
Theophany. With him they make up the number 19,
which is the numerical value of the letters in the
Arabic Word W i l d (meaning " One," or " Unique,"
i. e., God). Since the number 19 expresses the
Divine Nature, the Biib taught that the universe must
therefore be organized on the basis of this number,
and that 19 is to be found in everything. Now the
eighteen individuals who with the Point make up the
" First Unity " were called " Letters of the Living."
We do not know the names of all the "Letters " of
the BBb, but the first was Mull5 Husayn of Bushrawayh, the second Mull5 Muhammad 'Ali of Birfuriish,
and the third Subh-i-AzJ. The Biib accepted all the
acts and utterances of the " Letters of the Living " as
though they had been his own. For instance, while
he did not himself command his followers to draw the
sword, he did not forbid the " Lettersn when they
did so, and accepted without a word the consequences
of their acts.
In addition to being Divine Emanations, the " Let'

,

t e n of the Living" were also believed to be the
" return" of 'the prophets and Imlms of the past.
MullZ Husayn of Bushrawayh, entitled " B5bu11-BBb "
("The Gate of the B5b "), claimed to be. the " return" of the Imim Husayn, the son of 'All. Mulli
Muhammad 'Mi of Biirfurtish, called Hazrat-i-Quddfis,
claimed to be the " return " of Jesus and Muhammad
and also of the Hidden Im2m. He was for a while
the " Point " of the Theophany. During this time
Mirzi 'Ali Muhammad ceased to be the " Point"
and became the " Gate " of Hazrat-i-Quddfis, and
revealed no verses till after the death of Hazrat-iQuddiis, when he became the "Point" once more.
Qurratu'l-'Ayn was thought to be the "return " of
Fiitima the daughter of Muhammad and mother of
the Im5ms. Not only the " Letters " but all believers
as well were considered identical with saints of the
past, while outstanding unbelievers were thought to
be the " return " of Pharaoh and other notorious enemies of the truth. We even read in Mirzi J5ni's history that a dog which was howling one night was
declared by a Bibi leader to be the " return " of a
certain unbeliever who had recently died! It is difficult to determine exactly what is meant by " return "
in such cases. It seems at times to come close to the
doctrine of transmigration of souls, but in other instances implies an identity of situation and disposition
rather than of soul. Thus when Hazrat-i-Quddiis was
killed, his Quddisiyya (Holiness) at once passed to
Subh-i-Azal, who became his " return." In the same
way the other Biibi warriors who were killed at
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Shaykh Tabarsi were expected to " return " again in
other persons in forty days.
The Biibis followed the Shaykhis in the interpretation of the Islimic doctrines of the Resurrection,
the Day of Judgment, etc. They explained the Resurrection as being the appearance of a new Manifestation. Thus Isllm was the Resurrection of which
Jesus had spoken, the Biib's Manifestation was the
Resurrection predicted by Muhammad, and the Resurrection which the B3b predicts is the coming of " Him
whom God shall manifest." The Day of Judgment
is not different in any respect from other days-it
passes, and most men are altogether unaware of its
coming. In like manner the Trumpet, the Clouds of
Heaven, the Bridge across which souls must pass to
Paradise, the Scales which weigh men's actions, the
joys of Heaven, the punishments of Hell, etc., are all
interpreted figuratively. According to the B3b, it was
because people were looking for a literal fulfilment of
prophecy that they always failed to recognize the new
Manifestation. Had they interpreted these things
correctly the Jews would not have rejected Jesus, nor
the Christians Muhammad, nor the Muslims Mirzii
'Ali Muhammad. But because they were looking for
outward signs instead of inward reality they failed to
believe and be saved.
Though doctrine occupies a Iarge place in the Biib's
writings, he did not confine himself entirely to theological speculation. He proposed, as Muhammad had
done before him, to set up a universal Church-State,
add it was therefore necessary for him to provide laws
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for the regulation of both the.civil and religious affairs
of the Blbi community. We have space only to mention the prhcipal provisions of the new system.
The Blb proposed to form a powerful priestly
&te to attend to religious affairs. Each city and
village was to have one or more temples for worship,
. and each temple was to be in charge of nineteen
priests. Temples were to be erected over the graves
of the martyrs of the Biibi faith and were to be
adorned as richly and beautifully as possible, but there
was to be no congregational worship (such as the Sunnites have). The Bib commanded that his birthplace
and his place of burial be made places of pilgrimage
for all believers. Everyone living within two hundred
and fifty miles of his tomb (which he predicts will be
in Tabriz) must visit it every year and stay at least
ten days. All Blbis must also visit the tombs of the
eighteen "Letters of the Living," travelling on foot if
possible. Pilgrims must give money to the nineteen
guardians of each shrine they visit. Women are discouraged from going on pilgrimage.
The BBb placed great importance upon talismans. As
numbers and names were thought to represent the realities of things, all believers were commanded to wear
certain amulets and charms and seals designed by the
Blb himself. As Gobineau points out,' the B5b wished
to revive the ancient paganism of Chaldea which had "
been long lying dormant, and in this he was quite successful. For his system is full of animistic practices,
and even polytheistic features are not wanting.
There was to be no place in the BPbi State for
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non-Biibis. Not one unbeliever was to be allowed to
live in Persia proper1 The property of unbelievers
was to be seized by BZbis and kept as lawful booty,
but in case they repented and believed it was to be
given back to them. One-fifth of the spoils, together
with whatever was incomparable in value or beauty,
was to belong to the BZb, and after his death was to
be held in trust for " Him whom God shall manifest."
Of what remained the warriors who had won it were
to take what sufficed for their needs. The residue
should be given to the poor and expended upon the
upkeep of shrines of martyrs, etc. To understand the
Bgbi uprisings and the bitter hatred which the Muslims felt toward the new sect this aspect of the BZb's
programme must be kept clearly in mind. The Biibis
intended to conquer the world, taking for their own
all that belonged to the unbelievers, for they held that
everything in the world belonged to them by rightno wonder the " unbelievers" looked on the movement with horror1 If any non-Biibis remained, they
were to be treated as slaves with no rights whatever.
In the system of the B i b tolerance was unknown.
But while kny kind -of severity short of taking life
might be used toward unbelievers: the Biib enjoined
the greatest kindness and gentleness toward brothers
in the faith. He did not authorize corporal punishment or the use of force, and capital punishment had
no place in his system. Taxes had to be paid to the
State, but if not paid they were not to be collected by
force. The only punishments appointed for Bibis were
fines and prohibition from approaching their wives.

,

The B5b apparently wished to get entirely rid of
the outwarii forms of religion which play such an
important part in the lives of Muslims, but as this
would have been unacceptable to many of hi followers he contented himself with lightening somewhat the
burden of ceremonialism. Among Shi'ites the problem of ceremonial purity is an important one, swine,
dogs, blood, dead bodies, excrement, etc., being considered unclean, and if one becomes polluted by contact with anything unclean it is necessary for him at
once to make ablution in a prescribed manner in order
to become clean again. The Bib taught that for believers all things were clean, and that ceremonial
ablutions were therefore unnecessary. Unbelievers
were unclean, but as soon as their property came into
the hands of BBbis it immediately became clean. In
another place he says that an unclean thing may be
made clean by saying the Name of God over it sixtysix times, or by exposing it to the action of sun, or of
earth, air, fire, or water. Minute directions are given
regarding various other matters which I hesitate to
translate into English.
The namEz, or worship, which the Shi'ites must
perform a t least three times every day was practically
1
abolished by the Bib. The Muhammadan month of
fasting (Ramasn) lasts a full lunar month, and
when it falls in summer the Muslims must refrain
from food and drink for almost eighteen hours. The
BHb reduced the fast to nineteen days, and made it
last only from sunrise to sunset, and, since the BZbi
month of fasting always falls in the spring of the
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year, this would never be much longer than twelve
hours.
Like Muhammad, the BZb placed great importance
upon marriage, which he made obligatory upon all
BZbis as soon as they reached eleven years of age, or
at least when they reached the age of puberty. In
the cities the man must give to the woman a dowry
of ninety-five misqzls of gold, and in the villages the
same amount of silver." The Bgb permitted a man
to have two wives, but he discouraged polygamy and
strictly prohibited concubinage * (which is held to be
meritorious in Shi'ite law). Had his followers contented themselves with one wife, as their Master advised, much of the strife which later arose within the
Bahii'i Movement would have been avoided! Divorce
was permitted only when the parties had waited for a
full year. If a man or woman died, the wife or husband of the deceased must remarry in ninety days.
The Biib showed great concern for the training of
children, and strictly forbade the beating of boys by
their masters and all other cruel treatment. I t is quite
clear that he had been influenced in his attitude towards women and children by reading the New Testament, which had been translated into Persian in ShirZz
by Henry Martyn nine years before the Bgb was born.
The use of the veil by women was forbidden, and men
and women were commanded to associate with one
another freely, but avoiding all overfamiliarity. This
injunction, however, has never been carried out by
Blbis in Persia, for the veil is worn by all to the
present time.

As has been noted above, the BBb proposed to re-

arrange and ,reorganize everything on the basis of the
number nineteen. The calendar was to be changed
so that there would be nineteen months of nineteen
days each, a system which is neither lunar nor solar.
The monetary system, weights, measures, taxes, fines,
etc., were to be based on the same principle. The
Bayin, the Sacred Writings of the BHb, was to
have consisted of nineteen grand divisions, each containing nineteen subdivisions. The BZb predicts the
time when " even the pens on the pencase shall be
according to the number of the WBhid [19]
The BBb gave various other directions for the regulation of the lives of his followers, a few of which we
will mention. Begging is strictly forbidden, but charity to the poor is enjoined. BBbis are to wear as fine
clothes as they can afford, and to use gold and jewels.
Men must shave their faces clean. BBbis must sit on
chairs, not on the floor as the Muslims do. All nonBZbi books must be burned, and may in no case be
read. The sciences and philosophy must not be
studied. All one's personal effects must be changed
every nineteen years. Foreign travel is forbidden.
Arms are not to be carried within the Biibi State.
Charms must be tied around the necks of infants. All
BZbis must take a bath every four days. The teeth
must be cleaned after meals. Each believer must give
twenty per cent. of his income to the Manifestation,
one per cent. to go to each of the " Letters." Every
male believer must serve the BZb in person nineteen
days each year. The BHb must be treated with the
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greatest respect, and his family also must be honoured
by all. Special prayers must be said for him and for
his parents. Bgbi families must entertain nineteen
guests every nineteen days, even if they can give them
nothing to eat but water. The dead are to be washed
five times, and buried in stone coffins, after which their
graves must be visited by their friends for nineteen
days and nights. The use of opium, tobacco, and
alcohol is forbidden. Pack animals must not be overloaded, and cows must not be used at all for riding or
carrying burdens. Asses' milk is not to be drunk, and
eggs are not to be kept where they will spoil1 To such
detail does the Divine Legislator descend!
Now let us sum up the principal features of the BZbi
system. At the head of everything stands the Bgb
himself (or his successor), the Centre of the Divine
Manifestation, whose word is the Word of God, and
whose every act is the Act of God, to whom everything in the world belongs, and who is free to do whatever he wills. With him are associated eighteen others
who are also parts of the Manifestation. These nineteen Divine Beings must be recognized and obeyed
and honoured by all madkind, and tithes must be paid
to them. Those who submit become partakers in the
privileges of the BSbi State, and those who refuse to
submit must forfeit their property and their civil
rights, and leave Persia altogether. Kings and governors must defend and support the Bgbi Cause. A
powerful priesthood will control the innumerable temples which are to be erected, and will grow rich off the
gifts of the people. Insignificant details of the lives

of the people are to be regulated by a code of laws
which is often puerile in the extreme, and in which
many important matters are entirely overlooked.
This system is to remain in effect till " H e whom
God shall manifest " shall appear, which will probably not be for a long time. Such was the Cause for
which the B5b and many of his companions laid down
their lives.

THE PONTIFICATE OF SUBH-I-AZAL
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N the death of the Mirzi 'Ali Muhammad, all
the Bibis at once recognized as their Supreme Head Mirzl Yahyl, entitled " Subh-iAzal " (" The Morning of Eternity "), who had been
specifically named by the Bib as his successor. For
more than a decade Subh-i-Azal was the undisputed
pontiff of the BBbi Church, till the split occurred
between him and his half-brother Bahi, which deptived him of most of his followers. Since the
history of this period has been sadly misrepresented
by the followers of Bahl, it is necessary for us to
give special attention to the presentation of the established facts.
Mirzl Yahyi was the son of MirG Buzurg of
the district of Nor in MkanderBn. He was born in
Teheriin about A. D. -1830. His father, according to
the BBbi historian, was " accomplished, wealthy, and
much respected."' His mother died when he was a
child, and he was committed to the care of a second
wife," who, warned in a dream of his future destiny,
showed him the greatest love and consideration. His
education was supervised by his half-brother MirzB
Husayn 'Ali [Bahi'u'lllh], who was thirteen years
his senior. Mirzi Jiini, in his history (written about
69
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1851), quotes the following statement which
MirzH Husayn 'Ali [Bahl'u'llZih] had made regarding
Subh-i-Azal:"'I
busied myself with the instruction
of Janlb-i-Azal. The signs of his natural excellence
and goodness of disposition were apparent in the mirror of his being. He ever loved gravity of demeanour,
silence, courtesy, and modesty, avoiding the society of
other children, and their behaviour. I did not, however, know that he would become the possessor of [so
high] a station." ' Subh-i-Azal was influenced by his
brother to believe in the BBb, and so great did his
attachment become for the Master whom he had never
seen that when the Blb commanded his followers to .
go to Khur&ln he, though still a boy, attempted to
obey, but was hindered by Bahl. Later he attended
the Badasht Conference and met Hazrat-i-Quddiis and
Qurratu'L'Ayn, who showed him great kindness and
attention. We have already described his attempt to
reach Shaykh Tabarsi and his capture and release.
Mirzl JBni writes: " I was in attendance on Janlb-iAzal in Miizanderln, night and day, for four months
He was filled with ardour and ecstacy,
or more.
and I found him ever disposed by nature to devotion
and emancipation such that he utterly disregarded the
world and its circumstances.
He showed a wonderful attachment to Hazrat-i-Quddiis, and used often
to read aloud with sweet utterance the homilies and
prayers of that Master of the World."
When Subh-i-Azai heard the news of the death of
Hazrat-i-Quddtis in Mlzanderin, he is said to have
fallen ill for three days. Then " the signs of holiness
A. D.
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(qudsi) appeared in his blessed form," that is, the

virtues and gifts of the martyred saint were transferred to Subh-i-Azal. I t was shortly after this that
the writings of Subh-i-Azal came to the notice of the
Blb, who is said to have prostrated himself to the
earth and blessed God for raising up this "mighty
luminary " in the night. He recognized Subh-i-Azal
as his divinely appointed successor, sent him some of
his own personal effects, such as pencases, paper, writings, clothing, and rings, "that the outward form
might correspond with the inward reality," intending
that " after himself Azal should bear the Divine influences." " He also wrote a testamentary deposition,
explicitly nominating him [i. e., Azal] as his successor,
and added, 'Write the eight [unwritten] Wiihids of
the Bayln.' " The B5b purposely left the Bayln incomplete in order that he might thus make known to
men that his successor, who was to complete it, was
truly one with him?
When Dr. Browne met Subh-i-Azal in Cyprus, in
A. D. 1890, he was shown the document, written and
signed by the Blb himself, in which Subh-i-Azal was
nominated as the BSb's successor? The English
translation of this document is as follows:
" God is Most Great with the Uttermost Greatness.
"This is a letter on the part of God, the Protector, the Self-Existent, to God, the Protector, the
Sel f-Existent.
" Say, 'All originate from God.' Say, 'All return
unto God.'
"This is a letter from 'All before Nabil? God's

Reminder unto the Worlds, unto him whose name is
equivalent to the Name of the One [Wahid = 28 =
Yahy5, Subh-i-Azal's name], God's Reminder unto
the WorIds.
"Say, 'Verily all originate from the Point of
Revelation.'
" 0 Name of the One [YahyZ], keep what hath
been revealed in the BayCn, and what hath been commanded, for verily thou art a Mighty Way of Truth."
[Signature]
It is important to note that the Bib in this document gives the same titles and rank to Subh-i-Azal as
to himself. As is dear from Mirzi Jini's history, the
early Bibis believed that the two were one, and some
of them (among whom was MirA Jini) were convinced that Subh-i-Azal was none other than "He
whom God shall manifest," of whom the Bib had
spoken so often? Comte de Gobineau, who was in
intimate contact with the Bibis of Teheran from
A. D. 1855 to 1858, confirms the statements of the BZbi
historian. He says that some BZbis thought Subh-iAzal to be "He whom God shall manifest," while
others thought him to be a "return " of the BHb.I0
There is not the slightest historical evidence dating
from this period to support the present claim of the
Bahi'is that the successor of the Bib was Bahi, not
Subh-i-Azal. Even Bahi himself, in his book the fqa'n,
written in BaghdHd in A. D. 1861, makes no claim
whatever for himself, but considers himself subject
to another," who is undoubtedly Subh-i-Azal. " The
Subh-i-Azal held unevidence that at this period
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I disputed and absolute sway over the Blbi Church is
'

' .'

'

absolutely conclusive." l q
I t was no easy task to which Subh-i-Azal, as yet
only twenty years of age, fell heir when his Master
was executed. The BBbis were still in arms against
the State a t ZanjBn and other places, and it is hard
for us a t this distance to realize the intense hatred
with which they were regarded by the majority of the
people of Persia. The Blbis returned this hatred with
interest. Not only the Muhammadan mullb but the
reigning dynasty also were considered enemies of God
and fit only for the sword. Subh-i-Azal realized, how. wer, that it was not expedient for the BBbis to continue further their conflict with the State, and he
therefore issued orders for his followers to lay aside
the sword--at least for the present. He was obeyed
by all, for no other insurrections occurred after his
accession. He then began to travel about Persia,
visiting the scattered Blbi communities, and encouraging and comforting them. I n the summer he was
usually in the neighbourhood of Teherb, and in the
winter in Miizanderln. He spent his time in arranging, transcribing, and circulating the books of the BBb,
and in preaching the BBbi doctrines. Though the
Prime Minister was very hostile to the Bibis, and to
Subh-i-Azal in particular, the movement continued to
grow rapidly." I t was at this time (A. D. 1851 or '52)
that Mirzii Jgni wrote his excellent h i s t ~ r y , 'in
~ which
he described in detail the events of A. D. 1844-1851.
Mirz5 Jgni tells us that soon after Subh-i-Azal's
accession numerous other Manifestations appeared.

He descnies at length several of these." They all
claimed tb be God, produced verses, and possessed the
qualities necessary for a Manifestation. Some of the
BBbis, jealous for the honour of their Master, wished
to interfere with these claimants, but Subh-i-Azal prevented them, saying that the more Manifestations the
better-provided only that they recognized him as
the " Point " of the Theophany. '' The more branches
and leaves a tree bears," says Mirz5 Jiini, " the
greater is its perfection," by which he means that the
more of Subh-i-Azal's disciples there were who claimed
to be partakers in the Theophany the more perfect
did the Manifestation become. Apparently Mirzii
JBni believed Subh-i-Azal to be greater than the BZb.18
All went well with the BBbis till the summer of
A. D. 1852, when something occurred which entirely
altered the situation. For some time rumours had
been going about the TeherZn bazaar that the Sh5h
was going to be killed. Finally, on August 15, 1852,
as the Sh* was riding out on a hunting expedition
from his summer residence in the hills above Teheriin,
three men approached him as though they wished to
present a petition. When they had come quite near,
one of them drew a pistol and fired at the Shgh,
wounding him in the arm. Then they dragged him
off his horse lT and were about to cut his throat when
the ShWs retainers rushed up, killed one of the assassins, and captured the other two. When examined,
the two captives confessed that they were BBbis, and
that their purpose was to avenge the death of the Biib.
Sidiq, the one who had been killed, was the servant
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tq: of Mull5 Shaykh 'Ali, one of the Babi leaders,'" who
'b

L

"ad

d e n plotting against the Government for some
time. The MusulmBn historian says that Mull2
Shaykh 'Aii had gotten twelve of the Babis to agree
to take part in the assassination, but only three of
them arrived in time. That this attempt on the
ShWs life was the result of a deliberate plot on the
part of the BBbis, and not the act of a single madman
as the Baha'is now say,*@is sufficiently proved by
Gobineau, who gives a most vivid account of the attempted murder." The pistol had been charged with
shot in order that the assassins might fell the Shiih
and then kill him by cutting his throat, as they had
been ordered to do. Fortunately, the ShZh was not
seriously wounded.
The excitement and confusion which followed may
be imagined. The gates of Teheran were guarded,
and a systematic search was made in Teheran and
throughout Persia for the BZbi leaders, about forty
of whom were rounded up and brought to Teherin.
Several of those arrested, notably Mirzii Husayn 'AIi
[BahZ1u'llib], the brother of Subh-i-Azal, were able
to prove their innocence, but were kept in prison
pending further investigation. As the days went by,
the Sh5h became more and more terrified over the
situation in his kingdom, and believing (probably with
some reason) that there was a terrific volcano, hidden
from sight, which was just about to break forth and
destroy him and his empire, he resolved to make an
exhibit of the BBbis whom he had gotten into his
power. He accordingly divided them up among the

different classes of his-subjects, giving one to the
clergy, another to the princes, another to the nobles,
another to the artillery, etc., etc., informing all that
the measure of their devotion to their sovereign would
be revealed by the zeal with which they executed these
offenders. I t is probable that many of those sentenced
to die had no direct part in the attempt on the ShHh's
life, but to be known as a BBbi was sufficient to condemn one.21 On September 15, 1852, the execution
was carried out, each class trying to outdo the others
in the barbarity with which they killed their unfortunate victims. Twenty-eight Bibis met their death at
this time, one of whom was the beautifuI and gifted
Qurratul-'Ayn, and another Mirzii JBni the historian.
Most of the victims showed the greatest courage and
devotion as they faced death, and many new converts
were won to the Cause by this massacre. However,
from this time on the BBbis systematically concealed
their faith, and denied it when their lives were in
danger.22 The BahH'is continue this practice to the
present day.
Subh-i-Azal was not among those who perished.
The Shih tried to arrest him, and offered a reward of
one thousand tomans for his capture, but he managed
to escape in the garb of a dervish, and made his way
to Baghdid in Turkish territory, for he realized that
he would be unable to live longer in Persia. After his
flight a raid was made by two regiments of royal
troops upon his home in MZzanderBn with a view to
capturing him and his followers, and, though he himself escaped, his relatives and friends were arrested
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and taken to Teherh, where most of them died in
prison. Subh-i-Azal's brother Bahi, after being imprisoned for four months, was reIeased, and was allowed to depart from Persia to Baghdid. There, near
the close of A. D. 1852, he joined Subh-i-Azal a few
months after the arrival of the latter.
From this time until A. D. 1863 Baghdid was the
seat of the Pontificate of the Blbi Church, and the
centre from which active propaganda was carried on
in Persia. We do not possess a full account of the
bappenings of these ten years, but the main features
of the history are clear. Subh-i-Azal continued to be
looked upon by all Bibis as their Supreme Head, but
being a " peace loving, contemplative, gentle soul
caring little for authority, and incapable of selfassertion," he retired into almost complete seclusion,
"leaving the direction of affairs in the hands of his
half-brother Bahl, a man of much more resolute and
ambitious character, who thus gradually became the
most prominent figure and the moving spirit of the
sect.'&
Bahi no doubt realized that it was absolutely impossible for the BBbi community to obey the
regulations and realize the hopes which the BBb had
bequeathed to them. There was no way of retreat
back to Islim, and therefore the only possibility remaining to them was to change some of the impossible
features of the system and make it adaptable to life as
they must live it. Bahii therefore began to make
various innovations which were very obnoxious to the
old school Bibis, and they remonstrated with him so
1 sharply that he grew angry and left Baghdid al-

'
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together, wandering as a dervish in the mountains of
KurdistZn for two yeam2' At last Subh-i-Azal found
out where he was and wrote to him, commanding him
to return, and he obeyed (about A. D. 1856). The
Iqin, which was composed by BahH in A. D. 1861:'
dearly shows Bahl as obedient (at least outwardly)
to his brother. He says: " I have not gloried in any
matter, nor have I sought superiority over any." " I
swear by God that I had no intention of return from
this exile [to KurdistZn] nor hope of reunion after
this journey. My only purpose was to avoid being an
object of disagreement among the friends.
Finally the decree of return emanated from the Source
of Command [i. e., Subh-i-Azal], and I involuntarily
obeyed and returned." 2s
The purpose of the Iqin is to prove that the
B l b was one of the Major Manifestations of God, and
to explain why the Shi'ites had rejected him. The
standpoint is that of a disciple of the BHb. BahZt
only elaborates the doctrines already taught by the
Shaykhis and the Bib, but refers to the Gospels more
than the BHb had done. The book is full of Shi'ite
traditions and Shl'ite beliefs. From the importance
that Bahi places upon the coming of " Him whom
God shall manifest, and his appeal to the Blbis to
accept him when he comes, it is evident that he is
contemplating putting forward a claim of his ownthough as yet he has not done so.
But BahH was not the only B3bi who was prepared
to make claims for himself. About this time Dayyin,
who had been appointed by the BHb as amanuensis to
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Subh-i-Azd, declared himself to be " He whom God
shall manifest." Bahl had long discussions with him,
and as he remained obstinate he was murdered by the
B l b i ~ ? ~There were also three or four others who
I. ', , ,- advanced the same claim. In fact, to quote a Blbi
.
writer, " the matter came to such a pass that every
one
on awakening from his first sleep in the morning
!'
adorned his body with this pretension." 27 The pretensions of these numerous claimants only encouraged
1
I
. BahZ to press his own claims, for he was in fact the
active leader of the BZbi Movement, and had better
grounds for his pretensions than any one else. Hence,
urged on by AqZ JHn K;lshi, called Khiidimu'll?ih,
Bahl began to put himself forward, but he was so
. fiercely opposed by the other Blbi leaders that he
was forced to wait a while before openly declaring
himself.
Meanwhile the Blbi propagandists were so active
in carrying on their campaign among the Persians who
flocked to BaghdHd to make the pilgrimage to the
shrines of the Imlrns, and there was so much fighting
between the BHbis and the MusulmHns, that the Persian Government was at last compelled to request the
Turkish Government that the Blbi colony be removed
from Baghdld to some spot more distant from Persia.
I will quote a few sentences from the letter sent by
the Persian Government to the Persian Ambassador
in Constantinople instructing him to arrange for this
transfer: " Sometimes, moreover, he [BahB] hath
put his hand to sedition and incitements to murder,
as in the case of His most accomplished Reverence
'.%i
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Mull5 Aqi of Darband, whom they grievously
besides sundry other
wounded with intent to kill
assashinations which took place." Bahi has, moreover, surrounded himself with armed men and has
assumed a defiant attitude. " In the face of these
proceedings, it would be a proof of the most complete
on the part of the Persian Government
negligence
to disregard these acts which may produce such deplorable consequences.
' I see beneath the ashes the glow of fire,
And it wants but little to burst into a blaze.'
" I t will not do to leave M i r d Husayn 'Ali [BahZ]
there [in Baghdld], or to allow fuller scope to their
mischievous ideas and probable actions." The Persian Government therefore requests either that Bahii
and his followers be sent back into Persia where they
can be properly watched, or else that the Turkish
Government " arrange as quickly as possible to deport
and detain that mischief maker [BahB] and his several intimates from Baghdad to some other place in
the interior of the Ottoman Kingdom which has no
means of communication with our frontiers, so that
the channel of their mischief making and sedition may
be stopped." 20 It is only necessary to recall Shaykh
Tabarsi and Zanjtin and the attempt on the Shlh's
life to understand what it was that the Persian Government was fearing!
The Turkish Government was glad to comply with
this request, for the. quarrels and fightings of the
Blbis and Musulmiins in Baghdad had been the cause
of great trouble to the authorities there.'O And so in
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the spring of A. D. 1863 Bahi and Subh-i-Azal and
their families and followen were deported first to
Constantinople, and after a stop there of four months,
were sent on to AdrianopIe, which they reached in
December, 1863. Here they remained for five years,
and here occurred the first great split in the Bibi
community.

THE SCHISM BETWEEN SUBH-I-AZAL AND
BAHA'U'LLAH

A

S we have seen in the preceding chapter, Subh-iAzal was the undisputed Head of the BZbi
Movement during the whole Baghdld period
of eleven years, and was considered the " Point " of
the Divine Manifestation no less than the Bfib had
been. But as time went on, especially after the deportation of the Blbis to Adrianople, Subh-i-Azal
proved unequal to the difficult task of ruling and
leading the Blbi community. "A community like that
which had existed at Adrianople," writes Dr. Browne,
" consisting almost entirely of exiles and potential
martyrs, and in large part of religious enthusiasts,
revolutionary visionaries, and speculative mystics,
whose restless activity, debarred from external action,
is pent up within limits too narrow for its free exercise, requires a firm hand to control and direct its
energies. Such firmness Subh-i-Azal
seems to
have altogether lacked." His older brother Bahl, " a
man of much more resolute and ambitious character,"
came gradually to occupy the place of actual leadership, though he did everything in the name of Subh-iAzal. At last, however, about three years after
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reaching Adrianople,' he threw off all disguise and
publicly made the claim which he had been wishing
to make for several years, namely, that he was " He
whom God shall manifest " who had been predicted
by the Bib, and he called upon Subh-i-Azal and the
BBbis scattered over Persia, Turkey, Egypt, and
Syria to acknowledge his supreme authority, and to
accept as God's Word the revelations which he forthwith began to promulgate.
To understand the nature of BahZ's claim we must
recall what the Bib had said of "Him whom God
shall manifest ": Only God knows the time and place
of His advent, but He will surely come before 2001
years. He is divine, and His command is God's
command. He is not to be asked why He does anything. All previous Manifestations were created for
Him. One verse of His scripture is better than a
thousand Baya'ns. He is to be recognized by Himself,
and it is impossible for one falsely to claim to be He.
Thus, while the BZb indicated that "He whom God
shall manifest " would not appear for a long time, he
left the door open to any one who could reveal
" verses " in the style of the Koran and whose personality exerted an all-compelling influence over other
men. As we saw in the preceding chapter, several
men ere this had claimed to be He, but had won no
following. Now there was nothing to prevent Bahi
from making the claim if he wished to, for the Bib
had said that no one could falsely claim that high
station. The Bib had also commanded Subh-i-Azal,
in case " He whom God shall manifest " should appear

in his time, to acknowledge Him immediately and
abrogate .the Bayiin.
"Amongst the Bibis," writes Dr. Browne, " the
effect of this announcement [of Bahi's] . was little short of stupendous. From Constantinople to
Kirrnln and from Cairo to Khurkiin the communities
of the faithful were rent asunder by a schism which
every subsequent year has rendered wider and more
permanent.
At Adrianople itself the struggle was
short and the triumph of Bahi complete. Subh-i-Azal
was so completely deserted that, as he himself informed me, he and his little boy had to go themselves
to the bazaar to buy their food. Elsewhere, though
active and astute emissaries were at once dispatched
in d l directions by Bahi, the conflict, though its issue
was from the first hardly doubtful, was longer mainwhether
tained. For the question at issue was
the doctrines and writings of the beloved Master [the
Bib], for which his followers had been ready to suffer
death or exile, were to be regarded as abrogated and
cancelled in favour of a new revelation; whether his
chosen vicegerent [Subh-i-Azal], whom they had so
long regarded as their Supreme Pontiff and as the
incarnation of all purity, virtue, and heavenly wisdom, was to be cast down from this high position . .;
and whether the Bib himself was henceforth to be
looked upon, not as
a veritable Manifestation
of the Divine, but as a mere harbinger and precurser of a more perfect Theophany. Bibis who
remember that time cannot easily be induced to
speak of it."
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Though the great majority of the Biibis sooner or
later acknowledged Bahii as " H e whom God shall
manifest," Suhh-i-Azal steadfastly refused to do so.
He held to the teachings of the Bib, believing that
they were the all-sufficient revelation of God for the
present age, and that they must be accepted and
obeyed by multitudes of people for many centuries, as
the Gospels and the Koran had been, before it would
be time for another Manifestation. To Subh-i-Azal
and those BBbis who clung to him it seemed utterly
unreasonable to believe that the elaborate system of
the BBb could have been established of God for a
period of only twenty-two years. Who would plant
a vineyard, they ask, and before any fruit whatever
had been gathered from it, would cut down the vines
and plant others? Certainly God would wait long
enough to reap some fruit from the tree of the Bib
before sending another Manifestation? If the BBb
was sent of God, as all Bahii'is believe him to be, then
Subh-i-Azal, who was appointed by the BBb himself
as his successor, must also have been of God. And
if Subh-i-Azal was divinely sent and endowed with
superhuman knowledge, as all BBbis had believed
him to be, then should he not have been able to recognize " Him whom God shall manifest" when He appeared? But Subh-i-Azal rejected BahH, and for his
refusal to believe was called by Bahii the '' Point of
Darkness," or chief opponent of the New Manifestation. Hence the BahB'is have no choice but to believe
that the BBb, who was divinely inspired and knew all
things, deliberately chose as his vicegerent a man who
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was to become the chieE enemy of " Him whom God
shall mahifest."
To escape this dilemma, BahP and his partisans did
two things: first, they got rid of all of the leading
Bgbis who sided with Subh-i-Azal; and second, they
rewrote the history of the Biibi Movement, completely
ignoring Subh-i-Azal,' and pretending that BahZ was
the true successor of the BZb, who was merely his
" forerunner." To some who have read the teachings
of BahP and his son 'Abdu'l-BahP regarding love and
kindness to all mankind it may seem incredible that
the authors of such sentiments could have been guilty
of the assassination of their opponents and of the
falsification of history. We are dealing, however, not
with probabilities but with historical facts established
beyond a doubt which we cannot but accept. All
prominent supporters of Subh-i-Azal (hereafter known
as "Azalis ") were marked out for death, and something like twenty of them were murdered by the partisans of Bahl in Baghdiid, Adrianople, and later in
'AkkL6 Some of these men were among the " Letters
of the Living." If we excuse BahP himself from the
direct responsibility for these murders (which is hardly
possible), certainly one who possessed the divine
knowledge and power which he claimed for himself
should have been able to prevent such acts on the part
of his intimate followers. Let not the reader forget
that these were the same BBbis who had shed much
blood in Persia and had attempted to assassinate
NZsiru'd-Din ShZh. " Surely," said a Persian Bahl'i
to Dr. Browne, "you cannot pretend to deny that a
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prophet, who is an incarnation of the Universal Intel-

..... ligence, has as much right to remove any one whom he

.
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perceives to be an enemy to religion and a danger to
the welfare of mankind as a surgeon has to amputate
a gangrened limb? " The Prophet Muhammad had
assassinated some of his personal enemies, and it
should not greatly surprise us that Bahii did the same.
But even worse charges are brought against BahH
by the Azalis. They claim that an attempt was made
to poison Subh-i-Azal himself. The BahH'is reply
that it was Subh-i-Azal who tried to poison BahB.
Dr. Browne confesses his inability to decide where
the guilt lay,' but in view of the other assassinations
which were certainly carried out by BahH's party it
seems more probable that in this instance also he was
the offender. At any rate, both sides agree that an
attempt was made by one of the brothers to poison
the other, and whichever side was guilty of this crime,
it was a blot upon the Bib? Church in which both
brothers had for ten years been leaders. According
to the Azalis, a second attempt was made on Subh-iAzal's life by the Bahii'i barber in the bath, after
escaping which he- separated himself entirely from
Bahii and his followers.
Finally the quarrel between the two unequal parties became so fierce that the Turkish authorities were
compelled to separate them, and without making any
investigation to see who was in the right, they sent
all the BHbis away from Adrianople, Subh-i-Azal and
his party to the Island of Cyprus, and Bahii and his
followers to 'Akki (Acre) in the Holy Land. In

order to keep well informed as to their doings, the
authorities detailed four B a h i s to go to Cyprus to
spy on Subh-i-Azal, and four Azalis to do the same
thing in 'Akki for Bahi. One of these four Azalis
was murdered by the Bahi'is before leaving Adrianople, and the other three were likewise killed soon
after reaching 'AkkiL8 This exodus from Adrianople
took place in A. D. 1868.
But not content with getting rid of the Azalis who
refused to accept Bahii, the BahH'is undertook to rewrite the whole history of the BHbi Movement so as
to make Bahii's claim more plausible. The Bib was
reduced by them from an independent Manifestation
like Moses, Jesus, and Muhammad, to being a " forerunner " like John the Baptist. Subh-i-Azal was ignored altogether, unless he was mentioned as the
enemy of the Truth, and BahZ was represented as
having been from the first the leading figure in the
Movement. This tendency is most clearly exhibited
in the Traveller's Narrative, an anonymous history of
the Movement, which was written by 'Abbis Efendi
('Abdul-Bahi), the eldest son of Bahi: and is to be
found in all the histories published by Bahi'is. Now
if this version of the Bibi history was to gain universal acceptance, it was absolutely necessary that
many of the original Bibi books be gotten out of the
way, for they gave the lie to Bahii's claims. Therefore Bahi's followers began systematically to get rid
of the writings of the BBb and the early BBbis, and
they were. so far successful that even in A. D. 1888,
when Dr. Browne visited Persia, he was able only
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with the greatest difficulty to obtain a copy of the
Baydn. When he visited 'Akkii the Bahii'is there
would not let him see the Biib's writings, though they
undoubtedly had them hidden away somewhere.Ba
When M. Nicolas translated the Baya'n into French,
'Abdu'l-BahB was very angry with him and asked him
why he had published an abrogated book.
One of the books most injurious to the claims of
BahH was the history written by Mirzii Jgni, the
devoted disciple of the Blb, who died a martyr to
the Biibi Cause in Teheriin, in A. D. 1852. This book
proved conclusively that the Bahl'i version of the
history was false. The Bahii'is therefore rewrote the
book (about A. D. 1874), retaining whatever was valu.able for their purpose, omitting everything that was
prejudicial to their cause, and sometimes inserting
statements contradictory to Mirzii Jiini's account.1°
This book was published under the name of The New
History, and has been edited by Dr. Browne. But,
try as he would, Dr. Browne, while in Persia and
afterwards, could find no trace of the original history
of Mirzii Jini. The Bahii'is all professed absolute
ignorance of it, and it seemed that it had been completely gotten rid of and that not one copy had remained. But, by a fortunate chance, among the
Persian books which Comte de Gobineau had taken
back to Paris with him when he left Persia, there was
a manuscript copy of this book.?3 This copy Dr.
Browne happened to discover in A. D. 1892, and on
examining it found that it contained invaluable material for a correct understanding of the early Blbi

.
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history. He therefore translated the most important
parts of it," and later published the full Persian text.la
So furious was 'Abdu'l-BahZ at this exposure of the
BahH'i falsification of history that he said that Dr.
Browne had himself become an Azal'l, and had been
bribed by tbe Azalis to write this book.12
Of this suppression of Mirzii JZni's history by the
Bahi'is, Dr. Browne writes: " I t is hard for us, accustomed to a world of printed books and carefully
guarded public libraries, to realize that so important
a work as this could be successfully suppressed; and
equally hard to believe that the adherents of a religion
evidently animated by the utmost selfdevotion and
the most fervent enthusiasm, and, in ordinary everyday matters, by obvious honesty of purpose, could
connive at such an act of suppression and falsificaThis fact, were it not estabtion of evidence.
lished by the clearest evidence, I should have regarded
Of this much I am certain, that
as incredible. .
the more the Bahl'i doctrine spreads, especially outside Persia, and most of all in Europe and America,
the more the true history and nature of the original
BZbi Movement is obscured and distorted." l4
Since the great majority of the BZbis followed Bah5,
our principal concern from now on will be with the
BahZ'i Movement which had 'AkkZ for its centre.
But before leaving Subh-i-Azal for good, it will not be
out of place to tell briefly the story of his later life.
Subh-i-Azal, with his wives l6 and children and a few
followers and four Bahfi'is to spy on him, reached
Famagusta, in the Island of Cyprus, in August, 1868.'''
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In A. D. 1878 Cyprus passed from the hands of the
Turks to the British, and Subh-i-Azal and his family
became pensioners of the British Government. There
his very existence seems to have been forgotten, for
when Dr. Browne came to Persia in A. D. 1887, expecting to find Subh-i-Azal, the acknowledged Pontiff of
the Bibi Church (as Gobineau had described him as
being in A. D. 1864), he was amazed to find that
BahZ'is knew (or pretended to know) nothing whatever of him, and many said that they had never even
heard of him.l7
After careful investigation, Dr. Browne discovered
his whereabouts, and in March, 1890, went to Cyprus
to see him. He thus describes his first meeting with
him: l1We ascended to an upper room, where a venerable and benevolent looking old man of about sixty
years of age, somewhat below the middle height, with
ample forehead on which the traces of care and anxiety
were apparent, clear searching blue eyes, and long
grey beard, rose and advanced to meet us. Before
that mild and dignified countenance I involuntarily
bowed myself with unfeigned respect; for at length
my long-cherished desire was fulfilled, and I stood face
to face with MirzH Yahyii Subh-i-Azal ('The Morning of Eternity'), the appointed successor of the
Biib." l8 During a period of two weeks Dr. Browne
daily spent several hours conversing with Subh-i-Azal,
and obtained from him a vast amount of first-hand
information regarding the Bibi Movement. l' Of the
Bib and his first apostles and followers, as of his own
life and adventures, Subh-i-Azal would speak freely,

but concerning the origin of the schism which for him
had been attended with such disastrous results, and
all pertaining to Bah5 and the Bahi'is, he was most
reticent." Subh-i-Azal and his sons always treated
their visitor with the greatest courtesy.
Thereafter Subh-i-Azal aided Dr. Browne in his
researches by supplying him with various books written by himself and by the B5b and the early Biibis.
In spite of the daily prayers which Bah5 is said to
have offered that he might be delivered from his
brother,'@ Subh-i-Azal lived to old age, and died on
April 29, 1912. An account of his death and burial,
written by one of his sons (who on becoming a Christian renamed himself " Constantine the Persian "), has
been published by Dr. Br~wne.~"He is said to have
appointed one of his sons as his successor, but at the
time of his death very few of his followers remained.
Even to the present day, however, one occasionally
meets in Persia men who are known to be A~alis.2~

VII

has been pointed out by Sir Cecil Spring-Rice,'
formerly British Minister a t Tehergn, the
problem which Bah9'ullZh * had to solve was
not merely one of succession to the leadership of the
B9bi Movement, but whether the religion which he
represented was to become a world religion addressed
to all mankind, or was to remain only an obscure
Persian sect. For while the B i b had confidently
predicted the time when his religion would cover the
earth, it had already become clear to BahZ and other
discerning Biibis, as it was clear to unprejudiced observers from the first, that such a system as that outlined by the B i b could never make any headway
outside of Persia. The Bgbi hope of establishing by
force a reign of the saints on earth had proved impossible of fulfilment, and many of the laws laid down
by the BHb were eihirely unsuited to the needs of
mankind, either in Persia, or out of it. T o cling to
the old system would mean only the speedy disintegration of the movement for which the B9bis had
suffered so much. I t was probably the realization of
this fact, together with a very strong personal ambition, that led BahZ to put forward his claim to be " He
whom God shall manifest."
93

No'sooner was BahZ "firmly established in his
authority," says Dr. Browne, " than he began to
make free use of the privilege accorded by the Biib
to 'Him whom God shall manifest' to abrogate,
change, cancel, and develop the earlier doctrines.
His chief aim seems to have been to introduce a more
settled order, to discourage speculation, to direct the
attention of his followers to practical reforms
., to
exalt ethics at the expense of metaphysics, to check
mysticism, to conciliate existing authorities, including
even the Shiih of Persia,
to abolish useless, unpractical, and irksome regulations and restrictions,
and, in general, to adapt the religion at the head of
which he now found himself to the ordinary exigencies of life, and to render it more capable of becoming, what he intended to make it, a universal system
suitable to all mankind." " H e sought, moreover, to
" eliminate the tinge of Shi'ite thought which the
BBbi doctrine still maintained," and to cultivate a
better understanding with Christians, Jews, and
Zoroastrians.
Immediately after putting forward his claim, Bah5
began to send forth epistles to Bfibis and others in
which he sought to establish his pretensions and induce men to accept him. In the Lawh-i-Ncisir, which
is one of the earliest writings composed after his
declaration, he says, " I revealed all the heavenly
books by the glorious tongue of (Divine) Might,"
that is, he claims to be God, the Author of the Old
and New Testaments, the Koran, and the Bayin. He
also says that he is the BBb returned to earth again,
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and speaks of the execution of M i r d lAli Muhammad
at Tabrit as though it had been his own. How differ:?','.' ent this tone from that of the Iqin written only
a few years previously when he called himself a
, .
" slave " and declared that he had " never sought supremacy over any one "1 About the same time he
composed the Suratu'GMuZGk, or " Chapter of the
Kings," in which he addressed the rulers of the earth
and bade them acknowledge him. " 0 Kings of the
earth! " he writes, "Hearken to the voice of God
from this fruitful, lofty tree."' The tone which he
adopted toward the Shah of Persia was, says Dr.
He upBrowne, " one of fierce recrimination."'
braided the Shah for the murder of the BZb, and then
continued, "And when ye slew him, one from amongst
his friends arose in retaliation: and none knew him,
and his purpose was concealed
Then it is not
meet that you should blame any one for this, but
rather blame yourselves for what you have done."
He also bade the kings to reduce their armies. " Be
at peace one with another, and reduce your armies
that your expenses' may be diminished
And
[even] if ye should raise up differences between yourselves, ye will not need great military forces, but only
so much as will suffice for you to guard your domains
and realms.,'
After reaching 'Akkft, BahZ sent an epistle (Lawh-iSultin) to the Shah of Persia of quite a different
character. " I t is written with great humility and
moderation. The writer speaks of himself as 'this
slave,' and prays to God for help and courage to adS f
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dress 'the King." He says that he sincerely desires
the welfare of the Shah, and has never resisted his
authority. " Strife has never been and is not beloved
of God, nor is the slaughter [of their fellow creatures]
which some. of the ignorant have committed, pleasing
[to Him]." He appeals to the ShBh to grant toleration to his followers residing in Persia, and exhorts
him to be just and seek the truth? But this fair
speech was not able to blot out of the mind of the
Shiih the attempt which the Biibis had made upon his
life seventeen years previously, for when BahZ's messenger, a youth named MirG BadiL, drew near to
present the epistle, the ShZh had him arrested, and
on learning that the letter was from Bahi, commanded
that he be put to death in a most cruel fashion. This
occurred in July, 1869.
While still in Adrianople, Bahi composed an epistle@intended to prove to the BBbi community the
validity of his claims. The proof of Muhammad had
been his "verses," the proof of the BBb had likewise
been his "verses." This proof had been sufficient for
the Biibis, and on hearing the " verses " of the BBb
they had left all and followed him. Why, then, Bahii
asks, will they not believe on him when he comes forward with similar " verses "? If " verses " were the
sign of a Divine mission, then there were no grounds
on which they could rightfully reject his claims.
But, as we have seen in the previous chapter, there
were some Biibis, notably Subh-i-Azal, who did reject
Bahi's claims, and the strife waxed so fierce that the
Turkish Government separated the brothers and sent

.
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Bahl and his party to 'AkkZ (Acre). There he and

- about seventy of his adherents arrived on August 30,
' "k.'
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1868. The weather was very hot, and for a time the
exiles suffered considerably from crowded quarters
::. and bad food. Says Mirzi Jawid in his Historical
,. .
Epitorne,'O " So the [military] barracks had the hon. our of receiving them, and they locked the doors and
set military sentinels over them. That night we could
. .
obtain no water to drink, save such stale and stagnant
water in the tank there as was absolutely unfit for
drinking. The community also remained without food
that night until morning. After that, however, there
were assigned to each one three loaves of bread, but
they were utterly unfit for food and used to be exchanged in the market for two [better] loaves so that
it might be possible to eat them. In all ways matters
went hard with this community." Later they were
given an allowance of money instead of bread. The
climate was very bad, and soon half of the exiles fell
sick, and three of them died." "After the lapse of
some months," continues MirG Jawld, "the hardships which befell them gave rise to doubt in the
minds of those who were of the company of His Holiness our M'aster, and they began to turn aside from
the path of truth and steadfastness, and to forsake
loyalty and love.
The schism was fierce, nor do
I care to discuss it in detail." After two years
Bahi7ul15h and his family were removed from the
military barracks and given a house in the city of
'Akki where they were fairly c~mfortable,~~
and they
continued to live in the city for about nine years.
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S& after reaching 'AkkZ, the Azalis who had been
sent to spy on Bahi's company began to cause the
BahH'is great annoyance by attempting to arouse the
natives of the city against them. The Muhammadans
of Syria and Palestine are mostly Sunnites, and are
much less tolerant than the Shi'ites towards heretics
such as Bahi. Therefore in order to avoid trouble,
Bahi and his followers took great pains in 'Akki to
conceal their beliefs from their Sunnite neighbours.
They went to the mosques and said the Muslim prayers in the manner of the Sunnites; they also kept the
Muslim month of fasting, and tried in every way possible to convince the Sunnites that they were one with
them. Bahi strictly forbade his followers to circulate
some of his writings in Syria and Palestine.13 The
Azalis, therefore, according to MirzZ JawBd," began
to circulate among the people of 'Akki some of BahH's
" verses," with interpolations of their own, to the
great embarrassment of the Bahii'is l " Their numerous efforts to stir up mischief and their provocative
actions caused bitter sorrows to all the Friends, and
grievous trouble befell them."
Finally the Bahii'is determined to get rid of the
trouble-makers. When BahH was consulted he is said
to have strictly forbidden his followers to carry out
their plan.l8 But seven of the Bahi'is, on January
22, 1872, came upon three of the Azalis in a house in
'Akki and murdered them.17 The Turkish authorities at once arrested Bahi and his sons and the whole
Bahi'i community, and they were kept in confinement
for several days. BahH and his sons were soon re-
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The seven murderers were sent to the har9,;,
ft(,it. bour, where they were kept in prison for some years,
+.
;:?
and were later freed, on 'Abbiis Efendi's ('Abdu'lBahi) making himself surety for them." sixteen of
'::.,..' the other Bahii'is were kept in prison for six months,
and were then released, in answer, says MirzZ Jawiid,
' .
' to a prayer taught them by Bahi'~l1iih.'~ Accord!.. ing to Subh-i-Azal, about twenty of the Azalis were
:. .. murdered by the Bahii'is in 'Akkii at various times.'. Thus did the Bahii'is find rest from their enemies!
During the early part of the 'AkE period Bahi
composed a number of epistles which he addressed to
various Christian rulers,2O to the Czar of Russia,
Napoleon 111. of France, the Pope, Queen Victoria,
the Emperor of Austria, the King of Prussia, and also
to the Sultin of Turkey and " The Chief " (some
Turkish official).'@ I n his epistle to the Sultiin,
which seems to have been written soon after reaching
'Akkii, Bahi violently denounces the Turkish Sovereign for the wrongs done to him and his followers,
and complains of thebarsh treatment he is receiving
in 'AkkB. The Czar of Russia, on the other hand, is
praised profusely for the help which one of his ambassadors had rendered Bahii, and is promised " a
lofty station " as a reward. To the Pope, Bahii proclaims himself as God the Father, as the Comforter
promised by Christ, and as Christ Himself come
again, and bids him and all Christians accept him.
" Dost thou dwell in palaces," he asks, " while the
Ring of Manifestation is in the most ruined of abodes
['Akki]? Leave palaces to those who desire them,
.i.,
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then ahvance to the Kingdom with spirituality and
fragrance." '' The Emperor of Austria is censured
for not stopping at 'Akki to visit Bahi when he was
on his way to Jerusalem on pilgrimage. Queen Victoria is bidden to recognize him as her Lord, and to
rule her subjects according to his directions. The
conciliatory attitude adopted in this epistle may be
accounted for by the fact that the British ConsulGeneral a t Baghdiid had once offered to take Bah5
under British protection.= Napoleon III., however,
is severely reprimanded for neglecting an epistle which
Bahii had previously sent him, and is told that
"affairs shall be changed in thy Kingdom, and the
empire shall depart from thy hands, as a punishment
for thy action." 28
Bahi'u'lliih continued to live in 'Akki for about
nine years. Then, to quote Mirzi Jawiid, in A. D. 1877
"he rented the palace of 'Abdu'llZh P&hg which lies
to the north of 'AkkZ a t a distance of about an hour
and a half from the town; and at times he used to
live in the town and at other times in the palace, until
the year A. D. 1880, when he rented the palace of 'Odi
Rharnmiir [in the Garden of Bahji] situated in a
northerly direction at a distance of half an hour from
'AkkH. Most of his time he passed in this palace in
the company of his three sons and his family *'
sometimes he used to visit the town, and while he
used to have the
dwelt outside the tdwn visitors
honour of seeing him after permission had been obtained by them, and used to spend some days and
nights there." 2'" The palaces and beautiful gardens
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which BahH at first rented and later bought were made
'! : possible for him by the money which poured to him
from his followers in Persia
During his sojourn in 'AkkZ and its vicinity BahH
.-' lived largely in seclusion, as Subh-i-Azal had done in
Baghdiid. His purpose in so doing was principally to
veil himself from the gaze of men that his claim to
Deity might seem more plausible. No one was allowed to come to 'Akkii to see him except by special
permission. Each visitor was carefully prepared for
his interview with the Manifestation of God. He was
told that what he saw when he came into the Divine
Presence would depend on what he was himself-if
he was of the flesh, he would see only a man, but if
he was of the spirit he would see God.?' When his
expectations had been sufficiently aroused, the pilgrim
was led before BahH and was allowed to gaze for a
few moments upon the "Blessed Perfection," care
being taken that the "visitation " came to an end
before the spell was broken. The almost magic effect
of such interviews is seen in the account which Dr.
Browne has given of his visit to 'AkkH, in A. D. 1890.26
After obtaining permission to make the journey,
Dr. Browne travelled on horseback from Beirut along
the beautiful Mediterranean seacoast towards 'Akk5.
" The last day was perhaps the most delightful of all,"
he writes, " and I was greatly astonished on entering
the Acre plain to behold a wealth of beautiful gardens
and fragrant orange-groves such as I had little expected to find in what BahH has stigmatized as ' the
I
most desolate of countries.' " On reaching 'Akkii he
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was greeted by Bahl's son 'AbbG Efendi ('Abdu'lBahi), " a tall strongly-built man holding himself
straight as an arrow, with white turban and raiment,
long black locks reaching almost to the shoulder,
broad powerful forehead indicating a strong intellect
combined with an unswerving will, eyes keen as a
hawk's, and strongly-marked but pleasant features,"
and was taken by him to the palace outside the city
where BahH resided. There he spent five days, and
was deeply impressed by the hospitality of the BahH'is,
and by the " spiritual atmosphere " which pervaded
the place and exercised a sort of magic influence on
those who came near it.
" During the morning of the day after my installation at BehjC [BahH's Palace] one of BahB's younger
sons entered the room where I was sitting and beckoned to me to foIlow him. I did so, and was conducted through passages and rooms at which I scarcely
had time to glance to a spacious hall, paved .
with
a mosaic of marble. Before a curtain suspended from
the wall of this great ante-chamber my conductor
paused for a moment while I removed my shoes.27
Then, with a quick movement of the hand, he withdrew, and, as I passed, replaced the curtain; and I
found myself in a large apartment.
Though I
dimly suspected whither I was going and whom I was
to behold (for no distinct intimation had been given
to me), a second or two elapsed ere, with a throb of
wonder and awe, I became definitely conscious that
the room was not untenanted. In the corner where
the divan met the wall sat a wondrous and venerable
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figure, crowned with a felt headdress of the kind
.. . f ' . called t6j by dervishes (but of unusual height and
>
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round the base of which was wound a small
: ,white turban. The face of him on whom I gazed I
can never forget, though I cannot describe it. Those
..;
piercing eyes seemed to read one's very soul; power
and authority sat on that ample brow. . . . No need
to ask in whose presence I stood, as I bowed myself
before one who is the object of a devotion and love
which kings might envy and emperors sigh for in
vain! A mild dignified voice bade me be seated, and
then continued: ' Praise be to God that thou hast
attained1 "' The interview lasted twenty minutes,
during which time BahP spoke of the wrongs he had
suffered and of his efforts to bring about peace and
good will among the nations. " These strifes and this
bloodshed and discord must cease," said he, " and all
men be as one kindred and one family." He also read
aloud one of his Tablets.
I t is interesting to contrast with this friendly account of Dr. Browne's the impressions of an Azali
traveller who went to 'Akk5 to see Bal~ii.'~ "The
misleading of the Black Darkness," he writes,
"brought h e into the City of Blood, the town of
Acre.
There I plainly saw the manifestation of
plurality, to wit, the combination of thunder, lightning, darkness, and the thunder-bolt. . . For these
are they who have hidden the light of their original
potentiality with the darkness of the attributes of
wicked souls and the effects of a corrupt nature, and
have been veiled from the Truth by Untruth." The
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first of the "unbelieving souls and manifestations of
infidelity" whom he met on the seashore was 'Abbis
Efendi ('Abdu'l-Bahi), whom he calls " the Whisperer," a name for the devil. "After that," he continues, " I saw the rest of the Wicked One's followers,
and heard the words of each. Their sayings and arguments consist of a farrago of names, baseless stories,
calumnies, falsehoods, and lies, and not one of them
has any knowledge of even the first principles of the
religion of the Baytn or of any other religion. They
are all devoid of knowledge, ignorant, short-sighted
hypocrites, corrupters of texts, blind imitators."
After several days he was admitted to BahP's audiencechamber. " When I was come there," he says, " and
looked upon that Arch-idol
that rebellious Lucifer, that envious IbIis,28I saw a form on a throne, and
heard the ' lowing of the calf.' "
The location of Bahf in 'Akkf, which was much
more accessible to the Persians than Cyprus, Subh-iAzal's place of banishment, had no doubt considerable
effect on the growth of Bahf's influence. For from
the time he was taken to 'Akki, numbers of his devoted followers began making the pilgrimage there in
the hope of seeing their Lord. BahP, however, did
not encourage his followers in their desire to see him
in the flesh. There was too great risk of their seeing
and hearing thipgs in 'Akki which would cause their
faith to falter,gOand the presence of large numbers of
ardent worshippers in the city would undoubtedly
have led to complications with the native population.
The Bahf 'is of Persia were therefore told that if they
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to Bah5 the money they would have spent on
. . ' gave
their journey they would gain the same merit as if
"

,

they had come before his Presence. But the intimate
relationship which existed between him and his followers was not allowed to weaken. The place of personal interviews was taken by personal epistles, or
"Tablets," which were sent by the hundred to the
believers of Persia and other lands, answering their
questions, or praising them for their fidelity to the
Cause. Dr. Browne describes one of Bahii's couriers
whom he met in Persia, an old man who used to go to
'Akki each year carrying with him letters from the
Bahi'is of South Persia, and after the answers to
these communications had been written, he conveyed
.them to their various destinations. His task was not
without its perils, and he told Dr. Browne how on one
occasion, when he had been arrested in some Persian
village, he ate his whole packet of letters rather than
let them fall into the hands of the enemy! Happy
was the Bahi'i who received an epistle from BahZ'u'lla! He would show it to his friends, who would
kiss it and ask for Copies of it, and would then lay it
away among his choicest treasures. The secluded life
which he led gave BahZ ample opportunity for writing
these epistles, and he composed a vast number of them
in addition to numerous longer treatises. All such
" Tablets " written or dictated by him were considered
by the Bahi'is to be the Word of God?l
During this period the Bahii'is of Persia continued
to increase in numbers and influence. At the time of
BahB's death, in A. D. 1892, their numbers were esti-

mated by9Dr. Browne at five hundred thousand," but
since they concealed their religion and outwardly appeared to be Muslims it was impossible to find out
exactly how numerous they were. While there were
uprisings of the Muslims against them from time to
time, they usually managed to save their lives, and the
number of Bahi'is who were put to death was comparatively small. Mirzi JawHd, the devoted disciple
of Bahi, gives in his history a list of about thirty
Bahi'is who were martyred between A. D. 1867 and
1891. There may have been a few others, but it is
not probable that Mirzi Jawid omitted the names of
many of those who were known to have died for the
faith. As long as the Bahi'is did not stir up trouble,
the Persians were usually willing to leave them alone.
Bahi lived in 'Akkii, which he frequently referred
to as " the Most Great Prison," for some twenty-four
years. " In the later years of his sojourn at 'Akkii,"
says Mirzi Jawid, " external conditions were the opposite of those which first prevailed, for his fame
waxed great; power, majesty, and triumph were apparent.
[But] notwithstanding these circumstances and materials of glory, ease, and joy, we used
to discover signs of sadness in His Holiness our Master Bahi'u'llih to an extent which neither writing nor
utterance can express." He then quotes several of
Bahi's sayings which reveal his sorrow. " By God's
Life, all things weep for what hath befallen this oppressed one at the hands of those who deny, after we
had created them for pure truth, and had taught them
the clear straight way of God. Alas, alas for what
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./. . ha& befallen me from every tyrant, from every sin,,',!.?.: ,
L .

...

. .. ) .-, ner, from every liar l
There hath descended on
'. 1:' .,'.... .
this
oppressed
one
that
which
hath no likeness and
..
. , . . no similitude.
I desire a dark and narrow dwell. : ing, that I may lament and weep over my wrongs."
This sadness was due, says Mirzi JawHd, to his knowl. edge of the events that would follow his death.
At length, at the age of seventy-six, Bahi fell sick,
and after a brief illness he died on May 28, 1892.
His body was buried in the house of his son-in-law
Sayyid 'Ali in the Garden of Bahji, and his tomb ,has
become a shrine for the BahH'is who visit 'AkkZ. No
sooner had Bahii passed away than a serious schism
occurred among his followers. We must leave the
recital of this sad story for a later chapter.
,

.. .

VIII

THE TEACHINGS OF

I

T is impossible in one brief chapter to give more
than an outline of the teachings of BahZ. As was
mentioned previously, Bah2 was as prolific a
writer as the Bib, and is said to have composed in
all some one hundred volumes. But unlike the Bgb,
he did not write many long treatises. Most of his
writings were fairly brief epistles addressed to individuals or groups of his followers in answer to questions raised by them, and while all these so-called
" Tablets " are considered equally authoritative as the
Word of God, no complete collection of them has been
made, or can be made. They are, moreover, written
in a style of Persian and Arabic which is frequently
quite difficult to understand, and even if one could
gain access to all these numerous epistles (which is
not possible), it would be an almost impossible task
to digest them and give in orderly form a summary
of their contents. As Dr. Browne discovered during
his stay in Persia, the BahZ'is have no definite canon
of Scripture. Not only all the writings of BahZ, but
now all the writings of 'Abdu'l-BahZ also are counted
as "Scripture." A few of these epistles have been
translated into English and other Western languages
and are being circulated in Europe and America.
108
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Notably a large and well edited book of 576 pages,
entitled Bah6'i Scriptures: containing some of the
principal writings of BahZ and 'Abdu'l-BahZ, was recently published by the Bahf'is of America, and any
one who wishes to acquaint himself first-hand with
the teachings of Bahf is referred to Part I of this
volume.
The theological background of BahZ'ism is the same
as that of Biibism. God in His Essence is impersonal
and unknowable, and men can know Him only through
His Manifestations. The greatest Manifestation who
has yet appeared is Bahf'u'lliih. He is " He whom
God shall manifest " predicted by the BZb, he is the
Comforter promised by Christ, he is God the Father
manifest in the flesh. He is greater than all the previous Manifestations, for while they were incarnations
of the Divine Attributes, he is the Manifestation of
the Divine Essence itself, and can be known by no
other save himself. For his sake the world and all
therein was created. One word of his is sweeter than
the words of all the people of the world. His coming
has been predicted-by Isaiah ' and all previous prophets. One hair of his head is better before God than
all there is in heaven and earth. He has knowledge
which no one else possesses or is able to possess.
Nothing can move between the heaven and the earth
without his permission. He is infallible in everything.
"If he declares water to be wine, or heaven to be
earth, or light to be fire: it is true, and there is no
doubt therein; and no one has the right to oppose
him, or say ' why' or ' wherefore.'
Verily no

...
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account .shall be demaoded of him for what he
shall do."
On the appearance of Bahi it became incumbent
upon all men of all religions to lay aside their former
beliefs and practices and accept the New Manifestation. Like the Bib, Bahi proposed to establish a
universal Church-State, a Theocracy in which he was
to stand in the place of God, and all kings and rulers
were to obey him. Unlike the Bib, he sought to
attain this end by peaceful means, for he had seen
the futility of religious war. His teachings and his
laws were to regulate the individual and corporate life
of mankind for the next one thousand years.
But while many of the precepts and ordinances of
Bahi have been made available for Western readers
in English translations, there has been one very serious omission. Strange to say, Bahi'i Scriptures entirely omits (except for one brief paragraph) that
one of Bahi'ulll&'s writings which more than all
the rest deserves to be called " Scripture," namely,
the Kita'b-dAqdar (the " Most Holy Book "). The
Kita'b-GAqdas is a little volume about the size of the
* Gospel of Mark, written in Arabic, which contains a
summary of the laws laid down by Bahi for his followers. It is considered by the Bahi'i leaders as the
most important of Bahi's writings. For instance,
'Abdu'l-Bahi in his Will and Testament commanded
that the Kitib-dAqdas be the rule of faith and practice for all Bahi'is in all matters covered by it, and
he mentioned no other of BahB's writings in connection with it. " Unto the Most Holy Book every one
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must turn," he writes, adding that matters not provided for in the Kita'b-i-Aqdas are to be referred to
the Universal House of Justice. The Kita'b-dAqdas
is the Constitution, so to speak, according to which
Bahii's World Empire is to be ruled for the next one
thousand years. Then how has it happened that
while scores of Bahi's epistles have been translated
into English by the Bahii'is, the Kita'bi-Aqdas has
not yet been translated and published by them, and
is barely referred to in the large coIlection of Bahh'i
Scriptures? The reason is not far to seek. The
Kitdb-GAqdas was written with Persian Biibis, not
American and European Christians, in mind. I t was
composed by Bah5 at the urgent request of some of
his followers after he claimed to be " He whom God
shall manifest," and its purpose was to abrogate the
impossible provisions in the Baya'n of the Biib, and
to provide his followers with a set of regulations for
life and worship better suited to their needs. Bahi
disapproved of the publication and distribution of this
book among non-Bahi'is, for it would have shown
the Muslims that he. had abrogated the Koran and set
up a new religion of his own, and it would have proved
equally offensive to the Christians because of its legalistic spirit and its similarity to Isliim. Hence the
Kita'b-i-Aqdas is sometimes referred to, rarely quoted,
and never circulated among the Bahii'is of the West!
Since it is not available in English: it will be necessary for me to give a fuller account of its contents than
I would otherwise have done.
The book begins with a statement as to the abso-

lute necessity of a knowledge of and faith in BahH
for salvation. " lVhos&er attaineth thereunto hath
attained unto all good, and he who is deprived
[thereof] is indeed of the people of error, even though
he bringeth all [good] actions." Believers are then
commanded to obey the precepts which follow. The
first of these concerns prayer, or worship. Private .
worship is to be performed three times a day, morning, afternoon, and evening, while the worshipper
faces " the Most Holy Region " ('AkkZ), which God
has made the centre of the universe. Worship is to
consist of nine prostrations.' As in the Baya'n, all
congregational worship is abolished, except in the
case of prayers for the dead. The wearing of garments
which contain the hair of animals, or which are made
of their skins, or have buttons of bone, does not render one's worship unacceptable to God, as Muslim
mullis say it does. All above fifteen years of age
must say the prayers, but the old and sick are excused. If water for the ablutions before worship is
not available, the worshipper must say five times, " In
the Name of All31 the Purest of the Pure," and then
repeat the prayers. Women during their menstrual
periods are not to say the prayers, but only to make
ablution and repent ninety-five times during twentyfour hours, " Praise be to AllZh, Possessor of Appearance and Beauty1 " During a journey one prostration
is sufficient. When the regular prostrations have been
completed, the worshipper must seat himself and repeat seventeen times, " Praise be to Alllh, Possessor
of Dominion and Kingdom! " God is to be thanked

'
q,:
for His graciousness in making worship so easy for
? '

the believer1
Next come instructions for fasting. As enjoined by
the Biib, the nineteenth month of the Bibi year lo is
-a'si;./ to be kept as a fast, and from sunrise to sunset food
.: - and drink and sexual intercourse are prohibited.
. . ' Travellers, the sick, pregnant women, and those giving suck to their babes are excused from fasting.
"
The five intercalary days are to be spent in enter: ';. taining relations and friends and feeding the poor, and
I
,.N,6riiz,"the first day of the New Year, is to be ob'
,
sehedasafeast.
'Each day every believer should wash his hands,
'
then
face, and having seated himself facing
1'
I
AUB (itked towards Bahi in 'AkkP[?] ), should
say ninety-five times, "AIIHh is the Most Splendid1 "
Murder, adultery, slander, and backbiting are
forbidden.
Then the law of inheritance, very complicated and
obscure, is set forth. Seven classes inherit, namely,
children, wives, fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters,
and teachers, the share of each diminishing from the
first to the last.la In the absence of one or more of
these classes, the portion of the inheritance which
belongs to it 'goes to the " House of Justice," which is
to spend it for widows, orphans, and public works.
There is to be a " House of Justice " in every city,
consisting of at least nine men, who are God's trustees
and representatives on earth.
All male believers who are able must make the pilgrimage to the House [of the BZib in Shirk], but
:' . ? I
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women are excused. All Bahi'is must be engaged in
some uieful occupation, for work is worship. The
kissing of the hands of men, and confessing one's sins
to men are forbidden.'* Believers are bidden to arise
and serve the Cause, but not in such a way as to involve them in trouble with unbelievers. Austerities
and ascetic practices are forbidden. If one enjoys
Bahi's love a golden throne is not good enough for
him, and if he doesn't the very dust will cry out to
God for shame because he has sat upon it1
Next follows a statement which was intended to
prevent any Bahi'i from claiming to be another Manifestation. " Whoever claims a Mission (amr) before
a full thousand years is a lying impostor . . whoever
shall interpret this verse, or explain it otherwise than
it has been revealed obviously, is indeed deprived of
the Spirit of God." l6
Shaving the head [as the Muhammadans do] is forbidden. The hair [of men] should be dressed according to the prevailing custom, but it must not fall below
the ears.I6
The control of religious endowments is to belong to
Baha as long as he lives, then to his sons, and then to
the House of Justice.
A thief is to be imprisoned for the first and second
offence, and for the third he is to be branded on the
forehead. " Do not let pity restrain you."
The use of gold and silver plate and ornaments is
not forbidden [as in Islim]. Knives and forks are to
be used instead of the fingers in eating. Cleanliness
is insisted upon.
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Every father is commanded to educate his sons and
r r :"daughters. If he fails to do so the House of Justice
must supervise their education, charging the expenses
T ! ; to the father, or if he is poor, paying them out of
.*"): charity funds.
.
If a man and woman commit adultery they must
:;'' . each
pay nine misqgls of gold l T to the House of Justice, and for a second offence the fine is to be doubled.
::'";'
, . "Whosoever sins must repent and turn to Cod,'' for
::".' ' ~ forgives
e
whom He will."
"We have made listening to music lawful for
you," lo but it must be dignified.
All differences among believers are to be referred
to Bahii for settlement. " If you differ in any matter
refer it to God so long as the Sun continues to shine
from the horizon of this heaven; and when it hath
set (that is, when Bahi dies), then refer it to what hath
been revealed by Him."
In every city there must be a feast for Bahl'is
every nineteen days, if only water is furnished the
guests.
When a hunter is about to fire his gun at game he
must name the Name of Cod, and the game will beI
come lawful for him without its throat being cut [as
in I S E ~ J .
If a man bums down a house purposely, he must
be burned to death; and a murderer must be killed!
or both may be imprisoned for life.
Marriage is obligatory for all, " that there may be
people to remember Me." The consent of both parties and of their parents is necessary, that no quarI
in.
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reling may result. " Beware of taking more than two
women, and he who is sa'tisfied with one handmaid 21
will enjoy peace himself, and so will she, and there is
no harm in taking a virgin for service." 22 A dowry
of nineteen to ninety-five misqHIs of goldfS must be
paid for their wives by city dwellers, and the same
amount of silver by villagers. If a husband goes on
a journey he must fix a definite date for his return.
In case he does not keep his word and does not inform
his wife, she must wait for nine months, after which
she is free to marry again. If quarrels arise between
a man and his wife, he is not to divorce her at once,
but must wait for a year. In case they are not reconciled within that time he is then free to put her away,
but may take her back at the end of any month so
long as she has not married agaia2'
The traffic in slaves is forbidden. Cleanliness is
enjoined. Legal impurity is abolished, and all people
are to be considered clean, and are to be associated
with. The prayers of people with dirty clothes won't
ascend to God. The use of perfumes and attar of
roses is enjoined, for God likes this. The books of
the people of other religions may be read.25
The kings of the earth are then addressed and exhorted to accept and obey Bahb He assures them
that he has not come to take away their sovereignty
but to rule men's hearts. " Blessed is the king who
stands in my kingdom1 " To the " King of Berlin "
he says, "There is no God but me, the Abiding, the
Unique, and the Eternal." Further on he says, " 0
kings of America and chiefs of the Republic-there is
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God but me, the Abiding, the Forgiver, and the
<&,',,::.m.!.:"no
,i;;'Merciful." Then various cities in Persia are ad:
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dressed, and praised or blamed according as they had

;/,:.

: treated him. Pages of empty words follow here.
'

..

All believers who possess more than one hundred
misqds of gold (two hundred and thirty-five dollars)

%i..,
.:.

.

., .. must give nineteen per cent. of their property [to
Bahl], that the remainder may become lawful for
them.N
The nails are to be cut. A weekly bath must be
taken in clean water sufficient to cover the whole body.
Avoid Persian baths. Change the water in any pool
which smells. I t is also permissible to bathe by pouring water over one's body.
I t is forbidden that a man marry the wife of his
deceased father." " I am ashamed," writes BahB,
" to speak of the matter of boys " (i. e., sodomy).
The lips are not to be moved in prayer as one walks
through the streets [as is sometimes done by Muslims]. Worship is to be performed in one's own home,
or in the house of worship. Every one must make
a will. There are to bC two chief festivals, to celebrate the Manifestations of Bahl and of the BZb.28
When worshippers go to the house of worship they
must sit in silence and listen to the chanting of the
Word of God [Tablets of BahB], for in this way a
spiritual " state " is produced.
" God has permitted whoever wishes to learn foreign languages [to do so]," that the Word of God
may be spread abroad.% As in the Bay& wine and
opium are prohibited. "A rational creature will not
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partake of anything which takes away the reason."
But while'in the Baydn God forbade asking for anything, He has now removed this restriction, and believers may ask for whatever they want, particularly
for things profitable in religion.
The dead are to be buried in pomp in coffins of
stone or glass or wood, with rings on their fingers on
which is to be engraved the following: " I have come
from God and I return to Him, separated from all
except Him, and clinging to His Name, the Compassionate and Merciful." The body must be wound in
five cloths of silk or cotton (one is sufficient if the
people are poor), and buried not further than one
hour's journey from the city where death occurred?O
The prohibition in the Baycin of going aboard a
ship and visiting foreign countries is abrogated by
Bahii-" there is no God," he adds, " but me."
Then follows an appeal to the Biibis of the Azall
sect to believe on him. "He who knows me has
known the End [of his desire]:'
and he who turns
to me has turned to the Object of Worship (God).
I t is better to read one of my verses than to
read all the books of the ancients and the moderns.32
This is the saying of the Merciful (God) if you will
hear it."
The BayZn forbade intermarriage with non-BZbis.
This command is abrogated. " Consort with all peoples with spirituality and fragrance." Believers are
not to enter a house in the absence of its master without his permission. Both begging and giving to beggars is unlawful. If one is able to work he must do
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so; if not, he should be cared for by the community.

Quarreling, striking, and giving pain to others is
forbidden.
*
The reading of the verses of God (BahH) is required morning and evening. It is not good to become proud through reading and praying a great deal.
Better is it to read one verse " with spirit and fra. grance" than a great deal with weariness. One
should not burden his spirit with what will cause him
. sorrow, but should think of what will make him
happy." Children must be taught to chant the word
of God so sweetly in houses of worship that the hearts
of hearers will be attracted.
The command of the BZb that one's household
effects be renewed every nineteen years must be
obeyed if possible, but if not, God will forgive the
failure to do so. Every one must wash his feet daily
in summer and once every three days in winter.
Believers are to speak kindly to those who speak
roughly to them. They are not to do evil to those
who do evil to them, but must leave them to themselves, and trust in God,
The Word of God is not to be read from high pulpits [as in Persian mosques]. God likes it better if
the reader sits on a chair.
Gambling and opium are unlawful. Invitations to
feasts and weddings must be accepted with joy. I t
is forbidden to carry arms, except when necessary.
Silk clothes are permitted, as was stated in the
B a y h . " God has removed the restrictions regarding clothing and the beard:'
an act of grace from
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Him." If God should make lawful what has been
from the'fist unlawful, dr vice versa, no one should
find fault.
Then follow some passages which seem to be addressed to Bahi's rival brother Subh-i-Azal. " 0
rising place of opposition! Cease [wilfully] to dose
thine eyes; then speak of the truth amongst the people. By God! My tears flow over my cheeks because
I see thee advancing after thy lust and turning aside
from him who created thee and fashioned thee.
Return unto him humbled, abased, trembling.
verily, thy Lord is swift to repent, the Precious, the
Merciful." The doctors of religion [of Islim?] are
also addressed at length and urged to believe on Bahi.
He says, " By God, the Real! today the books of the
world and what is in them will not suffice for you,
except only this Bwk8%hich speaks from the axis
of the world." If any one is in doubt about the meaning of the Book he must " refer to the Branch which
" This
has shot forth from this Steadfast Trunk."
[Book] is the rule of guidance for everyone in heaven
and on earth."
Beasts are not to be overloaded." If one kills a
man accidentally he must pay one hundred misqils of
gold (two hundred and thirty-five dollars) as compensation to the relatives of the deceased.
The book closes with the command that mankind
choose one language and one character of those which
already exist and adopt them for universal use in
communicating with one another, for this will result
in unity and harmony and civilization. And the state-
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. .rt.'";' ment is added that the use of opium is unlawful, and
., .. ,. no one who uses it belongs to Bab5.
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Let it be dearly understood that the little book,
.. the contents of which I have just given in the order
. (or disorder) in which Bahl arranged them, is not a
. collection of good maxims to be taken or rejected as
*.
one wills, but is the fundamental code of laws according to which the moral, religious, social, political, and
,
economic life of mankind for the next one thousand
full years is to be controlled and directed, according
to BahH and 'Abdul-BahH. Every word of it is the
Word of God, and it is the most perfect of all the
Holy Books sent from God to man?'
Shortly before his death BahZ sent Dr. Browne a
little manuscript, which contained a compendium of
his principal teachings compiled especially for him?@
These were in brief as follows:
(1) The abolition of religious war [as practised by
the Muhammadans and BBbis].
(2) Permission to all sects and peoples to unite in
friendly intercou~se.'~
(3) Permission to study foreign languages, and the
choice of one language and one character for all
mankind."
,
(4) Bahii'is are to give loyal support to any king
who protects them."
( 5 ) Bahti'is are to submit to the laws and customs
of the land in which they dwell.
(6) Promise of the " Most Great Peace."
(7) All may follow their own taste in dress and
wearing of the hair.
#

(8) Christian priests must abandon their seclusion
and engage in useful service. They are permitted to
marry.
(9) Sins are not to be confessed to men, but to
God.
(10) The BGb's command to destroy all books of
science and philosophy is abrogated.
(11) The study of useful arts and sciences is
encouraged.
(12) All men must learn and practice some craft,
trade, or profession.
(13) The settlement of differences, the apportionment of alms, and the ordering of the affairs of the
commonwealth generally, are entrusted to the " House
of Justice."
(14) Pilgrimages to the tombs of saints and martyrs [as commanded by the Blb] are no longer
obligatory.
(15) The best form of government is a combination of a republic and a monarchy.
BahH'is sometimes say that BahZ had never studied
in any school, and that these teachings of his must
therefore have come to him direct from God. But
this is not tme. In his youth BahH received a fairly
good education in Persian and Arabic,J6 in the Koran
and the traditions of Isliim, as his writings clearly
show?' He had also read the Bible with some care.
After coming to 'AkkZ we know that he saw the newspapers," and he had a large library of his own and
read much. He probably read also the books of the
Christian Beirut Pre~s.'~ He had ample opportunity
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to acquaint himself with the thoughts and movements
of the Western World, and the differences between his
early book the fqdn (composed in Baghdsd) and
his later writings shows clearly the effect of these
broadening influences. There is almost nothing that
is original in Bahil's teachings. " The fact is," writes
Dr. Browne after having studied Bahi'ism for more
than thirty years," "that, though the synthesis may
be original, almost every single doctrine held by the
Bibis and BahB'is . . was previously held and elaborated by one or another of the earlier cognate sects "
of the Shi'ites in Persia. And other teachings which
cannot be traced to a Persian source were derived
either from the Bible or from contemporary Western
thought. All teachings regarding love to one's enemies, kindness to the poor and needy, and the unity
of mankind were taken directly from the Bible. " The
most Great Peace " goes back to Isaiah 11. Slavery
had already been abolished by England and America
when Bah5 forbade it. The BBb had proposed to
make Persian the language of the world when his
BBbi State should have become universal, and Bibis
were forbidden to learn other languages. Bah2 realized that this was impracticable, permitted the learning of other languages, and commanded that some one
language be made universal," without saying which
one it was to bet
The ethical teachings of Bahi are, to quote Dr.
Browne again, " in themselves admirable, though inferior, in my opinion, both in beauty and simplicity
,to the teachings of Christ." Any unprejudiced reader
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will agree that the wearisome effusions of Bahii are

A

inferior in spiritual freshness and power not only to
the matchless parables of Jesus but also to the Confessions of Augustine, the Pilgrim's Progress of Bunyan, and the sermons of Alexander Whyte and J. H.
Jowett. Had Bahi thought of himself merely as one
of the many preachers of reform and progress who
have been sent to guide mankind we would have
thanked God for his vision of peace and unity and
good will among men. But when he adds to his moral
precepts the claim that he is the Manifestation of the
Essence of God, the Father 4s revealed in the flesh,
the only hope of the world for the next thousand
years, and commands all mankind to obey and worship him alone, our judgment of him must necessarily
be different.=O

Ix
'ABDU'LB AHA
AHA'U'LLAH, remembering the quarrels over
the succession which had resulted first in the
split between the Shaykhis and Blbis, and
later in the schism between the Azalis and Bahii'is,
attempted to forestall the occurrence of any such
strife and division among his followers after his
death. Foreseeing trouble, no doubt, he devoted
most of his last Will and Testament to an appeal for
peace and unity. "The purpose of this Oppressed
One," he says, "in enduring these adversities and
calamities, the revelation of the verses and the manifestation of the proofs, has been to quench the fire
of hatred and animosity.
The creed of God is
for love and union; make it not the cause of discord
and disunion.
He.. bath forbidden dispute and
strife with an absolute prohibition in the Kita'b-C
Aqdas. ..
0 servants, make not the cause of order
to be the causd of confusion, and make not the reason
*'
of union to be the occasion of discord."
Unfortunately these injunctions were unavailing,
for almost immediately after Bahl's death a bitter
quarrel arose among his sons. "Alas, alas for that
we see today1 " writes M i r d JawZd.' "All these
spiritual virtues and humane practices [of Bahii'-
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ull21] have undergone a complete change. Concord
has been replaced by dissension, constancy by cruelty,
and affection by enmity. Dissent and mutual avoidance have appeared in this community
antagonism and separation arose between father and son,
brother and sister, husband and wife, and so forth;
nay, God be our refuge! even envy and hatred."
The cause of this dissension was, according to Mirzii
Jawid, " the love of self and seeking after supremacy" of 'Abbiis Efendi,' the eldest son of BahB, and
his opposition to the last Testament of his father.
"On the ninth day after the Ascension [i. e., the
death of Bahi'u'llZh]," he writes, " 'Abb5s Efendi
chose nine persons from amongst the Companions,
one of whom was the author [Mirzi Jawid], and disclosed to them this document [BahZ's Testament],
concealing, however, a portion of it with a blue leaf
[of paper] without any reason or justification, and
gave it to them that they might enjoy the blessing
one of them
read it
to
of its perusal
the place concealed by the blue leaf, whereupon
'Abbiis Efendi said to the persons above mentioned,
' Verily a portion of this book is concealed for a good
reason, because the time doth not admit of its full
Let it not be hidden from persons
disclosure.'
of discernment that the injunctions set forth in the
above-mentioned book all refer to this community
generally; how then could it be right for 'Abbis
Efendi to disclose what he wished and conceal a portion thereof? For there is no doubt that if what
was concealed had not been suitable [for general pub-
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.,lication] His Holiness Bahi'ull5l1 would not have
. written it in his august writing."
According to the Testameqt (as it has been pub;jt' lished by 'Abbb Efendi), all of Bahl's sons and
relatives are bidden to "look to the ' Most Mighty
"
Branch ' (Chwn-LA'zam)," the title given by Bahi
.,
to 'Abbls Efendi, and it appears that Bahi intended
r !' that he should be the leader of the Movement after
.i' ,
his death. Of Muhammad 'Ali, the eldest son by his
second wife, entitled the " Most Great Branch"
,I,' (Ghusn-i-Akbar), Bahii says, " Verily God hath ordained the station of the ' Most Great Branch ' after
?
the station of the former
we have surely chosen
r!
the ' Most Great Branch ' after the ' Most Mighty
,.
Branch' as a command from the All-knowing, the
Omniscient."'
But Bahii never intended that his
son or any of his successors should claim a rank
equal to his own. We have already seen how in the
Kitcib-i-Aqdas some twenty years before his death
he carefully guarded against such an eventuality,
saying that any one who claimed to be a Manifestation before a thousand years was a liar and a prevaricator. But 'Abbb Efendi, though he took the
name 'Abdu'l-Bahl (" the Slave of Bahi "), and ever
professed absolute devotion to his father's memory,
'soon began to make claims for himself, and allow
others to make claims for him, which seemed blasphemous to many of the Bahl'is. " 'Abbis Efendi,"
writes Mirzii Jawid, "after he had attained to supremacy
claimed such lofty stations and high
degrees as belong exclusively to Divine Theophanies."
P
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Some of the lofty sayings of 'AbbZs Efendi which
M i r d Jawiid quotes are- the following: " The Goal
and Sum of all are the products of this Pen, and the
Proof is that which this tongue utters." " This servant
is the expositor of the Perspicuous Book, and whatever of God's writings is not confirmed by this servant
is not worthy of credence." d"
in another place
he says, "you must ask him ['Abbis Efendi] regarding the meaning of the texts of the verses. Whatsoever he says is correct. Without his will, not a word
shall any one utter."@ He did not say that he was a
New Manifestation, but he claimed that he alone had
the authority to interpret Bahii's writings, and that
his own writings were equally authoritative with those
of his father. These claims are accepted by modem
Bahii'i~.~
Muhammad 'All, the " Most Great Branch," became the leader of the opposition to the claims of his
half-brother. He and his party called themselves the
" Unitarians," while they were stigmatized by 'Abbiis
Efendi and his followers as " Violators of the Covenant." The strife waxed fierce, and much was said
and done that was unseemly. The " Unitarians"
sought a conference with 'Abdu'l-Bahl's party that
they might refer the question to Bahl's writings, as
he had bade them do in case a difference should arise
among them, but the proposal was not accepted.
Each party accused the other of tampering with the
writings of Bahl'u'll5h to make them conform to their
own purposes. 'Abdu'l-Bahii is said by Mirzii Jawiid
to have " magnified his gifts " to those who flattered
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him with high titles, and so " they exaggerated the
more, and carried matters to the point of polytheism."
Later he deprived his brothers of their allowances, so
that they began to be in want."
Finally, after five years of strife, JanHb-i-KhBdimullih, who had first encouraged Bahi to put forward his claim to be a Manifestation, and had been
his lifelong amanuensis, invited all the companions to
the shrine of his Master, and addressed them as follows:" "This servant hath been silent all this time
and hath not uttered a word, for fear of giving rise
to dissension. Now, however, I perceive that my
silence causeth increase of discord in God's Religion;
therefore I say unto you that the deeds and words
which have issued from 'Abbiis Efendi and his company are all contrary to God's commands, and at
variance with His injunctions revealed in the Holy
Scriptures. The covenant and Promise mentioned
aforetime in the Immaculate Writings refer to previous and subsequent Theophanies, but 'Abbis Efendi
hath appropriated them to himself, and ye have so
accepted them, wherein ye have greatly erred."
'Abb5s Efendi was informed of what was going on,
and he immediately appeared on the scene, seized the
old man by the hand, and "expelled him from the
house bareheaded and barefooted, while his followers
beat him on the head and face." Paying no attention
to his protests, they dragged him to the tomb of
Bahi, "where 'Abbiis Efendi struck him with his
hand a painful blow," after which he was imprisoned
in a stable. Later, after being released, he went one
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day to h e house of 'Abb& Efendi in 'Aklrl, hoping
to have a conference with him about the situation,
but he was refused admittance, and finally was
handed over to the police. In A. D. 1901 he died, and
all the relics and writings of*Bahii-which he had in
his possession were taken away by night by 'Abbk
Efendi.1°
Writing of a pamphlet composed about this time
by one of 'Abdu'l-Bahii's zealous followers, Dr.
Browne remarks:" "One fact which is very clearly
brought out by this pamphlet is that the detestation
in which the followers of 'Abbb Efendi hold the rival
faction of his half-brother Muhammad 'Ali equals,
if it does not exceed, that in which the Bahii'is hold
the Azalis.
This second schism amongst the
Biibi community
was singularly fierce and bitter." And in another place l2 he writes of the same
quarrel: " This last schism, I confess, and the bitterness to which it gave rise, created a very painful
impression on my mind,18 for, as I have repeatedly
inquired of my Bahii'l friends, where is the compelling and constraining power which they regard as
the essential and incontrovertible sign of the Divine
Word, when, in the face of such texts as 'Associate
with [the followers of all] religions with spirituality
and fragrance' and 'ye are all the fruit of one
Tree and the leaves of one Branch,' they can show
such bitter animosity towards those of their own
household? " l4
Nor did the quarrel always stop with angry words
and blows. Dr. Browne has published evidence
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~t<i,whichproves conclusively that a t least in one ina ,$$)
,- stance the old Biibi methods were resorted to by
;. .r "Abbh Efendi to get rid of a dangerous enemy. A
i . .,' . certain Mirzl Yahyl, who had been first an Azali,
I :. , then had become a BahB'i, and finally had given his
i :; whole-hearted support to Muhammad 'Ali, was carrying on an active propaganda against 'AbbZs Efendi.
..... Finally, "God's patience was exhausted and His
. ;.
. .
anger moved to destroy the offender." 'Abdu'l-BahB
j, :. issued a " Tablet " in which he commanded MirzB
. Yahyi to desist from his opposition and repent, if
perchance he might be forgiven. "For if not, then
expect the Divine Vengeance, and look for blackness
of face (disgrace) in both worlds.
For abase'
ment, remorse, and disgrace shall be the portion of
those who violate the Covenant of the High, the
Mighty." At 'Abdu'l-Bahl's orders, the " Tablet "
was read to MirzH YahyB, but he remained obdurate. A few nights later M i r a Yahy2 was found in
a serious condition with blood flowing from his throat,
and after several days he died.'@ This occurred in
Jedda (near Mecca) in October, 1898. 'Abbls
Efendi's agent, Hiijji MullZ Husayn, who had been
sent to read the " Tablet " to the unfortunate man,
thus reported his death: " God, Mighty is His glory,
has removed Yahyl, that incorrigible Covenantbreaker.
The simoon of Divine Wrath blew,
and the gale of Celestial Anger breathed, and his
[Yahyl's] darkened spirit, fulfilled with envy and
hatred, descended to the abyss of Hell." A pamphlet was published by another of 'Abdul-BahB's fol-
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lowers describing this event as a remarkable instance
of his Master's foreknowledge and power. He says
that never was so dear a threat followed by so
swift and condign a punishment, or so explicit a
prophecy so speedily accomplished; for though
God's patience is almost inexhaustible, there at last
comes an end to it, and the guilty must perish.
According to the opponents of 'Abdu'l-BahZ, this
was not the only instance in which the "Divine
Wrath " found it necessary to remove troublesome
" covenant-breakers." l7
While these events were taking place in the ~ a s t ,
the first Bahi'i missionary to the West was busily
engaged in preaching and making converts in America. This was Dr. Khayru'llih, a Syrian Christian
by birth, who was led to become a Bahii'i in Egypt,
and in A. D. 1893 went to Chicago and there began to
carry on an active propaganda for BahP9ism, giving
lectures and publishing in English the writings of
Bahi'u'lliih. After a few years he claimed to have
made hundreds of converts. A most interesting
summary of his course of lectures was sent to Dr.
Browne by one of his hearers, and has been published by him.18 The first ten lectures had little to
do with Bahii'ism, but dealt with metaphysics, numbers, dreams, allegorical interpretations of the Bible,
prayer, etc. But the intense curiosity of his hearers
was aroused by the promise of the revelation of some
mystery in the eleventh lesson. Accordingly, in Lecture
Eleven the appearance of the Bib, Bahi, and 'Abdu'lBahi was announced. The Bib, according to' Dr.
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.
.' ?,, Khayru'llfh, had proclaimed that the Father had come.
'.":'.' Bahii was the Father, the Incarnation of God, and
' 'Abbis Efendi was Jesus Christ, the Son of God. The
. Millennium, he said, was to come in A. D. 1917, when
* one-third of the people of the earth would become
I
Bahi'is. He stated that there were at that time (A. D.
1898) fifty-five million Bahi'is. He applied the prophecies of Daniel and Revelation to the times of BahB.
' i ' The Napoleons were the Anti-Christs. " We have been
taught nothing about the life and character of Bahii,"
I
writes Dr. Browne's correspondent. "No ethics, no
t
religious life, does he pretend to teach." Only those
who would write a letter to 'Abdu'l-BahH giving him
their allegiance were allowed to attend more than
1
thirteen lectures, but those who wrote the letter were
promised great spiritual gifts, and a knowledge of
the " Greatest Name " of God. " I am sorry to say,"
I
she
continues, " that some people have sent the letter
, .
for the sake of the rest of the teaching and for a
mysterious something which they hope to get." "An
air of mystery is over the whole affair." The converts were not told that any books had been writI
ten about the BZb or Bahi, and all of them were
hopelessly ignorant of the history of the movement.
One of the most enthusiastic believers, when asked
who Subh-i-Azal was, said " that she had heard him
I
lecture-she thought he was one of the Hindoo
1
Swamisl "
I
In A. D. 1895, Dr. Khayru'lliih divorced his wife
(who had remained in Egypt) and married an English
woman.6g He continued to propagate his faith and
.sad'
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organized groups of copverts in New York, Philadelphia, Ithaca, Kansas City, and Kenosha, as well as
in Chicago. In A. D. 1898, Mrs. Phoebe Hearst
asked him to accompany her and a group of American BahB'is on a pilgrimage to the tomb of BahH'ull5h. He accepted her invitation, and journeyed
with the party to 'AkkZ, doing missionary work in
Europe en route. On his arrival 'Abdu'l-BahZ gave
Dr. Khayru'lliih a cordial reception, and kissed him,
saying, "Welcome to thee, 0 BahB's Peter, 0 second
Columbus, Conqueror of Americal " Moreover, he
had a fez put on his head as a mark of honour, and
took him to the tomb of BahB, telling him " that he
was the first pilgrim to whom the door of this chamber had been opened." He was also given the unique
honour of joining 'Abdu'l-Bahl in breaking ground
for the mausoleum of the Biib which he was about
to build on Mount Camel. "This is an honour
which none of the believers except thee has enjoyed,"
said 'Abdu'l-BahH. He also gave him the title of
" Shepherd of God's flocks in America."
Dr. Khayru'lliih remained six months in 'Akkl.
During the time he was there both he and the
American pilgrims were carefully guarded by 'AbdulBahZ and were not permitted to meet Muhammad
'Ali and his followers, and every possible effort was
made to prejudice them against these " Covenantbreakers." But, in spite of these precautions, the
relationship between 'Abdu'l-BahB and Dr. m a y rull5h began after a while to become strained. They
disagreed on certain points of theology, and 'Abdu'l-

, $ ~ ~ t ~ ~ : ~refused
a h i i to discuss matters further with his
'j~cfLd,'..speculative
missionary. Dr. Khayrullah asked for
'>!$.. ao6e of Bahi'u'lliih's writings, but his request was
-: refused. . Some of 'Abdul-Bahi's words to the Ameri'.
,
.
can ladies also displeased Dr. Khayru'llih, as, for
I
" instance, his saying that his photograph "would only
be taken when his Father's crown should be placed
on
his head and he should be led forth to martyr.:
dom, when thousands of rifle bullets should pierce
(
, , his body."
After returning to America, Dr. Khayru'Ilih definitely broke with 'Abbis Efendi and joined the party
of Muhammad 'Ali, and several hundred of the
American Bahi'is 21 followed him. Then began in
Chicago the struggle which had been raging in
'Akki and the East since BahZ's death. "The
Chicago and Kenosha assemblies were rent asunder.
In the correspondence
they hurl at each other
such terms as falsehood, lie, malevolence, injustice," 22
etc. 'Abbis Efendi immediately took vigourous steps
to destroy Dr. Khayru'lliih's supremacy in America
and keep hold of the American believers. In A. D.
1900 'Abdu'l-Karirn was sent from 'Akkii to Khayrulliih himself to try to win him back. " 'Abdu'lG r i m promised me plenty of money," says Dr.
Rhayru'lliih, "and when I refused he denounced
me, and prohibited believers from buying or reading
my book." 2a
A little later HZjji Mirzi Hasan also came to
America seeking to win back Dr. Khayru'llih. " I
came here especially to bring you back to your al,
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legiancb to 'Abbk Efendi," said he to the apostate,
"and I am prepared to stay ten years, if necessary.
If you return
I will cause the American believers to follow you as head in everything.
If
you will not listen to me . . . your abode will be in
the bowels of the earth.
. If 'Abbis Efendi should
give me the word to cut you in pieces, or to tear your
eyes out, or to kill you, I will do so at once." He
then cited the fate of MirzH YahyZ as a warning of
what would happen to him if he remained obstinate.*' Dr. Khayrulliih, however, never returned to
the fold. I n A. D. 1902, Mirzl Abu'l-Fazl, of GulpiiyagZn,* one of the most famous of the BahZ'i
missionaries, was sent to continue the campaign for
'Abbiis Efendi in America, and stayed there several
years.
Meanwhile the conduct of 'Abbiis Efendi in 'Akkl,
and the strife between him and his brother, led the
Turkish authorities to confine him once more to the
town of 'Akkii, after he had been free to travel abwt
Syria for some twenty years. This confinement
lasted for seven years (1901-1908), and was terminated by the Turkish Revolution of A. D. 1908. He
was permitted to receive pilgrims, however, and many
came to him from the East and some from the West.
The Western pilgrims who visited 'AkkZ at this time
picture 'Abdu'l-BahZ as spending his time in deeds
of loving service. " It is the custom of 'Abdu'l-BahP
each week, on Friday morning," writes one, " to distribute alms to the poor. From his own scanty
store he gives a little to each one of the needy who
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come to him to ask assistance.""
The writer goes
on to describe the crowd of a hundred beggars whom
::;><.
.
he had seen waiting to receive money from 'Abdu'l. '.
.,
'.,;.
Bal15.2~ One of my Persian friends, who went from
. ....... .. . Turkestln to 'Akki, mostly on foot, about this time,
.
says that he saw nothing of this care of the poor
during the seventy days he was in 'AkkB. 'Abb&
. Efendi did a good deal of entertaining, but it was the
officials, not the poor, who were his guests. I t is
:
probable that the sights which wealthy American
Bahl'is saw in 'Akki differed considerably from
those seen by poor Persian pilgrims. The Americans
seem to have heard nothing, for example, of the strife
which had split up Bahii's family into two hostile
camps. '' Five days we remained within those walls,"
writes Mr. Chase, "prisoners with Him who dwells
in that ' Greatest Prison.' 28 I t is a prison of peace,
of love and service. No wish, no desire is there save
the good of mankind, the peace of the world. .
All troubles, tumults, worries or anxieties for worldly
things are barred. ,out there."
" These men are
Lovers," says Mr. Phelps, " lovers of God, of their
Master and Teacher, and of each other, and of all
mankind." 'O
'Abdu'l-Bahl, like his father, carried on a large
correspondence with the believers in Persia and elsewhere. By the strength of his personality and the
influence which he exercised over his followers he
was able to draw the great majority of the Bahl'is
of the world after him. His "Tablets " were as
highly esteemed as those of his father had been. But
!
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while he bas held to be Christ by the Americans
he lived among the Sunnites of 'AkkH as a Muhammadan, carefully saying the Sunnite form of prayers
in the mosque, keeping the fast of R a m a n , and
never hinting to his neighbours that he was other
than a faithful adherent of Isliim. The Bahi'i women
continued to wear the veil. All the marriages in the
family were performed by a Sunnite Qidi according
to Muhammadan law.
In A. D. 1911, 'Abdul-BahZ left Syria for a tour of
the West. He spent some time in London and Paris,
giving addresses and talking with many inquirers, and
then returned to Egypt and Syria. I n the spring of
1912 he sailed for America, where he remained for
seven months, travelling all over the country, and
addressing all sorts of groups and assemblies. While
in Chicago he dedicated the grounds for the Mashriqu'l-Azkir, the BahZ'i Temple, which may be seen
today at Wilmette.8a He then revisited Great Britain
and France, after which he proceeded to Germany
and Austria, then to Egypt, and on December 5, 1913,
he returned once more to Haifa.
I n the addresses given in Europe and America,
and in his various other utterances, 'Abdu'l-BahH
continued to carry out the liberalizing tendencies
which we have already noted in the teachings of
Baht'u'llZh. The Bgbis are now left far out of
sight, and even much of Baht's teaching is kept in
the background, and doctrines more congenial to the
spirit of the West are brought to the front. Thus at
Clifton, England (January 16, 1913), 'Abdu'l-BahH
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of the Orient was in a state of the utmost gloom,
warfare existed and there was enmity between the
various creeds; darkness brooded over the children
of men and foul clouds of ignorance hid the skyat such a time His Highness BahB'u'lla arose from
the horizon of Persia like unto a shining sun. He
boldly proclaimed peace, writing to the kings of the
earth and calling upon them to arise and assist in
the hoisting of this banner. In order to bring peace
out of the chaos, he established certain precepts or
principles." And then he proceeds to enumerate and
explain ten of the " principles " of BahZ'ulliih.
Briefly they are as follows:
(1) "The independent investigation of truth.""
(2) " The oneness of the human race." 8~ " God
is the real Father, all are His children."
(3) " International Peace."
(4) " The conformity of religion to science and
reason." 87
(5) '' Religious,,racial, political, and patriotic prejudice " must be banished.
(6) " The equality of men and women."
(7) "All classes of society are to work together in
love and harmony."
(8) " The parliament of man " as a court of last
appeal in international questions.'O
(9) " Universal education." 41
(10) "A universal language."
I t is very instructive to compare this list with that
drawn up by Bahii himself which was given in the
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previous ch'apter. In W s e 'Lprinciples " 'AbdulBahi has succeeded perfectly in shaking off every
vestige of the old Bibi order and has so completely
clothed his Movement in the new garments of West- em thought that there is nothing whatever left which
a Christian Englishman or American could not heartily endorse1 As Dr. Browne remarks, there has
probably been no other religion which has so completely changed its character in the same length of
time. Compare 'Abbh Efendi's pacific addresses in
Christian churches in America with the fiery speeches
of Hazrat-i-Quddiis at Shaykh Tabarsi; and remember that 'Abbb Efendi's father was one of those
who was eager (if not able) to take an active part
in the Bib? insurrection1 The early exclusiveness
of the Biibis was also in a measure put aside by
'Abdu'l-Bahi, and all religions were said to be true.
"Abraham, Moses, Zoroaster, Buddha, Jesus, Muhammad, the Bib, and Bahi'u'llih are one in spirit and
reality."'"'His
Holiness Bahi'u'llih has commanded that a place be built for all the religionists
of the world, that all religions and races and sects
may gather together." 4a The Bahi'i Movement includes all. " Whoever acts completely in accordance
with the teachings of Christ is a BahZ'i." 44 " By
religion we mean those necessary bonds which unite
the world of humanity.""
All differences of whatever sort are to be put aside, and all mankind are to
realize their oneness in Bah5'~'llih.'~
But while these ethical and humanitarian teachings to which few people would object were always
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placed in the foreground by 'Abdul-Bahi in his addresses to Christians, the careful reader will note
that the older doctrines still linger in the background.
Though Muhammad was usually passed by in silence,
he was nevertheless considered by 'Abdu'l-Bahi as
one of the great Divine Manifestations, greater, in
fact, than Christ. Bahl'u'lliih is God Manifest"This is the day in which the Lord of Hosts has
come down from heaven on the clouds of glory." 47
His Manifestation is greater than any which has
preceded it. "The Abhi Beauty is the Supreme
Manifestation of God and the Dayspring of His Most
'Abdu'l-Bahi, who knows men's
Divine Essence."
inmost hearts,'@ is the infallible expositor of the Word
of God. " Whatever emanates from the Centre of
while
the Covenant ['Abdu'l-Bahi] is right
everything else is error
whoever deviated the
least from the Centre of the Covenant is of the
people of treachery and well deserves the wrath of
God."60 "All must obey Him; all must turn to
Him
whatsoever He says is true." 'l That is,
no one is free to express any opinion of his own on
any matter which is in any way at variance with the
teachings of 'Abdu'l-Bahi. In other words, the
world unity which is sought is to be brought about
by a slavish imitation by all men everywhere of this
one individual. " Beware! beware! " he said to the
Bahl'is of Chicago, "lest any one declare his own
ideas." 6P
This warning was needed, for there were indeed
many things in 'Abdu'l-Bahl's utterances to which
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objection bight be taken. For example, he said,
" Bahi'u'llih belonged to'the royal family of Persia," '' a statement which is false. Again, " The
proclamation of his manifestation and mission was
made in BaghdBd. . Afterwards he left the city
and went alone into the mountains of Kurdistin."
As we have shown previously, Bahi did not proclaim himself till some fourteen years later in Adrianople. And again, " The Blessed Perfection was a
prisoner twenty-five years. During all this time he
was subjected to the indignities and revilement of the
people." * "All the time of the sojourn of the
Blessed Perfection
. in this mortal world, He was
either restrained with chains or kept under hanging
swords, enduring the most painful afflictions."
As
we saw in Chapter VII, Bahi lived during most of his
years in 'Akki in a large and comfortable Palace in
ease and comparative freedom. Again, Qurratu'l'Ayn, the BBbi heroine, 'Abdul-BahB called a " Bahi'i," n? whereas her rank among the BBbis was much
higher than that of Bahi. In speaking of Nkiru'dDin Shih he says, "There was not a day during
which he did not kill many people,"68 a gross exaggeration. Again, " For the establishment of International Peace the blood of twenty thousand BahB'is
was ~pilt."'~ As a nntter of fact, it is doubtful
whether there have been in all more than two hundred Bah5'i martyrs. If the Babis are counted as
Baha'is, a fact which is strenuously denied by Bahi
in his conciliatory epistle to the Shgh, there were certainly not more than two or three thousand of them
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killed in the various insurrections in Persia. And to
say that either the Blbis or the Bahi'is died for
r ? : ~ International Peace is, to put it mildly, an historical
.
o r . Nor is 'Abdu'l-Bahl's knowledge of Bible
.?. . , history any more accurate than that of the history
.,
of the Blbis. "Sarah was the sister of Abraham's
. . mother."
" Moses lived in the wilderness of
Terah."O1 " Before the rise of Christ it is a fact
that in Persia the name of Moses had not been
heard."
,.
But perhaps the most serious misstatements which
,.
'Abdu'l-BahZ made were those regarding the influence which his father had exerted in Persia and
the East. " In the Orient," he said in a church in
Brooklyn, " the various peoples and nations were in
a state of antagonism and strife, manifesting the utmost enmity and hatred toward one another. Darkness encompassed the world of mankind. At such a
time as this, Bahii'ullZh appeared. He removed all
the imitations and prejudices which had caused
separation and misunderstanding . when this was
accomplished Muhammadans, Christians, Jews, Zoroastrians, Buddhists all were united in actual fellowship and love."bS And again, " We have for our
subject . . the reconciliation of the religious systems of the world. .
Do not question the practicability of this and be not astonished. I t has been
No traces
effected and accomplished in Persia.
of discord or differences remain; the utmost love,
kindness, and unity are apparent. They are united
and live together like a single family in harmony and
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accord. 'Discord and strife have passed away. Love
and fellowship now
instead."
The impression which this passage gives is that Bahl'ism is the
dominant religion in Persia, and that because of it
religious strife has disappeared. As a matter of fact,
the Bahi'is form only a small minority in Persia.
The appearance of the Bibi Movement eighty years
ago led, not to peace and unity, but to such hatred
and bitterness as Persia has seldom seen; and though
the followers of Bahi have laid aside the sword they
are the most quarrelsome of all the sects in Persia.
And even within the BahB'i Church-it would be far
from true to say that " discord and strife have passed
away." Such statements might be made in America
without fear of contradiction. To us who live in
Persia they seem extremely ludicrous. Yet, according to 'Abdul-Bahl, we must all accept every one of
them without question, for "whatsoever he says is
true," and "whoever deviates the least from the
Centre of the Covenant ['Abdu'l-BahZ] is of the
people of treachery, and well deserves the wrath
of God."
After his return from the West, 'Abdu'l-Bahl remained in Haifa (near 'Akkl) until his death. During the Great War he is said to have done much for
the relief of the famine-stricken peoples about him,
and to have been most generous in giving of his own
provisions to the poor.a Finally Haifa fell into the
hands of the British, and Turkish rule came to an
end (September 23, 1918). On April 27, 1920, the
Military Governor of Haifa, in recognition of his

services during the War, conferred on 'Abdul-Bahl
a Knighthood of the British Empire, and he became

" Sir 'Abdu'l-Bahii 'Abbh, R.B.E."
He continued
to carry on his work actively to the end of his life,
going to the Muhammadan mosque for the prayers,
visiting the poor, and dictating letters. After a brief
illness he died on November 28, 1921. The funeral
took place the next day. A great multitude attended,
consisting . of officials, representatives of the various
religions, men, women and children, both rich and
poor. Muslims:' Jews, and Christians gave addresses
eulogizing the one who had passed away. The body
was buried beside that of the Biiba8 on Mount
Camel in a beautiful mausoleum which 'Abdu'l-BahZ
had himself erected. Messages of condolence were
sent to the family of the deceased by Mr. Winston
Churchill, Viscount Allenby, and many other notable
people.

SHOGHI EFENDI

S we have seen in the previous chapter, Bahi'-

A

ulllZh had clearly stated in his Testament that
his younger son Muhammad 'Ali (" The Most
Great Branch ") was to succeed 'Abbk Efendi (" The
Most Mighty Branch ") in the leadership of the Movement.' 'Abdu'l-Bahl, however, disregarded this provision, and appointed as his successor Shoghi Efendi,
the eldest son of his eldest daughter, then twenty-five
years of age. Remembering the strife which had
arisen in the family on the death of Bahi, 'Abdu'IBahi devoted a large section of his Will and Testament to the question of his successor, naming Shoghi
Efendi explicitly, and charging all to accept and obey
" He is the
him as the " Guardian of the Cause."
expounder of the words of God, and after him will
succeed the first-born of his lineal descendants." 28
The " Universal House of Justice " ' is to be associated with Shoghi Efendi in the government of the
Movement. According to the Testament of 'Abdu'lBahi, "whatsoever they decide is of God. Whosoever obeyeth him not, neither obeyeth them, hath not
obeyed God; whoso rebelleth against him and against
them hath rebelled against God; whoso opposeth him
hath opposed God; whoso contendeth with him hath
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.antended
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;

with God
whoso denieth him hath
whoso disbelieveth in him hath disbe.*. denied God;
lieved in God.
May the wrath, the fierce indig:'nation, the vengeance of God rest upon him!
Beware, beware, lest the days after the ascension
My ob[the death of Bahii'u'll2h'j be repeated.
, ject is to show that the Hands6 of the Cause of God
1;'. must be ever watchful and so soon as they find any
.. one beginning to oppose and protest against the
':. Guardian of the Cause of God, cast him out from the
congregation of the people of Bahi and in no wise
accept any excuse from him."
The "Hands of the Cause of God," a council of
nine men who are to labour for the advancement of
the Cause, are to be appointed by Shoghi Efendi, with
whom they are to be associated. "All must be under
his shadow and obey his command. Should any
disobey and seek division, the wrath of God and His
*
vengeance will be upon him, for he will have caused
a breach in the true faith of God."
Shoghi Efendi
is also to be " the sacred head and the distinguished
, member for life" of the Universal House of Justice
whenever it shall be established. " Should any of
the members [of this body] commit a sin, injurious
to the common weal, the Guardian of the Cause of
God hath at his own discretion the right to expel
him." " Unto the Most Holy Book (the Kita'b-i
Aqdas) every one must turn, and all that is not
expressly recorded therein must be referred to the
'
Universal House of Justice."
The Testament closes
with a repetition of the charge to all to follow and
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obey Shoghi Efendi implicitly in everything. " T o
none'is given the riglit to put forth his own opinion
or express his particular convictions. All must seek
guidance and turn unto the Centre of the Cause and
the House of Justice." O
What, then, is the authority which Shoghi Efendi
is to exercise? He is to be, according to Baha'i doctrine, the absolute lord of aU mankind. Only he has
the right to interpret the words of God, and any one
who differs from him is certainly in error. Only he
has the right to say what men may do, and "whoso
opposeth him hath opposed God." The " Universal
House of Justice," to which, acco;ding to Bahi'u'llih,
all questions must be referred, does not yet exist, and
even when it comes into existence all its members
must obey Shoghi Efendi in everything, and should
any one oppose him, he has the unrestricted authority
to "expel him a t his own discretion." Should the
Bahii'i prophecies be fulfilled and the greater part of
mankind in the near future acknowledge Bahii as their
God and Shoghi Efendi as their absolute lord, this
young man would find himself in possession of an
authority which the popes and emperors of the world
have never aspired to, even in their wildest dreams.
For the authority of the Guardian of the Cause is not
confined to spiritual matters. He is to be the King
of kings and the Lord of lords and the President of
the presidents as well as the Pope of the popes of the
earth. "All must be under his shadow and obey his
command." In politics, in economics, in education,
in social problems, in international problems, in re-
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ligion, in everything he is the final authority, and his
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.

c,. word is absolute law.
='ti..; .
.,. i
With this conception before her, a BahZ'i writer
: thus speaks of the Guardian of the Cause: "The
..
,.: unique and outstanding figure in the world today is
,'
Shoghi Efendi. Unique, because the guardianship of
this great Cause is in his hands, and his humility,
modesty, economy, and self-effacement are monument.. Outstanding because he is the only person,
. we may safely say, who, entrusted with the affairs of
millions of souls, has but one thought and one mind
-the speedy promulgation of peace and good-will
throughout the world. His personal life is absolutely
and definitely sacrificed. The poorest boy in America
struggling for an education would consider himself
hardly used to have no more than those bare necessities which this young man voluntarily chooses for
himself.
So to comprehend and administer all
the relationships in a huge organization that only
satisfaction and illumination result; never to see anything smaller than the worldwide import of all our
movements, no matter-how parochial; to clarify with
a word the most obscure situations; to release in
countless souls the tides of energy that will sweep
the cargoes of these glad tidings round the world; to
remain without one moment's cessation so poised in
God as to be completely naturalized into His attributes-these are some of the outstanding characteristics that make of Shoghi Efendi the unique and
outstanding figure of our time. And this without
reference to his surpassing mental capacities that
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mark this spiritually superb person lo as a penetrating tEinker and brilliant executive. The world,
its politics, social relationships, economic situations,
schemes, plans, aspirations, programmes, defeats, successes, lie under his scrutiny like infusoria beneath a
microscope." l2
What sort of person is this Shoghi Efendi who is
set above all the rulers and judges of the earth? He
is a young man of less than thirty-five," a graduate
of the American University a t Beirut, who studied
also for a time at Oxford University. I was told by
one of his instructors that at Beirut he got his
degree with the greatest difficulty,- and, like some
other college students, took a much keener interest
in novels than in his studies. At Oxford, also, he
failed to distinguish himself in intellectual pursuits.
One of his fellow-students there told me how he had
afforded considerable amusement to the librarian by
asking for one book which would contain everything
about Economics. He explained that he was to become the head of some religion and must know all
about every subject! I had the pleasure of meeting
Shoghi Efendi in Haifa, in March, 1923, and found
him very pleasant and courteous. He received me
cordially when I presented a letter of introduction
from the Beirut professor referred to above, and conducted me into his handsome and well-furnished stone
house. His father, Mirzl HBdi Shirlzi, was also
present, and as he knew no English I suggested that
we talk in Persian. Shoghi Efendi, however, said he
could express himself better in English, and so most

SHOGHI EFENDI
I,'

. ,.r of our conversation was in that language. I will give
!y- ., here the notes which I took down immediately after
' 'd
the interview was over.
5
Shoghi Efendi said that Bahi'ulliih was not an
Incarnation, for God is (in His Essence) beyond all
reach and cannot dwell in flesh and blood. He was
rather a Manifestation of God, and in him the attributes of God were found and could be known. The
.,
B5b who prepared the way for him, and 'Abdul-Bahi
who carried on his work, were both quite different in
were only divinely prerank from Bahi'u'lliih-they
pared men. 'Abdu'l-Bahi was a prisoner in 'Akki
for forty years, was freed after the Revolution of
A. D. 1908, after which he toured the world for four
years, and finally retired to Haifa. When I asked
whether 'Abdu'l-Bahi had considered himself sinless
or not, he replied that he had not, but used constantly
to confess his sins and ask God for pardon. His
grandfather had appointed him to "carry on the
Movement," and so he is busy organizing the World
Council l4 which is to be associated with him in this
task. He said he was not planning outward reforms
for Persia, for this without a change of heart would
be worthless. A spiritual reform must first be effected,
then the other things would follow. He said that his
principal task was that of uniting the " friends " of
the East with those of the West. When I asked what
Bahii'ism had to offer that Christianity did not have,
he replied that the principles of both were the same,
and only the outward forms differed, and they thought
that the teachings of BahH were best for today (he
o
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did not specify why or .in what respects). He said
that many people wanted to limit Bahl'ism and narrow it, but it must be broad and indude all religions,
even Buddhism, etc., for all were from God.
Shoghi Efendi was quite humble, made no claims
whatever for himself, and said that he was entirely
unworthy of the great responsibility which had been
laid upon him to guide this movement. He urged
me to sit in the highest seat, and when I refused and
requested him to take it himself, he acquiesced. A
little Japanese believer with a long beard gave me
tea, and my host himself handed me an orange. When
I asked him to give me a picture of himself, he replied that he would prefer to give me one of his
grandfather. A photograph of 'Abdu'l-BahH was then
brought, and he wrote his name on the back of it, and
presented it to me as a keepsake of my visit.
Early next morning I climbed to the top of Mount
Carmel, and while descending I chanced upon the
Guest House where Persian BahH'i pilgrims are entertained. When I addressed a Persian, who was
standing outside, in his own tongue, he invited me in,
and I was cordially received and given tea and bread
and cheese in Persian fashion. I found that these
BahZ'is knew of my visit to their Master, and when
I rose to go they offered to take me to see the Mausoleum of the Bib and 'Abdu'l-BahH, which was only
a few yards away. On entering, we took off our
shoes, and walked over the gorgeous Persian carpet
to the threshold of the shrine itself. There my conductor prostrated himself and repeated the Arabic
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,
appointed for the " visitation." As I had to
p.: :.d.:i -. go on to Jerusalem that morning I was unfortunately
'., . 5 :,.t.
,F .t..,.. ,
not able to accept the invitation of Shoghi Efendi
,
:;!,?I(;,..
ir;! .;;' to go with him to 'AkkH to the shrine of BahH'u'lliih.
-: As shown in his published letters, as well as in his
-.
:.;ii...'"',;'
conversation with me, Shoghi Efendi's chief interest
. .
.
. is in the organization of the Bahi'i Movement and
,.?.,.'. ..:. , in its ethical teachings, not in its philosophy and the., .
ology. He has written to the believers of America
:....
9 ,.' ;'
:
;., . . . urging them to elect local " Spiritual Assemblies " in
,I>: . - : every place where there are nine or more BahH'is.
. ' . These groups or committees are to be responsible for
..
,
the progress of the Cause in each locality. They
must help the sick and the poor, supervise the edu,.
cation of the children, correspond with other Bahi'i
'
groups, raise money to complete the Mashriqu'l-Azkir
. , . in Chicago, distribute BahH'i literature, supervise the
"
regular meetings, etc. The Bahi'? Wmld (1928) gives
a list of the " Spiritual Assemblies " throughout the
world. About one hundred names and addresses of
secretaries are given, half of these being in North
Arnerica.16 Shoghi Efendi has been in Europe and
seen how little progress Bahfi'ism has made, and it is
refreshing to find him referring to facts as they are.
There is nothing in his letters about " millions of believers," " the East and the West being Enlightened,"
etc. Instead we find more than once the statement
that " the BahH'i Cause is still in its infancy." l6
National Spiritual Assemblies have also been organized in several lands. The National Spiritual
Assembly of America has adopted l7 a " Declaration
4" c
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of Trust,',' or form of administration, with By-Laws
for the government of thd Bahi'i Movement in America. Of special interest is the statement therein
contained as to what is necessary for one to become
a voting member of a Bahi'i community. He must
be at least twenty-one years of age, and must " possess the qualifications of BahZ'i faith and practice,
required under the following standard: Full recognition of the station of the Forerunner [the Biib], the
Author [BahZ'u911Zh], and 'Abdu'l-Bahi the true
Exemplar of the Bahi'i Cause; unreserved acceptance
of, and submission to, whatsoever has been revealed
by their Pen; loyal and steadfast adherence to every
clause of 'Abdu'l-Bahi's sacred will; and close association with the spirit as well as with the form of
presentday Bahi'i administration throughout the
world."18 It is difficult to understand how any
conscientious person who has not read all or most of
the hundreds of volumes composed by " the Pen " of
the BBb, Bahl, and 'Abdul-Bahi could confess his
" unreserved acceptance of, and submission to, whatsoever has been revealed " therein. Before professing his faith, every Bahi'i should at least have read
the Kita'b-i-Aqdar (the Most Holy Book), to which
'Abdu'l-Bahi in his Testament says " every one must
turn "--but how can Western believers do so when
almost none of them know Arabic, and the Kita'b-iAqdas has not yet been translated in English? If
voting is to be confined to those Bahi'is who know
all that the Bib, Bahl, and 'Abdu'l-BahB have written, and intelligently give it all their "unreserved
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it is safe to say that there will not be one
in either Europe or America!
to Shoghi Efendi, the most important
with BahZ'ism which has taken
is the decision of the Muhampronouncing Bahii'is to be
heretics and forbidding Muslims from intermarrying
with them.ID The document "condemns in most unequivocal and emphatic language the followers of
BahH'u'llHh," writes Shoghi Efendi, " as the believers
in a heresy, offensive and injurious to IslZm, and
wholly incompatible with the accepted doctrines and
[Then] they
practice of its orthodox adherents. .
proceed in a notable statement to deduce the fact
that henceforth it shall be regarded as impossible for
the followers of such a Faith to be designated as
Muslim." *O Shoghi Efendi then expresses his joy
that at last it has become clear to the Muhammadans
that BahH'ism is a separate and independent religion.
It is noteworthy that BahZ'is had been living in
Egypt for more than fifty years before it became
clear to their Muslim neighbours that they were
heretics. Certainly they had kept their faith and
practices well concealed l
Not only in Egypt but in America and Europe
also the BahZ'is are careful to conceal from the public
the real nature of their doctrines and claims. For
instance, in the Bahi'i Magazine of April, 1927, articles appear dealing with labour problems, race problems, and Esperanto, to which no Christian could
take objection (on religious grounds). Conventions
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are held in Christian churches dealing with similar
questions, and both chiistian and Bahi'i speakers
are invited to give addresses. The impression is thus
given that the BabH'i Movement, like the Anti-Saloon
League, the Esperanto Movement, or the numerous
peace societies which have been organized in various
lands, is merely another movement which is ready to
welcome into its ranks all those who are desirous of
uniting in working for peace and unity and progress.
" Whereas other associations are exclusive," writes
" Bahi'i association is incluHorace Holley,
sive, shutting the gates of fellowship to no sincere
soul." 22 The Bahi'i Temple " is freely open to
people of all faiths on equal terms."
The Bahi'i
Message " does not require of them to give up the
past teachings, but rather explains that the foundation
From statements such as
of all religions is one.""
these people who have no knowledge of the history
and doctrines of Bahi'ism would infer that a Jew, a
Christian, or a Buddhist could become a BahH'i without giving up his former faith. Shoghi Efendi, as we
saw above, has expressed himself as being well pleased
that it has at last become clear to the Muslims of
Egypt that BahH'ism is a separate and distinct religion. I t would therefore be well for him to make it
clear in the West also that a Bahi'i is different from
a Christian or a Jew, that those who join the Movement may do so intelligently.2e Bahii'ism has not
only a set of " principles " to propagate, it has also a
definite theology to teach. If the theology is neglected
the movement will gradually cease to have any-con-
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ion with the Biib and BahH'ullZh, and will evapinto air, as many other ethical and humanitarian
ments have done before it. To many observers
'ism seems to have already spent itself, and they
3"'predict that it will soon pass into history. Avkeh
:!,,.-* *.
,prophesies that Shoghi Efendi will be the last Head
1.
that the Movement will have.27 Whether this is to be
dl'
~ t . the case or not, I will not venture to say. But it seems
:$, ,:.
. . . clear that, in spite of the high hopes of Shoghi Efendi,
. . the movement has reached the climax of its growth,
and from henceforth will continue steadily to decline,
;
both in Persia and in the West.
'

',

.>

BAm'ISM IN PERSIA TODAY
HE picture which is painted by the Bahi'T
enthusiasts in the West of the progress of
their Cause in Persia is an exceedingly bright
one. Says 'Abdu'l-BahB, "Consider how great and
unexampled have been the diversities of race, the
antagonisms of faiths, and the conflict of opinions in
Persia. In this day, however, the fragrance of holiness has produced so complete a fusion of the divers
elements in that land that its varied peoples, its opposing sects and hostile races have become even as
one soul. Reflect how great is their [BahB'is] love
one for the other, how firm their union.
Christian, Jew, Zoroastrian and Muslim, having all banished every trace of estrangement and difference from
their midst, have all gathered together in perfect harmony and understanding, with all affection, happiness and freedom. Ponder in thine heart what the
power of the Most Great Name [Bahi'u'llih] hath
wronght l "
Likewise in a paper written by Rfihi Efendi Afnin
"with the direct advice of Shoghi Efendi," and read
by him at the " Conference of Some Living Religions
within the British Empire," it is stated that " in the
East, especially in the land of its birth, Persia, where
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it [Bahl'ism] admittedly stands, amid the chaos and
corruption of its heedless inhabitants, as the beacon
light of progress and reform, its achievements have
been great. There, under an unceasing storm of per''1':. .: secution, abuse, and calumny, the Movement has not
only wrought a fundamental revolution in the life of
the individuals but has also inaugurated various reforms of which I shall mention only two." He then
proceeds to describe the changes which BahZ'ism has
brought about in Persia in education and in the position of woman.2 And in his " Survey of Activities "
in The Bahd'r' World, Horace Holley, in describing
the progress of the Movement in Persia, and its farreaching influence in that land, gives the impression
that the various reforms which are taking place today
are being brought about principally through the efforts
of Persian BahZ'is. He says, " while public recognition of the degree to which Persian Bahi'is are
sustaining the responsibilities of civilization is officially
withheld, the fact remains that any progressive measures undertaken to rehabilitate Persia along the lines
of modem liberalism and progress, would have to be
based upon the Bahl'i community of that land for
the same reikons compelling Constantine to base his
public policies upon the Christian elements of his
Empire." a I t is our purpose in the present chapter
to present the facts regarding Bahii'ism in Persia as
we who live in daily intimate contact with the people
of this land have come to know them, and we leave it
to the reader to judge whether the above statements
are accurate or not.
''?.,a

'
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Numbers
I t is very difficult t o make an exact estimate of
the number of Bahl'is in Persia because of taqiyya
(concealing one's belief) which, up to the present
time, has been almost universally practised by the
followers of Baha in Persia. During the nine years
that I have been in Persia I suppose I have not met
in all more than a dozen men who confessed that they
were Bahf'is. I have talked with many who showed
clearly by the expressions they used that they were
members of, or in close relationship to, this movement,
but when asked directly whether they were Bahii'is
or not, they would almost invariably deny that they
were. A census was recently taken by the Persian
Government of all its subjects, and every citizen was
asked to state his religion. Shoghi Efendi instructed
his folIowers to confess themselves, and the Government did not molest in any way those who did so. But
most BahB'is failed to confess their faith, and later the
Government ceased to ask the question about religion.
Hence the census did not give any information as to the
number of Bahils.
Meanwhile, we can do no better than to follow the
estimate which Nikii, a former Bahl'i leader and
missionary, has made." He lists about one hundred
and twenty-five towns and villages of Persia in which
there are Bahl'is and gives the number in each. His
total for the whole countq is three thousand nine
hundred and sixty. This figure seemed somewhat
small to me, and I consulted Dr. Sa'id Khin, a
prominent and trusted Christian physician in Te-
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+,.....:. berh, who has been a careful student of BahZa'ism
t;?.?
. -,;,;'for many years.
replied that Nikii's figures in.,. ,*, duded only men, He
.rL:..
and were in his opinion not far
,
"! ;a'
If women and children were also in. . :,:,. * .,. , from correct.
".! ' :." cluded the total would be something less than three
I ':. ,;" times Nikii's figure, that is, ten or eleven thousand.
Their numbers are surely decreasing, and have de! - creased," writes Dr. Sa'Id KhBn. " Depend upon it,
:
during the last decade not ten true proselytes have
been made [by the Bahi'is] ; hundreds, yea thousands
may have attended [their meetings] and inquired,
but [there have been] no steadfast conversions."
Nikii confirms the above statement. He writes,
" During the period of fourteen years that the writer
has been informed of their society they have not been
able to make ten converts who would become real
BahZ'is like themselves and remain steadfast [in their
faith]." ' He says that many have entered the
Movement, but have soon been disillusioned and left
it again.
The pictures of groups of Persian BahB'is which
are printed in books and magazines and circulated
in the West do not give a correct impression of their
numbers in ~ e r s i a ,for always many of the people in
these groups are non-Bahi'is. Pictures of similar
groups of Americans are circulated in Persia to give
the impression that vast numbers of the Christians
of the West have been converted to the new religion.
In America they say that two-thirds of the people
of Persia are Bahi'is, and in Persia they encourage
their little groups of believers by telling them that
,I , '
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one-half,of the people of Europe and America have
joined the movement?'' So systematically has this
propaganda been carried on in Persia that there is
a widespread impression among the people that the
American Christian missionaries at work here are
really BahZ1is, and it has therefore been necessary
for us constantly to deny this charge and to avoid
all social intercourse with the Bahii'i groups. Were
we to go to their meetings once we would ever after
be claimed by them as one of themselves, and our
conversion might even be announced in the next issue
of the Bah6'i Magazine! 'O In brief, the members of
this sect form only a small proportion of the population of Persia, certainly not more than one person in
five hundred being a bona fide Bahii'i. Though few
in number, they exercise considerable influence. They
largely control the Postal Department, and give most
of the positions to their own co-religionists. They
also are to be found in other government departments,
especially in the army, and in all the various walks
of life, even in the rural districts. But, like the
notorious frog in the millpond, they give the impression that they are vastly more numerous than
they actually are.

Defections from Bakd'ism
During the past few years there have been a large
number of Bahs'is who have forsaken their former
faith. " Some Bahii'i Jews who went on a pilgrimage to 'Akkii with sincerest intentions came back Jewish believers: they even demanded and received back
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the funds they had donated for the propagation
Bahl'ism. We may venture to say that the growth
Bahl'ism among the Jews is totally stopped."
,
.
The
former amanuensis of 'Abdu'l-Bahi, who re.. ..!d,?....,
. ,&.i~'.cently
- +?
left the movement, writes that his reason for
,fit'?,:
doing
so
was that during the years he was with
,,
'Abdu'l-BahZ
and Shoghi Efendi he saw that what
.
; he had heard of them was devoid of truth, and that
: .;(.
., ,. . they were ordinary men like himself. Another of the
...! f :' recent apostates is Aqi-yi-Sayyid Shahiib Firdiisi, a
. '1. former Bahi'i missionary, who has published a long
I
statement giving the, reasons for his defection.
,
'
These are briefly as follows: (1) The stupidity and
ignorance and arrogance of the Bahii'is; (2) the
confusion in Bahi'i history, and the dishonesty of
Baha and 'Abbis Efendi in concealing the real facts;
(3) the verses and the spiritless, cold, and incorrect
words of BahZ; (4) the fact that Bahi stole his prin. ciples and teachings from others, and that no one is
allowed to question anything he has said, whereas
there are many things which reason cannot accept.
Both Nikii and Avireh, in their recent books, tell of
numbers of former Bahii'is who have now gone back
to Isliim--or to nothing.
But the most interesting of these apostates are
Nikii and Avireh themselves. Nikii was for fourteen years a Bahi'i, and was one of the leading missionaries of the Cause. His picture is to be found
in the Baha"i World (Vol. 11, p. 149), seated in the
midst of a group of supposedly Burman Bahii'is. At
last his eyes were opened, and he left the movement.
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The Bahi'is of Teheran continued to claim him as
one of themselves, and he was forced to write a book
which he entitled The Philosophy of Nikti 'O to prove
that he was no longer a Bahi'i. This volume was
soon followed by a second, and I believe yet others
are to appear. In a very able and interesting manner Nikii describes all the things which he saw and
heard which led him to turn back. He tells of the
worldly ambitions of 'Abdu'l-Bahi, his greed for
money, his flattering epistles to great and wealthy
men whom he hoped to win, etc. In-Volume I1 of his
book he gives a list of all the places in the world
where there are Bahi'is, and the number in each
place. His grand total (of men) is five thousand two
hundred and seven.
Avireh was connected with the Bahii'is for twenty
years, and was considered one of their leading writers
and missionaries. He is referred to by the BahH'i
writer Dr. Esslemont as "the learned Persian historian of the Bahi'i Movement," l1 and is quoted by
him several times as an authority. Last year Avireh
published in Teheran his book Kashfu'l-Hiyal," in
which he tells in detail how he became a Bahi'i,
what he saw while he was in the Movement, and why
he left it. He says that he had been told that there
were " millions " of Bahi'is in Europe and America,
and he believed it, especially after hearing the reports
of 'Abbis Efendi's journeys to the West. On going
to 'AkkH, however, he began to discover the fraud
and corruption which existed a t the centre of the
Movement, and his faith began to waver. When he
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his history of Bahi'ism, 'Abbiis Efendi forced
to misrepresent the facts. Finally, when he went
urope a few years ago and failed to find the
ions" of believers of whom he had heard so
he realized that they had all been deceived by
..
.'.TJ, .
i- .,:. :'Abb& Efendi, and on his return to Haifa he broke
..;;f:'r
. . with Shoghi Efendi and left BahB'isrn. He is now
..
. .<....: .-.,
in Teherh.
:.
...
+..Theseanti-BahH'i books created a great stir among
'.'h?\,'
.
'the believers of Persia. They were forbidden to
.(
;. associate with the authors, and orders were sent out
.i.p . over the country that they should try to stop the
.
circulation of the books. But this was impossible,
.
for they were eagerly read everywhere, and I am told
,:'-. that many people have left BahB'ism because of
,.
them. "The authors have received hundreds of Iet- ters from BahB'is who have given up the faith," and
: many inquirers have been disillusioned. Active propa.-:'.
-. : ganda still goes on, but little or nothing is being
..
achieved by it.
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Persecutions
The early BBbis were not treated with any toleration whatever by the Government and people of
Persia, largely because of their political aspirations
I :
; and their warlike attitude. BahH was at first a
- Biibi, and it is easy to understand why he and his
. . followers, even long after they had laid aside the
. . . sword, were suspected and feared by their fellow.
countrymen. The BahB'is are even today frequently
called " BBbis," and are fervently hated by the Mus.
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lims. I t is not strange, therefore, that the blood of
Bahi'ls should have occasionally been shed, and
during the past sixty years, since BahH put forward
his claim, there have been more than a hundred
martyrdoms. But the amount of persecution to which
the sect is now subjected is very little indeed. I have
been in Meshed, perhaps the most fanatical city of
Persia, for nine years, and during this time, so far
as I know, not a single Bahl'i has been put to
death here.
The Baha"? WorM speaks of "the tragic conditions
confronting the Persian believers almost continuously
since . . 1844." la 'Abdu'l-Bahi referred in America to the twenty thousand BahH'i martyrs of Persia.''
These statements are absolutely untrue.
Avireh puts the total number of Bgbi and Bahii'i
martyrs at from one to two thousand, most of whom
were Bibis, of course, who were killed fighting in
the various insurrections. Mirzi Jawid, the Bahi'i
historian, names about thirty martyrs of the period
A. D. 1867-1891. In about A. D. 1904 there was an
uprising of the Muslims against the Bahii'is in Yazd,
and according to Avireh, about eighty of them were
slaughtered in a most cruel fashion. There have also
been a few others killed in more recent years. But,
to quote Dr. Sa'id Khh, " there have not been many
martyrs, and the persecutions of Yazd, etc., have not
been for righteousness' sake, but political and pecuniary matters have been the cause."
People who
had no connection whatever with the movement have
been put to death by fanatical Muslims on the grdund
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ey were Bahl'is. Others, equally unrelated to
ct, who have met a violent death for some reaf other, have been acclaimed by the Bahl'is
j!.i;:.!,'
.s martyrs to the Cause. For example, when Major
..-LS..i;
grt .
. . . t P , Imbrie, the American Coqsul in Teherln, was killed
i - r,f+q'. by a mob in 1924, the Bahl'is announced that he had
:;...'.. , died for his faith in their religion, whereas, as a mat.<
:. ..2,;
!. . '
;. . ter of fact, he was in no way connected with them.
.
Perhaps (to make a very liberal estimate) there may
..t.:,.i: :
....
have
been as many as two hundred " BahFi'i mar:,,' -:.
' tyrs " in Persia during the past sixty years, though
;';? .;
' .,
; : it is impossible to say how many of these- were really
members of the sect. On the whole, the Bahl'is are
. ,d
.:,. able to hold meetings, propagate their faith, and
,:. . engage in any lawful employment without serious
hindrance of any kind.
. ,
'
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Trutlrfulness and Honesty
-, .
What shall we say of the character of the followers
of this religion in Persia? Are they, as a whole,
shining lights in a dark land, examples of righteousness and love and good will, as they are pictured
'
in the West? Are they better than their Muslim
neighboun whbm they so despise? As to their
truthfulness, an English resident in Persia writes:
"Personally, I came to the conclusion that, in matr ters even remotely connected with religion,l6 they
were less truthful than the ordinary Shiah, but that
in the ordinary affairs of life they were a trifle more
reliablethey will not greatly alter the moral character of the people [of Persia ]. They have not done

so heredfore." l8 Dr. Sa'id Khln, who has been in
intimate touch with them for nearly fifty years, says
that if the morals of Bahl'is are not worse than those
of the Muslims, they are not better., 'l There is no
conscience with them," he writes, "they keep to no
principle, they tell you what is untrue, ignoring or
denying undoubted historical facts, and this is the
character of both the leader and the led." lg And
again he writes, "As to morality and honesty, the
whole system has proved sadly disappointing. They
are even more loose and dishonest among themselves
I
than are their neighbours the Mohammedans.
have been in contact with many Bahl'is and have
had dealings with many and have tested many, and
urifortunately I have met not a single one who could
be called honest or faithful in the full sense of these
words." 20 He then tells of a friend of his, a photographer, who had travelled all over the country
selling pictures of the sons of Bahl to the members
of the sect, who told him that in all his travels he had
met but one honest Bahl'i.
Avlreh, who was for some twenty years actively
engaged in propagating this religion, says in his
recent book, "we have seen little of it [honesty]
among the BahB'is, indeed we have not seen it at
all;" and he proceeds to relate with glee how he
himself had once deceived Dr. Esslemont. Dr.
Esslemont had written a book entitled Bahd'u'lla'h
and the New
which he asked Avlreh to
correct, and in his introduction he expressed his
appreciation to " Janiib-i-Avlreh" for his valuable
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sistance, and several times in the book itself
him as an authority on Bahi'ism. But now
'recent book Avlreh says of Dr. Esslemont,
.
I
.i
.if;, $'& is absolutely uninformed as to the principles
!-.'?Y;. '.I of Bahi'ism. He thanked me for correcting the
'.';,'<
errors in his book, whereas the book is so faulty
that it is beyond all c~rrection."'~ Dr. Esslemont
apparently did not know Persian and Arabic, and
he believed implicitly everything that AvZreh had
told him!
Avireh also confesses that the history which he
himself wrote of the BahH'i Movement, which was
published with the approval of 'Abdu'l-BahZ, is utterly untrustworthy. He says that 'Abdu'l-Bahl
forced him to make it conform to the version of Bibi
history as presented in the Traveller's Narrative, and
would not allow him to use Nuqtatu%Kij and
other sources which give the history correctly. N k i ,
a former BahB'i leader, who once wrote a review of
Avireh's history, says in his recent book, " I attest
that most of the material of that history is fabricated-it
has no soundness whatever."
When
'Abdu'l-Bahii himself had falsified Bibi history in
his own book, the Traveller's Narrative, it is not
strange that his disciple AvZreh should have followed
in his steps. And if the leaders of the Cause were
thus, what can we expect from their uneducated followers in Persia1
'1

Morals
In morals, also, the Bahl'ls differ little if any from
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the Shi'ites among whom they live. Though the
Kita'b-i-Aqdas forbids taking more than two wives,
polygamy is frequently practised. A former amanuensis of 'Abdul-Bahl who several years ago left
Bahi'ism writes to me as follows: " Most of the
noteworthy Baha'is have three or four wives--divorce
is very frequent among them, likewise incompatibility
between wives and husbands is very frequent. Nine
out of every ten people are always complaining of
unchastity on the part of the other party, the men
complain of the unchastity of their wives, and the
women of their husbands." He says that even in
the family of Bahi the members of each of the
rival factions tell evil tales about the women of the
other factions, too evil for me to repeat. He also
says that some of the leading BahB'i missionaries
were notorious for their immoral lives, but because
they were good propagandists 'Abdu'l-BahZ did not
rebuke theme2= He says further that while he was
teaching Baha'i boys in Teherin he found that many
of them were addicted to vicious practices. According to Bahl'i law the sin of adultery may be atoned
for by paying a fine of nine misqils of gold (about
twenty-one dollars) to Haifa, and it seems that no
great importance is attached to immorality. If these
charges which Avireh brings are true, Bahl'ism is
indeed in a sorry plight in Persia; if they are false,
we may well ask why 'Abdu'l-Bahi retained in his
service and gave his confidence to such a liar. Did
Bahi'ism have no more influence than this upon its
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learned historian? " But we fear most of the
arges are only too true.

e and Kindliness
ne of the most frequently quoted sayings of
ii'u'lliih is, "Associate with [the followers of d l ]
j
, religions with spirituality and fragrance," and one of
."'::4,,
... . . \, the words most often on the lips of his followers is
Unfortunately, the Bahi'is of Persia are
. "love."
.
:-.
actually the most quarrelsome people with whom
.:?;':: '. Christian missionaries have to deal. When evangel... ! ists go to visit outlying cities it frequently happens
that, shortly after their arrival, a group of men will
;,\.' come to call, professing the sincerest friendship and
:.:,
sympathy towards them and their message. Soon the
-.:-' visitors begin to throw out remarks which indicate
!. -that they are Bahi'is, as for instance, that the Bible
.:,..., must be interpreted figuratively, miracles are impos.:
. . sible, etc. When they discover that the Christians are
' not Bahii'is, as they at first thought them to be, and
do not agree with them on all points, they soon begin
to argue with ever-increasing warmth, and the visit
not infrequently ends in their rising and walking out
in anger. Not bnly do they fail to associate. with
:
Christian missionaries in love, but they frequently
go out of their way to stir up trouble for them. One
of the Christian converts of Meshed who has travelled over a large part of Persia as a dervish, preaching and distributing literature, tells me that it is
usually the Bahi'is who first incite the Muslims to
peksecute him.
,.:+B:,
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As an illustration of the typical conduct of Bahl'is,
I will quote from the report of a visit recently made
by a Christian missionary to an important city of
North Persia: "One night after we had had our
public meetings going for ten days and were almost
ready to conclude them I was suddenly reminded of
the fact that we were in Persia after all
. but the
trouble we had came from Bahii'is and not from
Moslems. This particular night, after my preliminary
Bible exposition, A. K. (a Persian Christian) told
very effectively the story of his early life as the son
of a notorious bandit and of how he became a Christian. A group of strangers had come in [Bahii'is],
and we learned afterwards that the Bahl'is had definitely planned to make trouble, and since the head
of the police was a Bahi'i, the whole thing was probably a ' frame-up.' *' One of these Bahl'is interrupted A. K once.
Both rooms were full of
those listening. The crowd remained afterwards to
hear more, so I began a very innocuous discourse on
deeds as opposed to words. I had hardly finished
when the same young man rudely interrupted again.
I could have made him leave, I feel sure, for most
'of the crowd were with me, but a policeman in the
Bahi'i group took his part, and with this official
recognition, the Bahii'is all began to talk at once,
and the meeting ended in disorder. Part of the plan
was to complain to the police and to the governor,
and this was done." As a result of this complaint,
the missionary was asked by the officials to desist
from any further "propaganda." The next night
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came to the reading-room and to our
t; .meeting for Christians.
Many expressed extreme
disapproval at the disturbance of the BahB'is!'
The quarrelsome nature of the members of this
: -$*;? sect has been dearly revealed of late in Persia by
d;am$ the conduct of the group of former Bahl'i rnission1; ., ?.;,: arks and leaders who have recently left the move]:;$Lf';' . ment. " These men all hate each other, and the
($:, ; . ' Bahl'is naturally hate them," writes one who knows
.$;, them all personally. " Entirely apart from the ter:.#'
,!,
rible moral charges made against all these men by
. .. '..
:*'j,: Bahl'is, and made by these men against other
.-.iy.
:-,
.,. , Bahl'is, the hatred and enmity and bitter quarrel. l;$' ling causing their defection and resulting from it are
i .:': a striking contrast to the doctrines of brotherly love
!
.
I<,.'
, . which Bahl'is preach in America and which they
,:..' claim to be one of the most important things in
.>; .
:3.);,. their 'religion.'
These men who were prominent at the very centre of Bahl'ism have had fear, . ful quarrels among themselves and are now tearing
.
each other's characters to pieces." In spite of BahB's
. . ': injunction to associate with dl men " with spiri!. , : . . . tuality and fragrance," his followers have been for,:.'
bidden by Shoghi Efendi from having any dealings
.
.
.:..
whatever with AvHreh, Nikfi, and the other " apos.:;.
. . tates," who are hated by them with a bitter hatred.
. . '.:':'
. But with the examples of Bahi and Subh-i-Azal,
.' 'Abbls Efendi and Muhammad 'AIi before them,
,' ',.,
. .
:..., what else could we e.xpect, either of the Bahg'is or
,;.-!:. of the apostates? A servant is not greater than
,I.
his lord.
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~ntoricantiand Opium .
In the matter of the use of intoxicants also Bahi'is
are not superior to Muslims. The amanuensis of
'Abdul-Bahl referred to above writes me that " alcohol is used very much indeed among the Bahi'is, and
opium also is used, but not so much [as alcohol]."
Avireh says that the Bahl'is use more alcohol than
any other people, and that even the sons-in-law of
'Abbis Efendi used to come to the meetings in Haifa
i n t o x i ~ a t e d . ~It~ was the Bahi'is in Kirmin who induced Dr. Browne to smoke opium and almost succeeded in getting him addicted to it."'
Opium and
intoxicants are both forbidden in the Kita'b-dAqdas.
Superstitions
Bahi'ism has done little to free its followers from
the superstitions which fill the minds and blight the
lives of most of the Shi'ites of Persia. "They have
taken away one superstitious system," writes Dr.
Sa'id KhHn, "and replaced it by another one as bad
or worse." I t will be remembered that the Bib
placed great importance upon amulets, charms, etc.,
commanded the visitation of the tombs of martyrs,
and in short, according to Gobineau, revived the
ancient Chaldean paganism almost in toto. Bahi
did not forbid any of these animistic practices. Accordingly, we find the BahH'is, both in Persia and in
'Akki, adoring the sacred relics of BahH and 'Abbiis
Efendi, their clothing, the knives and forks which
they used, their pictures, their hairs, etc., etc. One
of my friends, who visited 'Abbis Efendi in 'AkkH
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was embraced by him, tells how the believers
pounced upon him when he came out from
and carefully picked off his coat some
=-.i:hairs from the beard of their Master which had
'fkp.
Tag;',dung to him, and treasured them as though they
,; 3:
,:,-;I were priceless jewels.
In Shiriiz they have made a
i l$<.lrine of the house of the Bib, and pilgrims who
t iw-visit. it go through an elaborate ritual of kissing
I
&; ;. doors, bowing before an orange tree planted by the
,
Bgb, etc., e t ~ . ~ ~
s.4 :
,cj ,?.
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Methods of Propaganda
Bahi'i methods of propaganda in Persia differ
vt,:.
.
radically from those of other sects. The Christians,
;. ; for example, distribute their scriptures broadcast
'
' throughout the cities and villages of the land, but the
' \
.
BahB'is never exhibit the writings of Bahii or 'Abdu'l'.T'': Bahi to the public, and it is difficult for non-BahH'ls
. . to get hold of them.
Christians publicly invite peor:. ple to know and believe on Christ, but all Bahi'i
. ' propaganda is carried on i n secret.
Nikfi, who was
himself once a missionary of this sect, has thus described their method of making converts:2s A BahB'i
says to his Muslim friend (who does not know that
.
he is a Bahi'i), "Last night they took me to the
house of some Bahi'is and talked with me for three
hours, and to my surprise I found that their missionary talked very well." If the Muslim replies,
"It's all rubbish, don't pay any more attention to
it," the Bahl'i will say, " Yes, you are right; I realize'that it is only rubbish," and will drop the sub:;:I
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ject till ;) more convenient season. If, on the other
hand, the Muslim shows a little interest, and asks,
" What do they say? " the BahH? will begin to explain their doctrines, but will add, " I wasn't able to
answer them. You can talk better than I can; you
come with me tonight and answer their arguments."
Accordingly, they go to the Bahii'i centre and find
the missionary and a group of believers awaiting
them. The BahH'i guide begins the conversation by
asking questions and raising certain objections which
he knows the missionary is especially skilled in answering. Other BahH'is join in the conversation,
and tell of the miracles of 'Abdu'l-Bahi which they
have seen. The Muslim is taken to a number of such
meetings; presently his name is entered on their
books as a Bahii'i, and soon he is busy trying to win
other converts. Nothing is said of forsaking sin,
experiencing the new birth, and other matters which
hold first place in all Christian propaganda. To
meet and associate with the BahH'is and allow one's
name to be entered on their books seems to be all
that is required of a " convert."
The BahB'is make great efforts to win people in
high positions to their cause, and usually pay but
little attention to the poor and needy. Sometimes
they undertake to force prominent men to join them
by spreading the word about that they are believers.
On all sides the report is heard that the head of
such-and-such a department is secretly a BahH'i, and
the unfortunate victim, who has perhaps never even
been to a meeting of the sect, fmding himself sus-
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pected and avoided by his friends, and " rushed " by
the Bahii'is, must either give in and become what he
is thought by all to be, or else make a public statement denying his connection with the movement)rt.'
"?,;!'. \,. but since Bahii'is deny their faith whenever it is con.:+ . venient to do so, even a public denial will not suffice
.C. '
,i,:. to dear him of suspicion1 A Bahii'i once told me
y, .
t
that when they waited to din& a man whom they
were
working to win they would go to his street and
*,,..
' $7.: inquire from all the shop-keepers where " So-and-so,
(:I. . the Bahii'i," lived. Soon the man, finding that all
.3?', his neighbours believed him to be a Bahii'i, and that
all other doors were dosed to him, would be forced
' .', to enter the one door still open to him, and whole-,.
':,
heartedly join the movement.
Another method which has been tried more than
once in Persia is that of worming their way into
Christian
missionary institutions and secretly propa$2
. gating their doctrines in hospitals and schools and
- churches. For instance, a man (a Bahii'i) comes to
the Christian missionary and asks to study the Bible
with him. When askedabout his religion, he says
he has been a Muhammadan. He shows great zeal
in Bible study, finally professes Christianity, and is
baptized. He may even become an assistant in a
hospital or a teacher in one of the schools, and while
receiving a salary from the mission be actively engaged in working secretly against Christianity and
endeavouring to win over to Bahii'ism his Christian
friends and fellow-workers. A few years ago in one
of the cities of Persia reports began to come to the
%,

Y.

4
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missionaries that the Persian colporteur who was
employed to travel about selling the Bible was secretly
engaged in propagating Bahl'ism. This man had
seemed so utterly sincere and had been trusted so
completely by the mission that a t first no attention
was paid to these rumours. After some time, however, the evidence grew so strong that the colporteur
was everywhere thought to be a BahZ'i that it became necessary for him to sever his connection with
the mission, even though he called God to witness
that he was not a member of the sect. Soon after
this he was employed by the BahO'is to write a book
for them, and he has since admitted that even while
he was in the employ of the mission he was a BahH'i.
Whether he had been one from the first is not clear,
but there is no doubt whatever that for some time
he was sailing under false colours and secretly propagating doctrines which were fundamentally opposed
to the Bible which he was paid to distribute.
Nor is this instance by any means unique. So
often has it happened that it has become necessary
for Christian churches to examine all candidates for
baptism with especial care as to their previous history, and if it is discovered that they have had any
connection whatever with Bahl'ism their probation
period is usually prolonged and their examination
made more rigid than would be necessary in the case
of Jews, Zoroastrians, or Muslims. Some Christians
have even gone so far as to hold that no ex-Bahii'i,
no matter how good a Christian he may seem to be,
should ever be admitted into membership in a Chris-
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There seems to be a poison in the
makes it very difficult for a Bahiil
be thoroughly trustworthy. Some few
sincere Christians, but most of the conhl'ism have proved to be failures.

believers " of the West picture Bahii'ism in
a mighty reform movement which has
nd is changing the whole social and politthe nation. I t is true, I think, that Biibism
ism have helped to break the power of the
clergy, and have shaken the faith of
liim. Some of the old superstitions have
red, and some of the old fanaticism has
.
t :
been broken down. On the other hand, another divi.. .
,;:is;. . sion has been made by this movement among an
j?,',. already much-divided people, considerable blood has
'1. . -?,t .i ' . been shed because of it, and a vast amount of bitterness has been engendered by it. " I t has retarded
;
the civilization of Persia," says a former Bahii'i
, . . leader. In the Revolution of A. D. 1906-1909, when a
constitutional government was established, some of
the Azalis took a leading part in the work of reform,
: but the BahH'is, in obedience to instructions received
from 'Akk5, refrained from taking any part in the
Revolution and generally opposed the Constitution.
'Abdu'l-Bahi also forbade them to agitate for the
abolition of the
and the progress which has
been made in this direction has been due almost entirely to the work of non-Bahlls. In the West
- ,
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'
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'
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much is'said of the efforts of the BahB'is to promote
education in Persia. As a matter of fact, they have
done practically nothing for the country as a whole,
as the schools which they have established have been
principally .for their own ~ h i l d r e n . ~Many good
schools. both for boys and girls have been established
by the Persian Government all over the country, and
thousands of students are studying in schools conducted by Christian missionaries and other foreigners, but this advance in education is the result of
the labours of non-Bahi'is. Moreover, in spite of
all their talk about universal love, 'there is not yet,
after sixty years of Bahii'ism, a single hospital or
dispensary established by Persian BahB'is for the
relief of the suffering of their needy countrymen.
The Muhammadans have a number of such charitable
institutions. The Christian hospitals treat more than
fifty thousand patients each year. But the Bahi'is
have as yet to open the first institution of this kind
to express in tangible terms their " love " for their
fellowmen? Well did BahB'u'llih himself pass judgment on his followers when he said, "He whose
words exceed his acts, know verily that his non-being
is better than his being, and death better than his
life."
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West the impression is usually given that to
Bahl'i is essentially the same thing as being
a Christian. " Whoever acts completely in acwith the teachings of Christ is a Bahi'i,"'
u'l-Baht in America. Fortunately, Shoghi
been more accurate than his grandfather
the meaning of the term " Bahl'i." " The
and primary considerations " are, he
recognition of the station of the ForeBib] , the Author [Baht'u'lliih] , and the
True Exemplar ['Abdu'l-BahB] of the Baht'i Cause
as set forth in 'Abdu'l-Bahi's Testament; unreserved
acceptance of, and submission to, whatsoever has
been revealed by their Pen; loyal and steadfast adherence to every clause of our Beloved's ['Abdu'l-Bahii's] sacred Will; and close association with the
spirit as well & the form of the present-day BahB'i
administration throughout the world."'
This statement leaves us in no doubt as to what is required of
.
a believer in this religion. To become a BahB'i it is
not enough for one to accept the "principles " of
Bahi or of 'Abdu'l-Baht, such as world peace, a
universal language, the equality of the sexes, etc.
One must unreservedly accept and submit to every-
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tlring that has been written and taught by the BHb

as well as by Baht? and 'Abdu'l-Bahf, and must implicitly obey Shoghi Efendi, the Guardian of the
Cause, as is required in the Will of 'Abdu'l-Bahf.
Any one who has read the preceding chapters with
attention will realize at once that no Christian can
possibly fdfil this requirement, unless he is prepared
absolutely to deny the essential doctrines of his faith.
For the sake of convenience I will give here a brief
summary of some of the Bfbi-BahH'i teachings which
no follower of Christ can accept, and which make it
impossible for a Christian to ally himself in any way
with this movement.
1. According to BahX teaching, Christ has been
displaced by BahH1u'llHh. True, Jesus is represented
as having been the Manifestation of God in His day,
as Abraham, Moses, and Muhammad were in theirs,
but His day is now past, and He and His teachings
are no longer adequate for the needs of mankind.
The Bahii'i "reverences Christ and Muhammad and
all God's former messengers to mankind," says Dr.
Esslemont, "but he recognizes Bahii'ullZh as the
bearer of God's message for the new age in which
we live, as the Great World-teacher who has come to
carry on and consummate the work of his predecessors."
"The Revelation of Jesus is no longer the
Point of Guidance to the world," says Remey. " We
are in total blindness if we refuse this new Revelation which is the end of the Revelations of the
Bahii'ism sets Christ aside and teaches that
past."
a greater than He has come. BahH1u'IIZh is said to
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been a Manifestation of God's Essence, while
Christ, Muhammad, Moses, etc., were only Manifestations of the divine qualities. Bahi'u'lliih was the
er while Christ was only the Son. One word of
'u'lliih's is sweeter than the words of all the
of the world (Christ included). " In the
g of Christ," said 'Abdu'l-BahB, "the divine
ngs were given in accordance with the infancy
human race. The teachings of Bah5'uJlliih
according to the stage of the maturity of
rld and the requirements of this illumined
.;<:4,7
They are pure gold, while previous teach:$.I 3'1:. world."
.+,,
'$!;;,.. . ings were only iron and wood? Christ's teachings
@!.-;.'.
!.,,,
,., are therefore abrogated and are no longer binding
:. ., . .' .
.j,:.?. upon men. The Ritdb-i-Aqdas and the rest of BahH's
"?:::j
writings are to be the rule of faith and practice for
:':$,,....
tLC.~ L .,.: all mankind for the next one thousand years. The
r'yBi
i:': +. BahB'is insist, in talking with Christians, that Bah2'*,,w 1,,: 1
,
u ll5h is essentially one with Christ, and that his
; p: .:.
' , 44
:..% . teachings do not destroy but rather fulfil those of
'.!:&'
,4J
..' our Lord.
The falsity sf this claim will immediately
kc';. become apparent to any unprejudiced person who
.;j,;,
.
:'. compares the .-Kildb-i-Aqdas with the Sermon on
.5,\.,, the Mount, or BahH'u'llBh's disgraceful quarrel with
';:;, ' ' his half-brother Subh-i-Azalg with the Gospel record
;'!(.:',,. of Gethsemane and Calvary. BahH'u'llZh can be
said to be one with Christ only in that he makes the
.,,;.: .: same absolute claims for himself that Christ made.
. . '. .
If Christ's claims were true, Bahl'u'lliih is one of
.-c'.' .. the " false prophets " predicted in Matthew 24. If
BahZ'u'lliih is true, Christ was not what He claimed
,.,.: .. .
,
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to be. One who asserts that Christianity and Bahii'ism
are the same knows but-little either of Bahii'ism or o f .
Christianity.
2. BahH'ism teaches that not only Bahl'ull6.h but
Muhammad also was superior to and has superseded
Christ. For it is a fundamental doctrine in the
BHbi-BahZ'i system that each '' Manifestation" is
more perfect than the one preceding it. Moses was
more perfect than Abraham, Jesus than Moses, Muhammad than Jesus, the Bib than Muhammad, and
BahH'ulll% than the Biib.l In America, 'AbdulBahl said little about Muhammad, usually passing
him by in silence when he named the great " Manifestations," and occasionally stating that Christians
had been totally misinformed as to the character of
the Prophet of Arabia. But in Persia the superiority
of Muhammad to Christ is taught without a blush by
the BahZ'is. According to them, Christianity was
the true religion for six centuries. Then, upon the
appearance of Muhammad, all followers of Christ as
well as Jews and pagans should immediately have
given up all their former beliefs and practices, and
should have accepted the new " Manifestation " and
everything he taught. Christ's law of love was abrogated by Muhammad's lex talionis, kindness to enemies was replaced by Holy War with the infidels,
monogamy gave way to polygamy and concubinage,
and the licentious Arab warrior took the place of the
pure and loving Son of Man as the standard of perfection for mankind. The Christians who forsook
Christ for Muhammad were saved, but all those who
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refused to do so were eternally lost. The whole Chrisrch from the seventh century to the present
been in total darkness because it failed to
knowledge Muhammad as Christ's successor and
e Koran as the perfection of the Gospels. This is
equivocal teaching of BahZ'ism. Can a Chrisho knows anything of Islam agree to place,
t only Bahi and the Bgb, but also Muhammad in a
sition superior to that of Jesus Christ?
ahs'ism approves polygamy. However much
Bahi'is may endeavour to cover up or
away this teaching, the fact remains that
y is permitted in the Kita'b-dAqdarB and
d by the example of BahZ'u'lllih himself.
-; c ; ;
.: , ' A . %
< Bahi'u'lliih had at least two wives and one concubine
'.!?.r
i who survived him, by all of whom he had children."
1'
'I,I..'':.+..k , ;Many Persian followers of his have imitated their
5 . k;.;
Master in this respect and have taken more than one
.':>?:-.-,, .v-. wife.
The terrible quarrel which arose between the
:.;" .'children of his different wives after Bahii's death
.g;..:
.'..;.:- ought to be a sufficient#warningto all of the evils of
t;\'>
.!;. :... polygamy, and the superiority of the Christian law
:::-.-: of marriage to that of BahH'ism. Certainly no pure,
,
minded ~hrisfianwould be willing to exchange the
:
high standard of the New Testament for the loose
,';;r :.:.
.
marriage regulations of this system.
.
4. Bahi'ism approves the assassination of enemies
of the faith. No beautiful sentiments expressed by
Bahii'ullih regarding love towards all mankind can
be quoted to refute this charge, for in such a matter
.
actions speak louder than words. In the preceding
*?.
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chapters we have seen how BHbis killed Muhammadans, Bahl'is killed Azalis, and the followers of
'Abbiis ~ f i n d killed,
i
and threatened to kill, the fol'lowers of Muhammad 'Ali. No such murders were
committed by the Christians of the first century, for
Christ forbade the use of the sword. Why, then, have
the BahH'is, according to their o w records,'* acted
so differently toward their enemies? Certainly it was
because Bahii and 'Abdu'l-BahH were either unable
or unwilling to restrain their followers. The presumption is that these assassinations were carried out,
not only with the approval of, but by the explicit
orders of the leaders of the Movement, for it is the
belief of Bahl'is in Persia that a " Manifestation "
has the right to remove any one who opposes him,
just as a surgeon has the right to cut off a gangrenous
limb.la At any rate, it speaks but poorly for the
" compelling power of the divine Word," which
Bahii'is refer to as the chief proof that their Master
was from God, that BahH'u'llHh was unable to prevent a large group of his most intimate and devoted
disciples from murdering in cold blood a number of
the followers of his half-brother Subh-i-Azal.
5. BahH1ism is pure legalism. The followers of
Bahl are not under grace but under the law. The
Kitcib-i-Aqdas contains a system of ceremonialism
which, while somewhat less burdensome than that of
IslHm and Judaism, is none the less absolutely binding upon all believers. Salvation is to be obtained
by performing the good works therein enjoined, among
which are prayers, fasting, tithes, pilgrimages, etc.
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'ism is merely a revival of the legalism from
Paul strove so desperately to save the early
ian Church. The Epistle to the Galatians
ell have been written to the foolish Chrisf the West who, after nineteen hundred yeats
ty in Christ, wish to place again upon their
necks the heavy yoke of the law. Only those who
1.s.t'*I.''
have
a slave-mind will knowingly consent to be brought
~, :s.
into such bondage.
t*.i-(:
4
>., . , 6. BahH'ism also denies other leading facts and
KJJ<'
doctrines of Christianity. I t denies all miracles,"
' ..
,:,;if::
explaining them away as parables. I t denies the
. :.a
$5death and resurrection of our Lord,16 and His atone;-?+?.+.: ment for sin. I t denies His ascension to heaven and
!: @. ' .
I : His promised return in glory as described by the
;; . :i ' ! .
. :
apostles. It has nothing to say of the Fatherhood of
, ;j
:?+; :., God,"' for BahH always addressed men as his slaves,
$; "not as his sons. There is no hope of a resurrection
,$.:: 'of believers in the Christian sense, and no certain
j
doctrine of personal immortality. I t is true that
! + . many Christian teachings have been incorporated in
.
their message by Bahl'i propagandists in the West,
:'.
so
that much of what is called " Bahg'ism " could
< . .. .
' ,
easily pass for orthodox Christianity. What BahH'ism
:. really is I h a ~ e ' a t t e m ~ t etod show in the preceding
.
chapters. I t is to be found not in the Baha"i Magazine,
.
.
:.. or in the popular addresses of BahH'i speakers, but in
I
. the original writings of the BHb and BahB'u'llZh.
I have mentioned here only a few of the BahH'l
!,: . A .
.,
doctrines
and practices which are radically opposed
i
.
to Christianity. There are others which might be
2. :
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added to the list. Whatahas been said, however, is
sufficient to prove my contention that no Christian
can profess his " unreserved acceptance of and submission to whatsoever has been revealed" by the
authors of this religion. In other words, no follower
of Jesus Christ can accept BahH'ism without denying
absolutely his Christian faith.
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( W . M. Miller), p. ,75; 8Al-Bbbu'l-H6di Ashar,
p. 81 ; See ~ ~ ~ ' i d u ' s h ~ hpp.
r ' o73-88;
;
Browne, A Literary History of Persia, pp. 428-430; Browne, A Literary
History of Persia, p. 311; See Browne's Nuqtatu'l-Ktif,
p. XXI; 'The followers of M i r d 'Ali Muhammad the
Biib called their Master the " Reminder," the " First
Point," etc., and spoke of themselves not as " Biibis" but
as the " People of The Baytin." The Baydn was the Biib's
Book, as The Koran was the Book of Muhammad, and
the lnjil (Gospel) of Jesus; From early times Muslims
have referred to the promise of the Paraclete (John 14: 16,
etc.) as a prediction of the coming of Muhammad.
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C a a m I1
The title " Bib " was not 'spplied to their Master by the
Blbis. They usually called him the " First Point " or " The
Reminder " (Journal Royal Asiatu Society, October, 1889,
p. 907) ; The Twelfth Imlm succeeded his father in A. H.
260, and Mirzii 'Ali Muhammad put forward his claim to
be the Bib in A. H. 1260; a New History, p. 21 1; New History, pp. 226, 227; 'OTraveller's Narrative, pp. 335-347;
Browne, Materials lor the Study of the BhbT Religion,
pp. 261, 262; ONew History, p. 290; 'For a full account
of these documents see Browne's Materials fdr the Study
of the Bhbi Religion, pp. 247-260; sAccording to the law
of Isllm, no mercy is to be shown to an apostate. Even
though he repent and desire to return to the faith, he must
be killed. See Koran 3234: "As for those who become
infidels, after having believed, and then increase their infidelity-their repentance shall never be accepted;" N e u
History, p. 298; lo Dr. Sa'id Khin of Teherln writes me
regarding this document: " The original document is kept
safely in the Majlis [Parliament]. It was addressed, as
the contents well proves, to the Crown Prince Nasserad Din
Mirfi, afterwards Shib."
@

CHAPTER111
=The Imim Re22 'was the eighth Im5m. He was poisoned by the Caliph Ma'mCm in A. H. 203. At least one
hundred thousand pilgrims visit his shrine in Meshed every
year; 8New History, p. 358; 'Aviireh's Kashju'l-Hiyal,
p. 28. According to Dr. Sa'id K h h , a letter had come
from the Biib apportioning tithes to certain of his chief
followers. When Miri5 Husayn 'Ali saw that he was overlooked in this distribution of worldly goods he became very
sad, and Qurratu'l-'Ayn, to cheer him, gave him the title
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Bahi;" New History, p. 361; New History, p. 363;
bineau, Vol. I, p. 218; "Gobineau, Vol. I, p. 222;
9 Fifty cents; lo One thousand dollars; l1New History,
9; l2 New History, p. 84; l S N e w History, p. 365;
History, p. 380; l5 The fighting began on May 13,
l e I t is not clear to me whether the " Seven Marre put to death before or after the execution of
id*:; tbe B B ; l7 New History, p. 298;
Brome, A Year
-9::Amongst the Persians, p. 63 ; loNuqtatu'l-Kif, p. 250;
~ e History,
w
p. 413; 20 Brome, A Year Amongst the Pnduns, p. 64; 21 There are many people who do not credit
' f i r ' the story of the removal of the B1's remains from Tabriz.
For instance, Avreb, the historian of the Bahi'i Move
.'2~'.
rnent, who has recently defected from Bahi'ism, states ernk?:tphatically in his book ~ a s h j u ' ~ ~ i y p.
a l ,142, that the
Bib's body remained in Tabriz. He says it would have
*!$jjri'
been impossible for the Bibis to have recovered the body
at such a time. Gobineau also thought the BL1s body
'(
bad been devoured by wild beasts at Tabriz, Les Religions,
.nL,r,,
'TJI
etc., Vol. I, p. 310; 22 Dr. Sa'id Kh5n states that "some
.*1 , even, out of disappointment, committed suicide;" 2 W r .
'C Sa'id KMn says that one of those who recanted and was
'. released was Sayyid 'Aziz, the BZb's faithful friend, who
' bad gotten the Biib his second wife in his own name in
, order to hold her secretly for his Master. Sayyid 'Aziz
'
was especially ordered to recant in order to carry some
documents and relics of the Brlb to Teheriin to Subh-i-Azal.
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\
.A. L. M. Nicolas, the French writer, also has made a
thorough study of the Biib and Biibism; Browne, A Year
Amongst the Persians, pp. 544, 545; NuqtatuJl-Ktif,
English Introduction, p. xxiv; a The Bgb states that David
Lived five hundred years before Moses, Moses five hundred

I

years before Jesus, and Jesus five hundred years before
Muhammad. See Nikii's Filsifa-yi-NikS, Vol. 2, p. 52;
Lcs Religions et les Philosophies, Vol. 2, p. 77; The BHb
said, " No one is to be slain for unbelief," but this did not
apply in time of war, it seems; @Ninety-fiveBiibi misqds
of pure gold now equals about two hundred and twenty-five
dollars, and the same amount of silver about seven dollars
and sixty cents; T I am told by Dr. Sa'id Khan of Teherh
that the B5b himself certainly had two wives, and probably three. The second wife was taken by his devoted
follower Sayyid 'Aziz in his own name, and was then
brought by him and presented to the BBb while the latter
was in Isfahin. "This woman I met in Teheriin," writes
Dr. Sa'id Khiin, "and got much important information
from her;"
The Baycn was actually completed by
Subh-i-Azal. Dr. Sa'id K h h has a copy of it, as completed by Azal, in his library.
CHAPTER
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M i r d Buzurg, the father of Subh-i-Azal and BahH'u l l a , was not a prince, as the BahB'is say he was. (See
Aviireh's Kashfu'l-Riyal, p. 30.) He had been a clerk
[munshi], according to Dr. Sa'id KhHn, and when he
went to Kim% with one of the princes he there accumulated his wealth in the corrupt manner so common among
government employees in the East; *This second wife, or
concubine, of Mirzi Buzurg was the mother of Baha'u'llih;
a New History, p. 375; This statement from Bahi shows
clearly the amicable relations which existed between the
brothers about A. D. 1851; N m History, p. 379; New
History, p. 381; See Journal Royal AsMtu Society, OctoIKI, 1897, p. 763. The Arabic text of this document, with
English translation, is given in the New History, p. 426;
Nabil is numerically equivalent to Muhammad, the sum
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umerical value of the letters of each being ninety" 'Ali, before Nabil " is simply another way
:.of saying "'Ali Muhammad;" @New History, p. 381;
,..loGobineau, Vol. 11, pp. 72, 73; The Book of Assur, pp. 179, 180; l2 Dr. Browne, Nezu History, p. xx;
qtatu'l-Kij, edited by E. C. Browne, " Cibb Memor1. XV, London, 1910; Nuqtatu'l-Kdf, p. 252 ff.;
New History, p. 384 8.; "'t
is impossible to estimate
@ ' accurately the number of BPbis in Persia at this time.
8;;3 Cobineau says that there were about five thousand in
Teherin a few years after this. Supposing that the pro$:!: portion to the population was the same all over Persia
: (which it was not), this would give about two hundred and
4:'.
fifty thousand in all Persia;
For instance, he says that
I f:.
while the Bgb could reveal one thousand verses in six
hours, Subh-i-Azal was able to reveal the same amount in
;. ' three hours. (Nuqtatu'l-Kdj, p. 355); l7 According to
Gobineau they were unable to unhorse the Shah (VoI. 11,
' .,
p. 12); l8 Mull5 Shaykh 'Ali claimed to be the " Gate "
9:
of Subh-i-Azal, (New History, p. 392) ; See, for example,
,
Traveller's Narrative, p. 50; 20 Gobineau, Vol. 11, pp. 10I *'
36; 21 If BahP had confessed himself a Biibi he would
almost certainly have been executed with the others. The
(
fact that he was not killed $ strong evidence that he denied
his faith to save his life. Dr. Sa'id K h h writes me that
the Prime Ministei was from Nlir in Mizanderh and knew
Bahi personally, and so facilitated his escape. Bahl told
the Prime Minister he did not believe in Muhammad, so
how could he believe in the BPb ( I ) ; 22 This practice, which
is called taqiyya, is not thought to be wrong, but is considered obligatory by Shi'ites and Biibis; 28 Traveller's
Narrative, p. 356; 24 Dr. Browne, note in Persian Introduction to Nuqtatu'l-Kdj; 25 See The Book of Assurance,
pp. 179, 180. The Bah2l translator of this book always
\

two. Hence
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translates BahH's first person singular by " We," the " plural of Majesty;" 2a New Hijtory, p. 357; Gobineau, Vol. 11,
p. 6; 27 New History, p. 358; 28 Subh-i-Azal is not referred
to in this communication. I t is evident, therefore, that in
A. D. 1862 Bahfi was looked upon by outsiders as the leader
of the Bibi Movement; ?B Materials joy the Study oj the
Bcibr' Religion, pp. 283-287 ; 'O Traveller's Narrative, p.
358; Dr. Sa'id Khin writes me that the B5b had written to BahH to take good care of Azal. Bahi accordingly
forced Azal to live in seclusion, telling him that his enemies were trying to kill him, and that it was not safe for
him to appear in public. Thus all communication with
\ I ~ z a lwas through Bahi, and he smn got all the affairs of
the Bibis into his own hands. He spent lavishly the money
which poured into his lap from Persia in winning friends
and supporters for himself, and he sent out his followers
to meet the pilgrims who had come from Persia to visit
the shrine of Karbala and induce them to come to see
him. Thus he stole away the hearts of the B2bis from
Subh-i-Azal.

CHAPTERVI
The date of Bahi's declaration is fixed by Nabil the
follower of BahH in his chronological poem. He says the
claim was made when BahH was fifty years old, which
would be A. D. 1866-67 (Journal Royal Asiatic Society,
1889, pp. 983-990). Mirzii Abu'l-Fazl, the famous Bahz'i
missionary, confirms this date, in his Istidkiliyya (Journal
Royal Asiatic Society, October, 1892, p. 703, note 1).
'Abdu'l-Bahii, in his Traveller's Narrative, in his effort to
make it appear that BahH had been the leading figure in
the Bibi Movement from an earlier time, "deliberately
and purposely antedated the Manifestation," says Dr.
Browne, stating that this important declaration was made
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Bahl in BaghdM in A. D. 1852, fourteen years earlier
it actually occurredl The modem Bahl7s have fixed
ate as April 21, 1863,-which is only three or four
too early (Bahd'u'll6h and the New Era, Esslemont,
See also Journal Royal AsMtk Society, April, 1892,
, pp. 304-306;. 21ntmduction to New History, p. xxii;
, Journal Royal Asiatk Society, October, 1892, p. 686;
"Abdu'l-BahH, in his Travellefs Narrative, p. 62, seeks
lain the position of leadership which Subh-i-Azal had
gly held by saying that he was set up as a sort of
that all the wrath of the Muslims might be
out upon him, in order that BahiiVull5h,the real
f the movement, might be protected from danger;
veller's Narrative, p. 371; "See Traveller's Nar372; Journal Royal Asiatic Society, April, 1892,
TraveUer's Narrative, p. 370; DIntroduction to
, p. xxxi. But in spite of the fact that it has
itely proved that the Traveller's Narrative is the
b b k Efendi, the Bahd'i Wortd (1928, pp. 201t include it in the list of his books, and fails
author; "Introduction to New History, p.
: :?I
. .
xxviii; lo MirzZ Abul-Fazl, the well-known Bahii'i mis. .., _ . sionary, had an important part in the preparation of this
; ..'- . work (New History, p. XI); l2Appendix I1 in the New
I . History; 18 Nuqtatu'l-Kc?!, " Gibb Memorial," XV, 1910;
l4English Introduction to Nuqtatu'l-Ki!,
p. xxxiv; l5 Two
wives were exiled with Subh-i-Azal. From first to last he
had eleven or twelve wives (Journal Royal Asiatic Society,
,
October, 1897, p. 767). For a short time he had the
second wife of the BHb, but his other wives forced him to
give her to someone else; '"The number of BrIbis exiled
to Cyprus was given in the official reports as fourteen,
and two servants (TraveRer's Narrative, p. 381 8 . ) ;
l7 Traveller's Narrative, p. xv; l8 Traveller's Narrative,
z
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p. xxiv; loDr. Sa'id K h h , Mission Problems in New
Persia, Beirut, 1926; mMatffials for the Study of the
Ba'bi Religion, p. 311 ff.; 21 Dr. Sa'id K h h of Tehech
writes me that counting women and children there are
from fifteen hundred to two thousand Azalis still living in
Persia. They are found in Tehersn, Kirmh, Yazd, Zanjh,
Shiriz, Isfahiin, and Hamadiin; 22 This charge is to be
found in ' Abdul-BahB's book Badd'tu'l-Athcir (Persian
edition, Vol. 11) ; a I recently saw a manuscript copy of
the Nuqtatu'l-KZf in the library of Dr. Sa'id KMn of
Teherh. This copy was dated A. H. 1268 [A. D. 18521,
the very year in which the author died for his faith in
Teherh. Dr. Sa'id Khan told me that it had cost him
infinite trouble to get this book into his possession. He
also has many other rare B5bi books in his collection.
CHAPTERVII
Materkls for the Study of the Ba'bi Religion, p. xxi;
Mirzl Husayn 'Ali was called Jandb-&Baht (" His Excellence the Splendour ") by the early BZbis, and it was
only later that he adopted the title of Bahd'u'lkih ("The
Splendour of God "). But in 'AkkZ the Sunnites did not
like the sound of " Bahii'ulliih," as it seemed too high a
title for man to bear, and so he called himself only " Bahl "
among them (Kashfu'l-Hiyal, p. 29); S N a o History, p.
xxv; The B5b called himself " The ' h e of Truth," and
Bah3 here applies the same term to himself; 6The reference is to the attempt on the ShBh's life in A. D. 1852;
Journal Royal Asktic Society, 1889, pp. 955-56; The
occasion for this and other appeals to the kings of the
earth to reduce their armies and be at peace among themselves was probably the struggle between Russia, France,
and England for supremacy in the East. While Bahl was
in Baghdsd the Crimean War was fought between Russia

'
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the one side, and Turkey, Great Britain, and France
the other. About the time he came to Adrianople
upied Syria for a short time. War almost broke
t between Turkey and Greece a t the time when he and
followers were transferred to ' A M . In 1870, France
defeated by Germany and Napoleon 111. fell. In 1877,
again broke out between Russia and Turkey, and
was defeated. Bahl no doubt watched closely these
hich were taking place about him, as they had a
ring upon his own fate. I t did not require a
en any more than it does now to predict that
the race for supremacy and the increase of armaments
lead to nothing but destruction. Bahi's appeal to
of the earth to decrease their armies was by no
first appeal of the kind to be sounded. For
Congress of peace societies was
in 1843. In 1848, a second congress was
The third was beld in Paris in 1849
of Victor Hugo. Others were held
Manchester. Another- was held
Exposition of 1878. Bahl
informed of these various
efforts
to
secure
peace,
and
it
is
not strange that he should
, ,
.g:,1' have included " the Most Great Peace " in his programme
Yr for the new dispensation; The almost cringing attitude of
:*.f
this epistle is so far removed from the defiant tone of the
Suratu'GMullik
that it seems quite probable that Bahl
.. '.', had different readers
in view in each case. 'She Lawh-d
.:!I. SIllldn was intended for
the S h a himself, and was meant
"': . to dispel the bitter hatred which that sovereign bore toward
..
;.I . the BBbis. In it Bahii makes no claim for himself or for
;
.. ,the Bib. But the Suratu'l-Mufrlk was intended only for
:,; Bahii's followers, and sought to impress them with the
:. courage and authority of their Lord. Hence the difference
'

A?

..I.

I

I.:

:,

,

in tone!; @Thefirst part of the Sum-LHaykal; lo Materials for the Study of the BF6i Religion, p. 45; l 1 Bahiyya
Khlnim, the daughter of BahZ, said to Mr. Phelps, "We
were given a comfortable house with three moms and a
court " ('Abbb Efendi, Phelps, p. 66) ; l P The Azalis say
that those who died were Azalis, and that it was the
BahZ'is, not the climate, that killed them; l a So successful were Subh-i-Azal and Bahii and 'Abdul-BahZ in concealing from their neighboun their real claims that when
they died the Sunnite clergy took part in their funerals.
Had it been known what they really taught they would
all have been pronounced apostates, as the B5b had been
by the Shi'ite clergy of Tabriz; l 4 Materials for the Study
of the Bibi Retigion, p. 52; lWateridls for the Study of
the Ba'bi Religion, p. 57; na Journal Royal AsMtu SOciety, 1889, p. 996. Also Traveller's Narrative, p. 370;
lbBrowne, Journal Royal Asiatic Society, July, 1889, p.
517; l7 There is no doubt whatever about the occurrence
of this assassination. Mirfi JawBd, the Bahl'i historian,
records it (Materials for the Study of the Bibi Religion,
p. 55). A Bah5'i in Persia told Dr. Browne of it with
some pride, and said that the number of Azalis murdered
was seven ( A Year Amongst the Persians, pp. 512-514);
l 8 I t is clear either that Bahl had no control whatever
over his followers, or else that he secretly commanded
them to carry out this assassination while outwardly forbidding it. When one recalls the devotion of the BZbis to
the BZb, and the similar devotion of these Baha'is to
Bahl, it is inconceivable that they should have perpetrated
this murder contrary to Bahl's orders. I therefore believe
the deed to have been done with his approval, if not by
his orders; l BSee Bahb'i Scriptures, pp. 67-1 15; Journal
Royal Asiatic Society, April, 1892, p. 313; Muhammad
is said to bave sent epistles to the kings of Persia and
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!. Byzantium bidding them ackno&ledge him as the Prophet

r'
,:'

": of

All31, and Bahi seemingly followed his example. I t
is probable, . however, that if Bahi actually sent these
epistles to those to whom he addressed them (a fact which
f!. .is stoutly denied by Avlreh), his main purpose was to
.: get help for himself, or else to impress his followers with
his prophetic boldness; Z1 Bahi apparently did not foresee that he would soon be dwelling in a Palace himselfl;
Materials /or the Study o/ the Ba'bi Religion, p. 11';
m ~ h i sprophecy of the downfall of Napoleon is frequently referred to by the Bahi'is as an instance of Bahi's
knowledge of future events. iiviireh tells us, however,
that Bahi had been angered because Napoleon had paid
no attention to his first letter beseeching him to help him,
and he therefore, a/ter Napoleon's fall (1870), composed
this epistle and passed it off as a prophecy written before
the event. Avgreh (Kashlu'l-Hiyal, p. 80) asserts that he
# now has in his possession the original of the first letter,
4). which never reached Napoleon at all. Bahi always had
.;
It.: great hopes of assistance from Russia, and perhaps the
' hostile note which he adopted toward Napoleon (Russia's
chief enemy in the Near East) was to win favour from
the Czar. The Pope, as the ally of Napoleon, would
naturally come in for his share of censure. It would be
interesting to know whether in the Vatican or Paris or
'
Leningrad any record of these epistles of Bahi is to be
found; 2' Bahi's " family " consisted at this time of two
wives and a concubine and numerous children. The fact
that Bahi practiced polygamy is usually concealed by
Bahi'i writers, but it is true beyond a doubt. His first
wife was Nawwlb, whom he married in A. D. 1835, and by
whom he had six children, the eldest to survive being
'AbbL Efendi ('Abdu'l-Bahi). In A. D. 1849, while his
firdt wife was still bearing him children, Baha took as his
'

\
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second wife-his cousin Mahd-i-'Ulyi, who also bore him
six children, the eldest of whom was Muhammad 'Ali, the
rival claimant to 'Abbk. Not content with tbe two wives
permitted by his own law, Bahii, in A. D. 1867, took a third
wife, Gohar, spoken of by AvEreh as a "wife," and by
others as a concubine. She bore him a daughter Fiiriiqiyya.
Adreh says that Bahi, in his seventieth year, mamed
also Jamaiyeh KhZnum, the fifteen-year-old niece of his
faithful follower Khidim'ulliih, and adds that she was
not the only girl taken by him in his latter years (Kashfu'lHiyal, p. 146). All of his wives survived him. See Wilson's Bahd'ism and Its Claims, p. 161, and Browne's Materials for the Study of the Bdbi ~eligion,p. 320. I t is
said that one of these wives once asked a Christian missionary lady, who used to call at the house, who God was.
She said her husband claimed to be God, but she knew he .
was not (Alter's Studies in Bahri'ism, p. 5); 240 Materials
for the Study of the Ba'bi Religion, p. 59;
Filsija-yiNikri, Vol. 11, p. 127; 26 Traveller's Narrative, p. xxx ff.;
Put off thy shoes from off thy feet, for the place
whereon thou standest is holy ground," said God to Moses
out of the bush (Exodus 3:s); 2a The Devil;
The
Azalis compare Bahl to the Golden Calf which the Children of Israel worshipped; There was a saying among
the Persian Bahl'is that whoever went to 'Akkl lost his
faith (Filsifa-yGNikri, Vol. 11, p. 128; Mirzii Jawid says
that Bahi composed in all a hundred volumes; "=Lord
Curzon put their number in n D. 1892 a t from one-half to
one million; aWaCerials for the Study of the Bdbi Religion, pp. 60-61. Contrast this self-pitying attitude of
Bahi with the manly courage and steadfastness of John
Bunyan who for twelve years endured an imprisonment
more severe by far than that of Bah& The above senti-
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ments were expressed, moreover, while BahZ was living
in his Palace in Bahji; Jounrol Royal Asiatk Society,
October, 1892, pp. 693, 694.

CHAPTER
VIII
'One of the faults which Persians frequently find with

''. the Bib and BahZ is that so much of their writings is in
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Arabic, a language which is not understood by one person
in a thousand in Persia. If their teachings are for us,
why did they not give them to us in our own language?
they ask. The reason was, no doubt, that by writing in
Arabic they hoped to mate their books appear more like
the Koran. They were also afraid to set forth some of
their doctrines in the language of the common people, and
hoped to inspire awe in them by addressing them in an
unknown tongue-just as the Roman Church long refused
to allow its members to read the Bible in the vernacular.
And even the " Tablets " composed in Persian are written
in such an involved style, and are so wordy and full of
empty phrases, that few Persian readers can understand
what they read. Av2reh says the verses of Bahi are so
full of repetitions that they only waste the paper they
are written on. A former Bahi'i missionary gives as one
reason for leaving Bahi'ism " the verses and the spiritless,
cold, and incorrect words of Bahs;" a Bahi'Z Scriptures,
edited by Horace Holley and approved by the Bahi'i
Committee on Publications, Brentano's, 1923;
Everlasting Father," Isaiah 9:6; %t
is, heaven (light) to be hell
(fire); @All the statements of this paragraph are taken
from Baha"i Scriptures, Part I, p. 554; Dr. Browne gives a
summary of the Kitdb-dAqdas in the Journal Royal AsMtu
Society, October, 1889, pp. 972-982. I have quoted him in
some cases in the pages which follow, but it appears that
in a number of places his copy of the Arabic Kitib-d
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Aqdas was different from my copy. The laws are practically the same, but the Brrangement is different; @ I n
Muhammadan prayers certain Arabic sentences are repeated
with each prostration. BahZ commanded nine prostrations,
but never gave his followers the appropriate words to be
repeated with them1 Hence Bahi'is either say the Muhammadan prayers, as BahH and 'Abdu'l-BahH always did
in 'AkkH, or else (as usually happens) they entirely neglect
this command to pray. They have a one-prostration prayer
in Arabic which is sometimes used. Dr. Sa'id Kh5n writes
me that there is a book of prayers published in Egypt, but
I have not seen this myself; lo BahH adopted the BZbi
calendar of nineteen months each of nineteen days (19 x
19 = 361), with five intercalary days following the nineteenth month. March 21 is to be New Year's Day. This
calendar must be adopted by all mankind; l1The old Persian custom of celebrating the day on which the sun enters
the sign Aries as New Year's Day is retained in BahB'ism;
l2 The Muhammadan mullis encourage people to kiss their
hands as a sign of respect, and forgive sins for a compensation; 18Note that the male heirs inherit more than the
female; Tbis abrogates the law of the Baydn which proreserved the
vided for no corporal punishments; "'ahH
privilege of wearing long hair for himself and his sons;
16 Bahl thus guards himself against any who might interpret his " one thousand years" figuratively, as he had
interpreted the "mustaghdth" (2001 years) of the Blb;
"Nine Bibi misqiils of pure gold now equals about
twenty-one dollars; l8 That is, to Bahl; lg Music is forbidden in I s l h ; m That is, to Baha's writings; Literal,
" slave girl;" 21 This seems to mean that girls kept for
service in the house are the lawful property of their masters. AvZreh interprets it thus, and says that BahH had
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relations with girls who sewed him. Jamiliyah Khhum
was one of these (Kash~u'l-Hiyal, p. 146);
Nineteen
Bfibi misqas of pure gold now equals about forty-five dollars, of silver about one dollar and fifty cents; 24 Nothing
is said of the rights of the woman; The Bib had forbidden this; m Avaeh says that this provision was always
very strictly enforced, and that Bahi and 'Abdu'l-Bahi
always wrote most laudatory epistles to all who sent them
money, whatever their moral character might be (Karhfu'lRiyal, p. 133, etc.); 2T Since this is the only limitation
imposed by Bahi, Avireh infen that all other women
besides one's father's wife are lawful; 28The former is
celebrated on April 21, and the latter on May 23;
Bib forbade the learning of other languages, and planned
to make Persian and Arabic the official tongues of his
world Bfibi State. BaM, after living outside Persia, realized the impossibility of this plan, and the necessity of his
missionaries knowing other languages; The Shi'ites used
to carry dead bodies to KarbalH and Meshed and other
shrines, hoping that the dead would have a better hope
of salvation if buried near some I m h . This custom often
resulted in the spread of disease, and has been largely
discontinued; alThat is, " He whom God shall manifest;"
a2For example, it is better to read the verse in the
Kitclb-i-Aqdas which commands a weekly bath than to read
both the Old and the New Testaments; Both Bahi and
the Bib forbade the mourning for martyred I m h and
prophets which forms so large a part of popular religion
in Persia; "The Bib had commanded that the face be
shaved clean. Bahl now leaves the individual free to do
as he wishes; The Old and New Testaments, The Koran,
y d The Bayin are i n a d e q u a t ~ n l ythe Kita'b-i-Aqdas
is sufficient for men; One of his sons, he does not indi-
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cate which; "The Biib also commanded this; mThe
reader will have noted tbd resemblance of these laws to
those of the Bib as described in Chapter 111. There are
differences in detail, and BahZ's laws are better fitted for
actual life than are those of the Biib, but both systems are
one with Isl5m in being purely legalistic; See Journal
Royal Asiatic Society, October, 1892, p. 678; 'OThe
Shi'ites, Jews, etc., consider outsiders unclean;
Bahi
never suggested which language should be chosen; 42 That
is, they are not to rebel, as the Biibis did; 4a This was a
later development of Bahi's earlier teaching regarding the
reduction of armaments; 44 He says, " Newspapers are as
a mirror which is endowed with hearing, sight, and speech;
they are a wonderful phenomenon and a great matter"
(Bahd's' Scriptures, p. 146) ; a His Arabic is severely criticized, however, by Persian scholars as being ungrammatical;
48'Abdul-Bahi told Dr. Jessup that he knew the books of
the Beirut Press (founded 1834); 47 Materials for the Study
of the Ba'bi Religion, p. xiv;
Thomas Urquhart, in
the seventeenth century, wrote a book entitled Universal
Language. The effort to invent a universal language seems
to have first been made by Schleyer, a German monk (born
1839), and his language, Volapuk, which he gave to the
world in 1880 spread rapidly in Europe during the decade
which followed, so that by 1890 there were one million
Volapuk students scattered over the earth. Bahi's insistence upon a universal language was largely an echo of
the preaching of European enthusiasts on this subject;
4* While in speaking to Christians Bahii referred to himself as the Everlasting Father predicted by Isaiah, it must
be dearly understood that " the Fatherhood of Cod " had
no place in Bahi's theology. God is thought of as the
Lord, the King, and men are always spoken of as His
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slaves, never as His children. In addressing his followers
Baha always refers to them as " slaves;" For the benefit
of those who have not read Bahi's writings I will quote a
few of his best sayings: " I t is not for him who loves his
country to be proud, but' [rather] for him who loves the
whole world." " 0 people of Bahjil ye are the Risingplaces of Love and the Daysprings of the Divine Grace.
Do not defile the tongue with the vituperation and cursing
of any one. Keep the eye from that which is unseemly.
Be not the cause of sorrow, much less of strife and sedition." " The Religion of God hath been revealed and
manifested
for the unity and concord of the people
of the world. Make it not, then, a cause of difference and
strife." "The world is one country, and God's servants
are one family, did they but know it." " Whosoever is
angered against you, meet him with kindness, and he who
revileth you, revile him not." " That ye should be slain
for His good pleasure is better than that ye should slay."
" If religion be the cause of discord and difference, then
no religion is preferable." " He whose words exceed his
deeds, know verily that his non-being is better than his
being, and his death better.than his life." When one recalls
the history of the BHbis and the Bahii'is, it would be
difficult to pass upon this movement a judgment more
severe than that khich BahB himself has passed in the two
last maxims which I have quoted; 51 It was the custom
at thattime for well-to-do people in Persia to have private
teachers come to their homes to train their children. Baha
and all his brothers wen thus educated a t home, and their
teacher was well known in Teherh, says Dr. Sa'Td Khan.

. .'.

CHAPTERIX
' A b b k Efendi was bom in Persia in A. D. 1841. Modem
Baha'is say that his birth occurred "on May 23, 1844,

-

in the very same hour in which the Bib declared his mission" (Bahd'u'Udh and the New Era, p. 53), but this is
dearly a fiction. See Materials for the Study of the Bdbi
Religion, p. 320.. He accompanied his father to Baghdiid
in A. D. 1852, and later to Adrianople and 'AkkZi. He
married but one wife, and had four daughters; Bahd'i
Scriptures, pp. 259-262; a Materials for the Study of the
Ba'bi Religion, p. 76 ff.; Baha"i Scriptures, p. 261. The
BahB'i translator, either ignorantly or intentionally, misinterprets the titles of the two brothers; 'Abbiis Efendi be
calls the " Greatest Branch," and Muhammad 'Ali the
" Greater Branch," whereas both terms (A'zam and Akbar)
have a superlative and an equally lofty meaning. The
meaning of this passage is that after 'Abbis Efendi, Muhammad 'A1i is to be the leader of the movement; Materials for the Study of the Biibi Religion, pp. 77, 78;
OStar of the West, November 23, 1913, p. 238; TThe
volume Bahd'T Scriptures, for example, has two parts.
Part I comprises the verses of Bahi, and Part I1 (larger
than Part I ) the writings and addresses of 'Abdul-Bahi.
Both are considered equally authoritative. " The words of
'Abdul-BahB
have equal rank and spiritual validity
with those of the Manifestation " (The Bahi'i IVorld, Vol.
11, p. 81); 8Avi4reh says that while 'Abbk Efendi was
robbing his relatives of their property and rights he continued to send out " Tablets " complaining of the way he
was being mistreated by them (Karhju'l-Hiyal, p. 145) ;
DMaterials for the Study of the Bdbi Religion, p. 87 ff.;
'"These included twelve Holy portraits [of Bahi], two
hundred and seventeen Holy Tablets
., and a number
of the Holy head-dresses, garments and hairs, besides many
sacred Books " (Miri5 Jawid); l1 Materials for the Study
of the Ba'bi Religion, p. 167; l2 Nuqtatu'l-Kiif, p. xlix;
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I t will be remembered how sympathetic had been the
attitude of Dr. Browne to the early Blbi Movement;
14After engaging in quarrels such as these with his own
family one wonders how 'Abdu'l-Bahl could have written
to the Bahl'is of America these words, " If two souls
differing and
quarrel and contend about a question
should there appear the
disputing, both are w o n g
least trace of controversy, they must remain silent
(Bahd'i Scriptrrres, p. 544); l6 Materials for the Study of
the Bibi Religion, pp. 155-167; '@He had been poisoned,
according to the doctor who attended him (Materials for
the Study of the Bdbi Religion, p. 158); l7 Materials for
the Study of the Ba'bi Religion, p. 156 ; l8Materials for the
Study of the Bdbi Religion, p. 116 ff.; lo See p. 191, note 21;
*O This prophecy was, of course, never fulfilled, and his
photograph was taken repeatedly during and after his visit
to America; The party which followed Muhammad 'Ali
were henceforth called " Bahl'ists;" 22 Wilson, p. 269;
sa The Three Questions, p. 23 (quoted by Wilson, p. 269) ;
This is the account which Dr. Khayru'lliih himself gave
of the interview (Materials for the Study of the Bdbi Religion, p. 154); 25 MMIrzZ Abul-Fazl, during the last years
of his life in Egypt, entirely withdrew from the Bahi'is
and was buried as a Muhammadan (Kashfu'l-Riyal, p.
207) ; Quoted in Bahi'u'lla'h and the New Era, p. 58;
"Had 'Abb5s Efendi forgotten that it was forbidden in
the Kita'b-i-Agdas to give to beggars?; 28'Abb5s Efendi
was a "prisoner " only in the sense that he was not free
to go outside 'Akkl; 20 Quoted in Bahi'u'llih and the New
Era, p. 59; ao 'Abba's Efendi, Phelps, 1903; Abdil'l-Bahl
later denied that he was Christ, but as we have seen above,
the claim was certainly made for him a t first by his a p
proved missionaries; a2 This Temple is still incomplete,
\
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only thi first story having as yet been finished. I t is intended to symbolize the oneness of religions. " The
Mashriqul-Azk5r is freely open to people of all faiths on
equal terms, expressing in this the Universality of Bahl'~'11% " (Bahd'i World, Vol. 11, p. 114) ; I t will be remembered that BahP really set forth his claim in A. D. 1867
in Adrianople, which was only forty-six years prior to this
address, not sixty years; a4 This principle has been insisted
upon by Shi'ite doctors for at least six centuries (see my
Al-Bdbu'l-HZdi Ashar, p. 7); a%part from the Bible
teaching on this subject, the Persian poet Sa'adi, in the
thirteenth century, beautifully set foith this doctrine of
the unity of mankind. "The sons of men are members
one of another," he says; a81t will be remembered that
Bah% did not teach the Fatherhood of God; a71do not
recall seeing this principle in any of Bahi's writings. Unfortunately, Bahi's own teachings were not always one
with science. In the lqdn he says that if " copper is
protected in its own mine from superabundance of dryness,
it will in seventy years attain to the state of gold" (The
Book of Assurance, p. 111) ; Where in Bahii's writings
is this principle to be found? His law allows a man to
have two wives, but does not permit a woman to have two
husbands, women inherit less than men, men only can be
elected to the "House of Justice," etc.; 3gThis also is
Christian, not Bahl'i, teaching; "'rd
Tennyson, not
Bahci, is the author of this phrase;
BahP commanded
the education of children, Christians have been striving
to practice this principle for centuries; 42 BahZ'i Scriptures,
p. 330; 43 Balrci'i Scriptures, p. 328; 44 Bahd'i Scriptures,
p. 382; 4S Bahd'r' Scriptures, p. 439; 48'Abbfis Efendi did
not suggest how he proposed to unite with his rival
Bahd'i Scriptures, p. 266;
brother Muhammad 'Ali;
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Bahb'i Scriptures, p. ,554;
BahZi Scriptures, p.
487 ; Bahd'i Scriptures, p. 547 ; BahdJi Scriptures,
p. 282; 52 Bahd'i Scriptures, p. 283. This is absolutely
contradictory to what he said in a church in Brooklyn of
" the right of unrestricted individual belief " (Bahd'i Scrip
Cures, p. 330); sa Bahb'i Scriptures, p. 286;
Bahd'i
Scriptrires, p. 287; 65 Bahd'i Scriptures, p. 289; Bahb'i
BaScriptures, p. 361; 5T Bahd'i Scriptures, p. 309;
Bahd'i Scriptures, p. 316;
hdJi . Scriptures, p. 309;
60 Bahd'i Scriptures, p. 393.
But see Genesis 20:12;
*' BahdJi Scriptures, p. 393 ; Bahd'i Scriptures, p. 395.
The Jews had been in Persia for centuries before Christ;
Bahd'i Scriptures, p. 335; 04 Bahd'i Scriptures, p. 351;
BahbJu'lIbh and the New Era, p. 63; ** What would history have said of Jesus Christ had He accepted a knighthood from Caesar, and sat for His photograph on the
occasion? But 'Abdu'l-BahH is thought to be one with
his father, who was greater than Christ; "One of the
speakers was the Mufti, or head of the Sunnite community, of Haifa, a clear indication that 'Abdul-BahH was
still considered an orthodox Sunnite by his neighbours in
Haifa; 08See p. 191, note 21, as to whether the B&'s
body was really taken to'Haifa or not; Dr. Sa'id KhZn
writes me that Dr. Khayrull5h had been excommunicated
by the christian*community (he was a Christian by birth)
for practicing polygamy and for other indecent conduct.

"

"
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CHAPTER

X

Balib'i Scriptures, p. 261; Bahb'i World, Vol. 11, p.
81 ff.; Fortunately, there was no serious dispute over the
succession this time. Muhammad 'Ali did not possess
enough influence to press his claims, and the Bahi'is
dverywhere accepted Shoghi Efendi without question;
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'This has not yet been formed, though Bah5 made provision for it some sixty ykars ago; s Shoghi Efendi's h e l p
ers; Bahd'i World, Vol. 11, p. 85; Bahi'i World, Vol. 11,
p. 86; Bahd'i World, Vol. 11, p. 87; 9 BaM'i World,
p. 89; 1°Av5reh says that the B a h f b have begun to say
that Shoghi Efendi is sinless; Shoghi Efendi was twentyfive years of age in A. D. 1921; 's Bahd'i World' pp. 132,
133; "I do not know whether Shoghi Efendi meant by
this the " Hands of God " or the " Universal House of
Justice," but I think it was the former; lSOf the fifty
names of secretaries given for America, forty-five are of
women and five are of men; l6 Shoghi Efendi has taken a
census of all the BahH'is of the world, and according to
Avireh he discovered that there are now in all ten thousand Bahl'Ss, or, if children are also counted, twenty
thousand (Kashfu'GHiyal, p. 192) ; l7May, 1926; l8Bahd'i
Wwld, Vol. 11, p. 93. This statement was drawn up originally by Shoghi Efendi, and is therefore authoritative
(Bahd'i World, Vol. 11, p. 106); l9 This occurred, I think,
about A. D. 1925; *O Bahd'i World, Vol. 11, p. 32; 21 Bahd'i
World, Vol. 11, p. 22; 22 Bahd'i Wwld, Vol. 11, p. 70;
2s Bahd'i World, Vol. 11, p. 114; 25 Bahii'r' World, Vol. 11,
p. 43;
Dr. Sa'id K h a , a prominent Christian physician of Teherb, and an authority on Bahii'ism, says of
the American Bahi'is, " I have met a few of these.
Their ignorance is appalling. I confess I have yet to see
a Western so-called Christian who accepted BahB'ism who
knew his Bible well, or had a fair idea of B5bPswritings;"
Kashju'l-Riyal, p. 53. 28As this book goes to the press
a pamphlet has come to my notice which has an important
bearing on this discussion of Shoghi Efendi. I t is called
"Abdul Bahf's Alleged Will Is Fraudulent," and is written
by Mrs. Ruth White, a Baha'i, and published by The Tut@
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tle Company, Rutland, Vermont. Mn. White describes how
she, at great personal trouble and expense, has proved that
'Abdu'l-Bahi's will, in which Shoghi Efendi was appointed
his successor, is a forgery. She tried in vain to get the
Baha'i leaders of America to submit the will to a handwriting expert, and when they refused to do so, she went to
England and secured photographs of the will and herself
consulted an expert. His verdict was that the document was
not all written by one person, and that no part of it has the
characteristics of 'Abdu'l-Bahi's handwriting. If this charge
of Mrs. White's is proved to be true, as it probably is, then
it will be impossible to determine to what extent the socalled will represents 'Abdu'l-BahP's wishes, and how far it
is the expression of the desires of Shoghi Efendi's party. At
all events, the result will almost certainly be another split
in the already muchdivided Baha'i community.

CHAPTER
XI
Bahd'i World, Vol. 11, p. 51; BahBJi World, Vol. 11,
p. 241 ; a Bah6'i World, Vol. 11, p. 37; Filsifa-yi-Nikri,
Vol. I, p. 71; Filsiya-yi-Nikri, Vol. 11, pp. 210-213;

'

Bah6'i Scriptures, p. 158; Several American Bahi'i
women came to Teherin *and did a certain amount of med-'
ical work, but this cannot be credited to the account of
the Persian Baha'is; Dr. Sadigh-ul-Hokama, a Jewish
Christian of Hamad%; * Fitsija-yi-Nikri, Vol. 11, pp. 216223; lo Or The Good Philosophy;
Bahci'u'lhih and the
New Era, p. 8; l2 The Exposure of Frauds; la Vol. 11,
p. 37; I 4 Bahci'i Scriptures, p. 337; l6 I t will be remembered that almost all Persian BahB'is practice taqiyya,
that is, deny their faith whenever they deem it expedient
so to do; Id Malcolm, Five Years in a Persian Town ( 1905),
p. 96; l7 Kashju'l-Hiyal, p. 64; 18This book is now considered by the Bahi'is as the best available presentation
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of their movement. The Bah6'i Magazine, in offering it
for sale, says, " This is the most comprehensive summary
and explanation of the Bahl'i Teachings as yet given in
a single volume;" lSMission Problems in New Persia,
Beirut, 1926, p. 83; Po Mission Problems in New Persia,
Beirut, 1926, pp. 87, 88;
Kashfu'l-Hiyal, p. 16;
22 Filsija-yi-NikQ, VOI. I, p. 125; 2a A recent convert from
BahVism to Christianity was led to break with Bahii'ism
because a Bahii'i missionary tried to seduce his little
daughter. See also Filsija-yi-NikQ, Vol. I, p. 124; 24 It
was proved later that there was a deliberate attempt on
the part of the Baha'is to break up the Christian meeting
and involve the missionary in trouble with the police;
24a Browne, A Year Amongst the Persians, p. 487; 2s FFilsijayi-NikQ, Vol. I, p. 56; 2d Filsija-yGNikQ, Vol. I, p. 144;
27 Kashju'l-Hiyal, p. 21 1; 28 The veil is worn by Bahi'i
women, not only in Persia, where it would have perhaps
been unwise for them to lay it aside prematurely, but also
in Russian Turkistk and Syria, where it could have easily
been discarded; 20There are in Persia only three Bahl'i
schools; Some years ago one of the American Christian
missionaries in TeherZn subscribed to the Bahi'i Magazine, published in America, in order to inform herself as
to the propaganda being camed on by the BahB'is abroad.
In the next issue of the magazine her name was printed in
Dr. Sa'id Khan gave me
the list of " Bahg'iCentres;"
some interesting information regarding the two famous
martyrs of Isfahh whose graves Dr. Browne visited (A
Year Amongst the Persians, p. 213 ff.). These men were
both rich, and Zillu's-SultFin, the Prince-Governor of
Isfahiin, wanted their property. He therefore charged
them with being BahH'is in order to get rid of them. BahH
had once said, " I have made Bahi'is unlawful to the
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sword" (i. e., the sword is no more permitted to slay
them). Hence these two men immediately telegraphed
Bahii of their plight. He replied by wire, " God's hand is
greater [than theirs]," i. e., God will save them from their
enemies. When examined, they denied their faith and
cursed BahB, but the Prince had them killed none the less.
As the executioner cut their throats with his dagger he
said, " He [BahB] made them unlawful to the sword, but
not to the dagger;" 82 Dr. Sa'id Kh5n tells me that Hiijji
Rabi Gunifurush, a Jewish Bahi'i from HarnadZn, went
to 'Akkii to see 'Abdu'l-Bahi. As he sat with him in the
evening, talking, Hijji Rabi, with a show of embarrassment, asked 'Abdul-Bahii to excuse him while he went
out to get his usual evening drink of liquor. 'Abdu'l-Bahii
replied that it was not necessary for him to go, and a t
once ordered his servant to bring in drinks. This was
done, and the Jew was bidden to satisfy his thirst. He
protested that, being a Jew, he feared poison, and begged
his host to taste the drink first. 'Abdul-Bahii complied,
and Hiijji Rabi followed him. This performance was repeated again and again during the evening until 'AbdulBahB was quite intoxicated, according to the Jew's story.
There was evidently a good store of liquor in 'Abdu'l-BahB's
pantry!
The number of Bahi'is in America in 1916 was
2,884, and in 1926 it was 1,247 (see Religious Bodies, 1926.
Published by U. S. Dept. of Commerce).

CHAPTER
XI1
I

1 Baki'i Scriptures, p. 382; "he
Bahd'i World, Vol. 11,
p. 106; 8Quoted by Wilson, p. 87; 'Bahi'i Scriptures,
p. 461; Bahi'i Scriptures, p. 490; Bahri'u'llih and the
New Era, p. 71; The Bahi'is teach that all these " manifestations " were sinless. This doctrine is contrary both
to the Bible and to The Koran; 8See p. 116; Osee
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Chapter VI; I1See p. 199, note 24. l2 See the History
of Mirzii J a d , the devoted follower of Bahil'ulliih, published in Matenendsfor the Study of tke Bdbi Religion, p.
5 5 ; la A Year Amongst the Persians, pp. 328, 406; l4 Since
Bahl'uliih had no miracles to attest his claims it was
necessary for him to deny the miracles of Christ lest he
attested
seem to be inferior in this respect; 1"ahH'u'llih
the teachings of The Koran, and in The Koran (4:156) it
is written concerning the crucifixion of Jesus, " Yet they
dew Him not and they crucified Him not
they did
not really slay Him, but God took Him up to Himself;"
When Bahl'is speak of the " Fatherhood of God " they
are using a term borrowed from Christianity. There is no
such doctrine in the original writings of Bahi'u'lliih (see
p. 204, note 49).
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